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ABSTRACT

SKINS OF COMMERCE:
AN EPIDERMAL TOUR THROUGH AMERICAN MEDICINE AND MARKETS, 1900–1970

J. Maxwell Rogoski
Robert A. Aronowitz

In the early decades of the twentieth century, ideas about human skin in the United States underwent significant transformation. Initially seen primarily as a functional barrier against the external
environment, beginning in the 1920s skin became a mirror of individual internal qualities—a shift
driven by new knowledge about hormones, vitamins, psycho-somaticism, and changing ideas about
the relationship between self and society. Drawing on both lay and medical sources, this dissertation
documents that transformation and also explores how healthy skin became increasingly defined and
managed by American systems of industry and commerce. This took place in multiple sites: from
the expansion of occupational dermatology confronted by workers plagued by irritants, to academic-industrial partnerships that developed and tested new skin care products in the 1930s and 40s, to
consumer research and marketing campaigns that tried to sell soap through individuality and tactility in the 50s and 60s. Within the history of health and medicine, this project addresses a subject
that has seen little sustained inquiry to make arguments about the moral expectations of physicians’
logic of irritation and the messy embodied labor of developing consumer products, with the hope of
contributing to an ongoing drive to write histories attentive to the influences of the marketplace and
consumption. Broadly speaking, by illustrating the multiple meanings of skin in the recent past I aim
to loosen the hold of contemporary imperatives toward beauty, perfection, or self-actualization in the
body’s surface.
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Introduction.

There can be many histories of skin; let me tell you about this one. Two sets of
overarching questions motivate my dissertation. One begins with the insistence that core
ideas about what skin is and what it does have been mutable across the twentieth century.
In recovering and documenting this change, I ask why fundamental assumptions about the
boundary between self and the outside shifted, and further what consequences this might
have. The second set of questions asks happens when we consider skin from the perspective
of the diverse commercial activity that surrounded it. Skin was entangled with both production and consumption—in settings where workers contended with industrial irritants
or researchers developed cleansers with especially bland properties—that highlighted how
the body’s surface had more than only symbolic, social, or even medical significance. It was
a foundational part of the material and economic world. How did regimes of epidermal
custodianship extend into workplace management and consumer products? What type of
gendered and practical divisions of labor were involved in industrial research partnerships
to develop new skin care goods? Answering these questions and others uncovers a rich and
important world of sensuality, individuality, and discomforts hidden right in plain sight.
This history takes place in the United States, mostly in the North. It begins around
the turn of the twentieth century, though of course many humans had skins long before this.
This start is therefore something of a matter of convenience, but also reflects a conviction
that modern skin—tended to by scientific-minded dermatologists keen to look under a
microscope for causes, cloaking bodies that came of age in a world of germs and motorcars—
is distinct from the surface covering earlier people who inhabited wildly different bodies and
cosmologies. After all, skin was not an organ at all until the eighteenth century and even then
it remained a rather quiescent one for some time.1 So we have a time, and a place. This is the
Michael Geiges, Roman Specker, Werner Kempf, and Gunter Burg, “Cutaneous Lymphomas—Historical
Aspects,” in Cutaneous Lympohmas, eds. Gunter Burg and Werner Kempf (London: Informa Healthcare, 2010),
1

1

story of human skins in the US battered by engines of industry, ministered to by articles of
consumption, and shaped into a powerful locus of identity. (Incidentally, skin also gets sick,
burned, and grafted; it creeps out movie-goers in creepy films, and gets turned into leather or
made into art; these stories and others are not told here.) 2
In other words, this dissertation is about how human skin existed at the center of an
increasingly dense web of economic activity—an organ upon which countless dollars of economic production depended, and upon which consumers put countless dollars of products.
What problems did skin’s fragility present to labor under conditions of capitalist markets and
how were these conceptualized and resolved? How did companies and researchers collaborate
to make the products that transformed skin into an economic surface par excellence? Along
the way, this history shows how people changed the way they explored and regarded their
skin.
The history described here begins at the turn of the century, when skin was an organ
whose primary responsibility was to defend against the external environment (owing among
other things to a turn from humoral medicine to specific local pathology). Beginning in the
1920s, with ideas about relationship between self and society in flux and developments in
medical knowledge around hormones and vitamins, this changed. Skin became a reflection of
interior qualities ranging from digestive disturbances to more evanescent qualities of character—a mirror of self. The valences linking skin to this interior identity extended onward,
co-mingling with recurring attention to environmental forces and influences. During these
same decades, profound industrial expansion and transformations in American labor brought
workers’ skin increasingly into the line of fire. Men and women were exposed to novel chemicals in everything from photography development to vulcanizing rubber while conditions of
canning and domestic labor meant seemingly innocuous substances like fruit or water had
newfound irritating effects. An occupational health movement born out of a Progressive Era
1–7.
2
Jonathan Demme, dir. The Silence of the Lambs, 1991; Pedro Almodóvar, dir. The Skin I Live In, 2011; Jonathan Glazer, dir. Under the Skin, 2013.
2

sense that human factors should be optimized with scientific expertise and new workplace
compensation laws increasingly subjected workers’ skin to professional medical surveillance.
Dermatologists articulated a logic of irritation to explain whose skin flared up on the job
that contained normative presumptions which tended to justify firing the worker rather than
controlling the substance. One result of this wealth of chemical discovery, namely sulfated
oils, actually had the potential to help sooth irritable skins. From the mid-1930s industrial
concerns and academic researchers at medical centers forged connections to develop consumer skincare products, presaging the massive postwar infusion of U.S. government investment
in medical research that accelerated this trend.3 The maturation of a consumer-driven
economy yielded greater attention to ensuring the safety of the multitudes of new products
applied to millions of skins. Beyond growing partnerships in product development, changes
took place in the marketplace in which they were hawked to consumers. Women in the
1950s experienced their skin with new feeling of individuality as marketers encouraged them
to enjoy the tactile experience of poking and prodding while men in the 1960s wrestled with
their own gender hang-ups entering the skincare market.
While this dissertation highlights many of the elements that wrapped the body’s
surface in golden chains of commerce—from physical and political changes on the workshop floor, to investments in medical research and skin care product development by large
companies, to a postwar expansion of marketing in an increasingly consumer-driven US
economy—it should be acknowledged at the outset that it is often better at raising questions
than providing firm answers. This is not a continuous narrative, as we peek through different
windows into these developments as sources allow. A leather chemist turned skin researcher
(Irvin Blank) and a clinical psychologist turned marketing consultant (Ernest Dichter)
provide the eyes and ears of the last two chapters respectively. Such a fragmentary perspective
Though not yet a part of this dissertation World War II is also a very important turning point for skin. Army
funding for skin research to deal with the problem of tropical acne in the South Pacific theatre supported the
development of topical vitamin A therapy, which dramatically changed acne treatment and later became an
anti-wrinkle product. See the records of the Department of Dermatology, UPC.9D, University of Pennsylvania
Archives among other sources.
3
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is limited. But even without strong claims to typicality or representativeness, these cases nevertheless illuminate the larger dynamics of commercial-academic partnerships and consumer
marketing that shaped modern American skin. Given this is a study of a boundary organ, it
is perhaps fitting that these two figures occupied somewhat liminal professional spaces. The
plurality of Skins of Commerce is a nod to the facets and discontinuities of skin in different
contexts that compose this work—that when taken together begin to offer a more synoptic
view.

Perfection // Beauty
While conducting research for this project, an acquaintance was telling me about
going to see a dermatologist, and she began her story with a confession, “I have always
had perfect skin.” My wonderment as she stated this so obviously and matter-of-factly has
followed me since. Given its visibility and the possibility of daily bodily surveillance and
evaluation, it is entirely reasonable that people blessed with happy, complacent skin should
notice this. Yet at the same time, is it not slightly curious to speak of an organ in such terms?
People rarely speak of their perfect kidneys, livers, lungs, and hearts, or perfect intestines and
bladders. Is this on account of their interiority or their relatively unassuming demands? A
variety of other adjectives suggest themselves: healthy, smooth, disease-free, well-functioning,
but none of these quite fit; her skin had always been perfect. This dissertation does not
uncover the origins and social maintenance of the possibility of perfect skin—though the
question simmers in the background of several chapters (principally the first and fourth).
Incidentally my first interest in this topic was piqued not by perfection but in some measures
by its opposite: engrossingly beautiful nineteenth century illustrations of horribly disfiguring
skin disease. These experiences call attention to the fact that within a history driven by
commerce, industry and (in future work) military exigency—there are both aesthetic and
intimate relationships between a person and their skin. More work remains to uncover the
world in which a good skin care regime is a place of emotional release; in which skin care
4

could become an addiction.4

Surface // Depth
Another broad aim of this project is to defend the body surface from the casual
insults of ontological snobbery. The English language is replete with expressions that devalue
something on the surface as inconsequential: meaningful change is “more than skin deep;”
something truly upsetting “gets under the skin.” The presumption is that what is valuable
is hidden; meaning must be plumbed and wrestled from the depths. Only in the inner
mysteries of the brain/mind does the self truly hold court. For if great truths lay available to
eye alone, then surely they would be pedestrian and commonplace, dare we say, superficial.
Michel Foucault in Birth of the Clinic classically showed the movement of the interest of
medicine toward the inside of the body through pathological anatomy and the discovery of
the lesion in the early nineteenth century. But we need not follow where pathological anatomy and Foucault lead.5 Taking skin itself as our object of study, permits an exploration of its
construction as superficial and to challenge this relative devaluation. Some of the discussion
in the first chapter how skin functions as a boundary against the outside or mirror of the
internal speaks to this traffic in layers. By staying on the body surface, by understanding
that skin has led a mutable and interesting course through history, we seek to pause the
easy second-nature of a dichotomy between surface and depth that privileges the latter and
denigrates the former.
There is a large volume of work on health and beauty, most influential for the work presented here has been
Elizabeth Haiken, Venus Envy: A History of Cosmetic Surgery (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997);
Joan Brumberg, The Body Project: An Intimate History of American Girls (New York: Random House, 1997);
Michael Hau, The Cult of Health and Beauty in Germany: A Social History, 1890–1930 (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2003). See also: Sander Gilman, Making the Body Beautiful: A Cultural History of Aesthetic
Surgery (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999).
5
This is also interestingly engaged with by Mary Fissell in Patients, Power, and the Poor in Eighteenth-century
Bristol (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991). Though she, like Foucault, tends to see the withering
of a strong interest in reading the signs on the surface of the body with the dawning of the modern era around
1800. Sharona Pearl has a different take in About Faces: Physiognomy in Nineteenth-Century Britain (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 2010). In general, this dissertation takes a position much closer to Pearl’s; a linear
narrative of decline fails to regard a more dynamic history of the significance of surface in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.
4
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Medicine and Market // Identity and Consumption
The skin in this particular history is generally healthy, more often than not female,
and almost entirely White. Let us address each of these qualities in turn.

How does one write a history of health? This is somewhat less common in a work of
medical history, though it follows several well-established precedents that draw attention to
the rich connections between medicine and market and identity and consumption. Nancy
Tomes’s work—both in Gospel of Germs and Remaking the American Patient—is exemplary,
path-breaking research in this regard.6 More generally this dissertation follows recent histories
that approach their subjects through frames that extend beyond a specific disease or site of
institutional care-giving. There are interstices of health, however, that do not fit neatly into
such silos and they are worth exploring, too. Histories structured around concepts of risk and
efficacy, of disability, and of transnational flows (among others) offer invigorating models of
narrative possibility.7 A key aim of the call for patient-centered history was to begin by looking out at a diverse field of health to recognize that formal medical treatment was only one
part of this landscape. When we adopt this perspective, we see dermatologists, yes, but also
advertising, and a rich world of consumer goods—and might note that perhaps patients are
not actually the right category at all. People engaged in health behaviors that were not only
directed at correcting a fault, but making use of a wonderful assortment of things they could
buy and apply to their skin in the hopes of enhancing it, keeping it healthy, and furthering
Nancy Tomes, The Gospel of Germs: Men, Women, and the Microbe in American Life (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998); Nancy Tomes, Remaking the American Patient: How Madison Avenue and Modern Medicine
Turned Patients into Consumers (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2016). See also: Alan Brandt,
The Cigarette Century: The Rise, Fall, and Deadly Persistence of the Product that Defined America (New York: Basic
Books, 2009).
7
Robert Aronowitz, Risky Medicine: Our Quest to Cure Fear and Uncertainty (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2015); Beth Linker, Slouch: The Hidden History of America’s Poor Posture Epidemic (in progress); Projit
Bihari Mukharji, Doctoring Traditions: Ayurveda, Small Technologies, and Braided Sciences (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2016); Eram Alam, “The Care of Foreigners: A History of South Asian Physicians in the United
States, 1965–2016,” (PhD diss., University of Pennsylvania, 2016).
6
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self-improvement. In other words, wellness is our business in the history of medicine, too.
While Skins of Commerce is mostly about healthy skins, this is not entirely true—
along the way it covers a good deal of irritation, nuisance and minor ailments. Histories of
medicine have rightly investigated many of the deadliest diseases and devastating epidemics;
the magnitude of suffering provides an easy writ of the value of such study. Alongside this I
want to bring the quotidian into view—conditions that are significance not for their inherent
drama or the high stakes of life and death, but thire commonplace occurrence. The scrapes
and slight blemishes that are part and parcel of the routine ways of living in a skin (assuming
it is not perfect). It’s simultaneously engaging—since these can be rich sites of meaning
making—but also challenging, since if a complaint is too minor, nobody bothers to write
anything down for archival interment and historical reanimation. Thus part of the sources
here draw ideas about beauty or boundary cases in something like acne or industrial dermatitis that are may be experienced as annoying pimples or a bothersome rash in same cases and
in others as deeply scarring or even requiring hospitalization. This dissertation would broadly
contribute to building on this conversation and supporting calls to recognize the importance
of the daily annoyance or common complaint.8
While I’m clarifying what this history is not (among other things, a history of any
number of very serious skin diseases), it may be well to also point out that this is also not a
story about dermatology rising to power or how science took over the body’s surface. True,
social observers have complained of an onslaught of pseudo-scientific beauty claims for at
least fifty years or more. And true, by the end of this period there were far more dermatologists in the U.S. and their prestige and compensation had generally grown apace. Yet, at the
close of this story and continuing to the present day, there remained a wonderful number
of things that one can do with skin that have nothing to do with doctors. One can buy skin
nourishing goat’s milk soap or hand-crafted bars that are made are sold without even a whiff
Gregg Mitman, Breathing Space: How Allergies Shape Our Lives and Landscapes (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 2007); Lara Friedenfelds, The Modern Period: Menstruation in Twentieth-Century America (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009).
8
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of a doctor’s involvement. To the extent that physicians entered the beauty market, they have
adopted and conformed to product expectations—about lather, pleasing packaging, soft
soaps, etc. dictated by existing cultural ideals (as illustrated in chapter three). At least on the
subject of healthy skin, medicine was embedded within a social milieu in which it speaks as
one voice among many, not overweening authority. Beside which, most medicalization theses
carry the implicit assumption that if biomedicine had simply stayed in its proper place we
would all be better off. This is too simplistic and lends itself to a now-tired reprise of caricatured villainy that has exhausted its critical energy.
Even conceiving of this present work would not have been possible without a rich
scholarly lineage on the history of something as seemingly static and divorced from the
slipstream of time as the human body. By now, historians have revealed the delightful, multifarious, and unfamiliar ways people have experienced their bodies in the past. Especially rich
and exemplary work in cosmologies of sex / gender and semen / blood in the early modern
period capture just how strangely bodies could behave in the past.9 This is increasingly true
as well in the twentieth century as interdisciplinary scholars have explored the intensification
of scientific and technical knowledge to uncover further reaches of identity and power over
reproductive possibilities, self-fashioning, or transformations of human grist into martial
and industrial matériel.10 Some of these works are more theoretically inflected than others—engaged in questions about the knowability of different experiences or the give and take
Thomas Laqueur, Making Sex: Body and Gender from the Greeks to Freud (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1990); Patricia Simons, The Sex of Men in Premodern Europe: A Cultural History (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2011); Barbara Duden, The Woman Beneath the Skin: A Doctor’s Patients in Eighteenth-Century
Germany (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998); Shigehisa Kuriyama, The Expressiveness of the Body and
the Divergence of Greek and Chinese Medicine (Boston: Zone Books, 1999).
10
This project is indebted to the intellectual community led by M. Susan Lindee and Karen-Sue Taussig in the
“Making the Biotech Body” DPDF working group in 2015. For modern era histories of various biotechnical
degrees, see: M. Susan Lindee, “Experimental Wounds: Science and Violence in Mid-Century America,” in
“Health Legacies: Militarization, Health, and Society” ed. Susan Smith Journal of Law, Medicine & Ethics 39
(2011): 8–20; Beth Linker, War’s Waste: Rehabilitation in World War I America (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2011); Laura Briggs, Reproducing Empire: Race, Sex, Science and U.S. Imperialism in Puerto Rico (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2002); John Kasson, Houdini, Tarzan, and the Perfect Man: The White Male Body
and the Challenge of Modernity in America (New York: Hill and Wang, 2001); Michel Foucault, Discipline and
Punish: The Birth of the Prison (New York: Vintage Books, 1995).
9
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between the knowledge and the reality of a thing—but the usefulness of such theory is often
what it enables you to see and show the reader. The proof is in the pudding, so to speak, so I
will not belabor the jargon here.

The skin in this history is also largely, but not exclusively female. The continued
gendering of the body’s surface took place incrementally over this period. (Owing to factors
beyond the scope of this story, but including the role of women as household purchasers, and
increasing affluence that transformed a visit to a grocery with a few bars fit for everyone in
the household into a specialty retailer stocked with specially perfumed toilet soaps.) In the
case of skin, women often stood for everyone, as their experiences described the normative
body of common reference. This is seen, among other places, in the extreme paucity of
skin-related advertisements in men’s “general interest” publications compared to women’s
magazines—though surely men bathed and used soap as well. Or when marketing researchers talked about the desires of a (generic) male consumer based on hundreds of interviews
with women. And when companies testing skincare products paid to recruit female nurses
rather than use male medical students ready at hand. While women’s experiences of skin often set the norm, this was not always the case, as in the masculinized problems of workplace
skin. And it does not mean these norm-defining experiences were necessarily pleasurable
or free from gender-based injustice. This dissertation has also tried not to let the normative
become totalizing—and so to recognize women employed in industry in the 1930s (in
fruit-caning factories, or as houseworkers who composed a major group of occupational
sufferers); and the male minority skin care consumers in the 1960s. While a generally omnipresent feature of the story, gendered dynamics emerge most strongly in the crucial but often
overlooked embodied labor women preformed in skincare product development as wives
and secretarial employees (in chapter three); or how fears of homosexuality suffused the male
toiletries market and foreclosed the possibility of certain experiences of skin (seen in chapter
four).
9

The skin in this dissertation is almost entirely White. Which of course is itself a racial category, though much of the discussion of what this skin is doing is not concerned with
illuminating the dynamics of the racial construction of Whiteness or how it inheres in the
body surface. (One exception is in the second chapter which nods to racial prejudice against
insufficiently White immigrant laborers in describing the skin trouble caused by capitalism.)
This lack of thorough attention to race is a fault arose partially from time constraints, my
own embodied identity, and the nature of the sources that I have managed to uncover. (And
the fact many of the authors of those sources unproblematically accepted White skin as the
default.) One avenue in which to remedy this, would be to research the sources that would
allow my chapters to consider how Latinx, Asian American, or African American experiences
of skin during this period impacted their themes and narratives. How did people of other
skin colors see the transformation of skin from an environmental boundary, or access the
tactile pleasures of skincare products? While this dissertation would certainly be enriched
by the capacity to consider its questions from a diversity of racial perspectives, it is equally
true that the broader literature is not especially wanting for work on skin and race. Other
scholars have done considerable work on specifically skin and color.11 And more broadly
historians of science and medicine have long described the process by which race was made
into a biologically defined category, that often but not always included skin color (even if its
dermatological details were often taken for granted).12
Nina Jablonski, Living Color: The Biological and Social Meaning of Skin Color (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012); J. Cecilia Cardenas-Navia, “Color Struck: The Sciences of Skin Color and the Formation
of Identity in America,” (PhD diss., Yale University, in progress); Maxine Leeds Craig, Ain’t I a Beauty Queen?:
Black Women, Beauty, and the Politics of Race (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002). There is also an enormous volume of research by contemporary social scientists on such things as hue preference within communities of color and skin-lightening creams, including but not limited to: Ronald Hall, “The Bleaching Syndrome:
African Americans’ Response to Cultural Domination vis-à-vis Skin Color,” Journal of Black Studies 26 (1995):
172–84; Margaret L. Hunter, “‘If You’re Light You’re Alright’: Light Skin Color as Social Capital for Women
of Color,” Gender & Society 16 (2002): 175–93; Margaret L. Hunter, Race, Gender, and the Politics of Skin Tone
(New York: Routledge Press, 2005); and Evelyn Nakano Glenn, “Yearning for Lightness: Transnational Circuits
in the Marketing and Consumption of Skin Lighteners,” Gender & Society 22 (2008): 281–302.
12
See, for example, Londa Shiebinger, Nature’s Body: Gender in the Making of Modern Science (New Brunswick:
Rutgers University Press, 2004 [1993]); Warwick Anderson, The Cultivation of Whiteness: Science, Health, and
11
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The skin in this dissertation tends to be middle-class, though working class skin
concerns figure prominently in the second chapter on the occupational assaults on skin.
While many of the dermatologists whose voices we hear most readily there had a presumably
rather secure financial situation and certainly commanded professional social status, the same
cannot be said of the printers, canners, tanners, and house cleaners whose skin flared up on
the job. In this discussion, I have tried to be attentive to the class-based suspicions on both
side (of malingering or shoddy care) that charged this dynamic; and the fragile economic and
embodied realities that laborers struggled to manage in industrial capitalism. It should not
come as a surprise that like most goods in a market economy, access to good skin is stratified
by wealth. As a physician would be able to describe, at the extremes of poverty, people suffer
not only markedly higher mortality but from “looking older than their stated age” due to
the accelerated skin damage caused by a host of factors. Part of this stratification of skin by
wealth lies in patterns of consumption of skincare products.13 But beyond the ways social
class is written into the skin, it is also about a performance along cultural conventions and
scripts.14 Accordingly, this dissertation also explores how class dynamics inflected understanding of masculinity among male cosmetic consumers (in chapter four).

Other Scholarship of Skin //
Over the past two decades, scholars from a number of backgrounds have contributed
Racial Destiny in Australia (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006); Ann Fabian, The Skull Collectors: Race, Science, and America’s Unburied Dead (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010); Pablo F. Gomez, The Experiential Caribbean: Creating Knowledge and Healing in the Early Modern Atlantic (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 2017); Lundy Braun, Breathing Race into the Machine: The Surprising Career of the Spirometer
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to a growing body of work about skin. While established subfield it is not, this dissertation
has benefitted from the conversation begun by earlier work, though it diverges (sometimes
substantially) in empirical focus and method. The present work is most closely aligned with
historical monographs in which skin appears somewhat tangentially alongside work on adolescent female body, the cosmetics industry, or practices of washing.15 These are well sourced,
smart histories and the hope is that by taking skin as the central object of this one, one could
capture something of the richness of that historical transformation that interweaves professional knowledge alongside questions of gender and power that these earlier works model. As
for work centrally about skin, the most prominent examples are from a physical anthropologist, Nina Jablonski, and literary scholars, notably Claudia Benthiem.16 Needless to say, as a
historical project the current study proceeds from different methodical sensibilities than these
foregoing works that use the tools of natural science to explain the evolution of skin color
or a sweeping canvas of the multiple thematic questions invested in skin by reading promiscuously across time. On the basis of fiction, Benthien argues that the body’s surface came to
be regarded as increasingly less porous and supple and in the twentieth century became an
alienated boundary, a form of “passive captivity”—a useful counterpoint that is discussed
further in Chapter Four.17 Suffice to say, the rich and often contradictory semiology of skin is
exactly what makes it interesting. Within the relatively few works of skin history specifically,
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academically trained writers have tended to focus on contextual social histories of different
diseases of skin.18 In addition to which, dermatologists have provided invaluable first draft
accounts of technical developments in their field and a journalist has brought the potential
bioethical abuses of skin research to light.19
**
My ambition upon beginning this topic was to consider and capture, if possible,
a materialist history in the ways skin physically changed over this time period in response
to changing social and physical environment. Was, for example, the keen obsession with
new-fangled ‘sun baths’ and ‘air baths’ a result of urbanization that brought more people
to work in the city; and weak labor laws that had them toiling for 10 hour days indoors in
poorly ventilated factories before going home to cramped, poorly ventilated quarters? Were
cities quite simply smokier and dustier in the early twentieth century, and did that lead to a
gritty feeling skin and the curiously common refrains about dust scoring into women’s pores?
In both cases, I suspect the answer was yes—but how to prove it. Less straightforwardly, did
the changing chemical composition and quality of the soap affect how people felt when they
cleaned their skin? Some environmental histories have made compelling use of data from the
sciences to describe longer-term changes in the human relationships to water and land, but as
a historian of science, importing these methods into this work of inquiry does not seem quite
so easy. We might surmise from incidence of Ricketts and skin cancers, for example, that
degrees of sun exposure changed over the course of the twentieth century; historical photos
of smog indicate presumptively terrible urban air that surely must have been felt in some
way. How, exactly, though does a humanist translate these artifacts into argument, when he
Jonathan Reinarz and Kevin Siena, eds. A Medical History of Skin: Scratching the Surface (London: Pickering
& Chatto, 2013). Craig Koslofsky also has a useful review of literature in the early modern world, “Knowing
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19
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is trained neither in air quality science nor the material sciences of skin? The answer, for now,
is to leave these questions open and invite you to imagine the potential material transformations that impinge on this history of skin.
This epidermal tour through American medicine and markets begins with a survey
of professional literature and women’s magazines to follow a transformation in the dominant
operating assumptions about how skin worked and what it did—from a boundary against
the external environment to a mirror of what happens on the inside. The second chapter
enters the world of workplace skin complaints as we elaborate the logic of irritation dermatologists used to understand and manage the threat industrial capitalism posed to the body’s
fragile and idiosyncratic outer surface. Shifting our attention from the irritable skins of
workers to consumers, chapter three relates the story of Irvin Blank whose collaboration with
the National Oil Products Company in the development of an oil-based skin cleanser opens a
window into the dynamics of academic-corporate partnerships in medicine in the late-thirties
and forties. Finally, the last chapter explores the at times bizarre marketing research firm
of Ernest Dichter, who sought to sell skincare products in the fifties and sixties based on
messages about skin’s individuality or its capacity for tactile pleasure, that perhaps reflected
changes in thoughts and feelings of the women he interviewed. Across these chapters we find
a tight web of commercial interests stretch out across the body surface—shaping and defining
Americans’ experiences of their skin.
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Chapter One.
The Finest Skin Comes from Within: Women’s Magazines, Dermatology and the
Transformation of an Environmental Boundary to a Mirror of Self, 1900–1930

Wind, water, rays of sunlight, and dry or moist air daily buffeted American skin in the first
couple decades of the twentieth century, and its task above all was to react appropriately
and defend against these assaults. Both dermatologists and advertisers in women’s magazines
depicted skin foremost as a barrier against this ever-variable external environment. But
beginning in the 1920s and clearly by the 1930s this had changed; skin had become a mirror
of internal health and a reflection of the self—a window into character, psyche, and digestive
disturbances; a key to deciphering what was on the inside. This is not an argument grounded
in a particular medical discovery, or a specific advancement with discrete actors and a clear
narrative out of a single archive. The nature of such a transformation is tricky to illustrate
and the evidence that supports it is necessarily drawn from disparate sources. But though it
presents challenges to the historian, being diffuse does not make this change over time less
meaningful or true.
But why does it matter if skin changed? There are two major answers here. First,
it mattered to the people of the time, and so it must matter for any attempt at capturing
how they felt about their skin and thought about it. In some ways, this chapter is inspired
by Nancy Tomes’s Gospel of Germs which describes a shift in ideas about germs from being
atmospheric contaminants arising from sewers or defective toilets to highlighting fears of
person-to-person contagion in a consumptive’s cough or dirty bedsheets. Tomes does so not
by tracing specific medical developments but finding such expressions of taken-for-granted
aspects of “germiness” in newspaper stories, advertising, and consumer culture of the time.
Recovering often unspoken assumptions about the skin and its function provides a key to
understanding health and bodily practices that otherwise seem strange or obscure. Further15

more, the dynamics of this surface reaching outward in defense or its interplay to reflect
personal interiority and depth structured part of what it meant to interact with the world
and be seen as a person. Second, tracking this trajectory also matters to the type of histories
that we tell about bodies in the modern period. To assert that skin has a history is to posit
a central malleability to something often taken as a fixed, biological entity, and in doing so,
it destabilizes what might be obvious or taken for granted. Skin has not been the same over
time. Certainly not across epochs of antiquity or early-modernity, but also in the recent past
of the twentieth century. Against pessimistic readings of a fall from grace into a modern
Weberian iron cage that renders skin a closed off shell—stripped of formerly rich semiology
and shut against both the world and the possibility of change—we find quite the opposite.
I am not attempting to uncover a categorical break (or a fundamental, sharp disunity
between incompatible worldviews as in Foucault’s Order of Things). Rather this chapter
documents a shift of emphasis that occurred gradually with a healthy cross-fade. When asked
point blank, many of the historical actors and authors in this chapter might deny an either-or
proposition or acknowledge the validity of both points, but nevertheless claim without
hesitation a preeminence to their particular notion. It is also the case that starting around
the turn of the century is something of a false beginning. In debates over the causes of acne
in the early 1880s for instance, physicians placed considerable emphasis on diet and overall
aspects of a person’s constitution.20 But tracing the withering of such constitutionalism
through the rapid transformation of ideas about disease causation in the late nineteenth century (the so-called bacteriological revolution) is outside the scope of this project. We might
speculate that concern with omnipresent pathogens lurking in the air heightened attention
to skin’s barrier function, and the medical vogue of finding specific causes of specific ailments
discouraged, for a time, some of the hermeneutics that linked surface to interior worlds
See a discussion on 25 January 1881 of Dr. Piffard’s case of a 29-year-old unmarried woman with intensely
inflamed acne in which Dr. Robinson agreed “that the uterus needed attention besides local treatment” and
Dr. Fox opined that “acne was due to constitutional disturbances … more especially where there was dyspepsia
or uterine trouble,” New York Dermatological Society, Minutes of Meetings and Accounts, 1869–1920, vol. 2
Transactions and Records, Rare Book and Manuscript Collection, New York Academy of Medicine, 41–42.
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of turmoil. Suffice to say, that by around 1900 skin that served primarily as a boundary
against the environment and the products that ministered to it helped offset the ravages of
dust and wind or applied light to offer therapy. But by the 1930s the image of skin doctors
and consumers took for granted, focused far more on how what happened inside the body
manifest on its surface, the benefits to skin from diet and eating right, possibilities of internal
hormonal or vitamin cures, and even the epidermal effects of the psyche.
Where, then, does the evidence of this shift come from? This chapter canvases a
change that took place in both professional knowledge and popular culture. Evidence of the
former comes from the writings of physicians in medical journals and health advice literature, while the pages of women’s monthlies provide a look at the latter. As a window into
mainstream cultural attitudes and representations of skin, Good Housekeeping features heavily.
I have patiently and carefully read its pages per the traditional work of history, pursuing an
interpretation and synthesis that constitute the bulk of the discussion. But the magazine’s
availability in fully searchable digital form opened up another methodological possibility.
Namely, tools of digital humanities promised an intriguing way to digest large volumes of
printed material and access diffuse changes across decades. This I have also done using a
painstakingly assembled database of advertisements. Thus this chapter is composed of both
professional and popular sources interpreted principally with traditional historical methods,
supplemented by machine analysis.
After a brief discussion of sources and method, physicians provide the initial evidence
for the early salience of skin’s external-facing function. The heart of this chapter then follows
the evolution of skin from an environmental boundary to a mirror of self as revealed in the
women’s press (mostly Good Housekeeping), before returning to a look at concurrent changes
in dermatology and medicine more broadly that helped underwrite this change. The final
section attempts to assess whether this traditional history finds purchase in a digital humanities analysis. Though beyond identifying change and describing the past, it is also our duty
to explain. The conclusion to this chapter discusses some of the factors in this explanatory
17

nexus (influential medical developments being the most obvious), but also suggests that skin
reflected broader changes in ideas about the relationship of self to society.

A Brief Note on Why Good Housekeeping and Why Advertising?
A combination of happenstance, reflective deliberation and practical expedience
lead me to select Good Housekeeping (GH) as a primary source for this chapter. The seeds of
this idea took root while looking through 1950s microfilms of Seventeen magazine to locate
articles I had seen referenced in a secondary source. In the halting whir of tape that stuttered
across so many undesired pages, I found something even more interesting: a plethora of
advertisements for soap and skin care products that drew upon and espoused implicit
assumptions about how skin fit into a cosmology of the body. My period of interest began
earlier, so although I needed to find a different publication, it seemed that women’s magazines would have a wealth of relevant advertising. Initially I considered building a database
from a so-called general interest publication like the Saturday Evening Post, but the density of
advertising and articles that had anything at all to say about skin was so low it seemed likely
uninformative. (At least in the case of the Post, it also appeared that general interest actually
just meant male-oriented.) Women’s periodicals in continuous publication in the early
twentieth century with high circulation numbers included The Ladies’ Home Journal, Good
Housekeeping, McCall’s and Vogue. This is where practical expedience came into play. At the
time I began collecting data, early digital copies of Ladies’ Home Journal were not available
directly through the Penn Library. (Manually searching and then re-typing hundreds or
potentially thousands of snippets from microfilm into a usable format was simply prohibitively labor-intensive.) In the case of Vogue, although it was available digitally, it was not clear
how to find and copy the plain text of articles and advertisements into usable files even after
consulting several times with library staff. For Good Housekeeping this process proved relatively easy—and thus my selection was made.
The magazine was founded in 1885 and its circulation and print run expanded rapid18

ly in the early twentieth century to become one of a handful of leading women’s magazines.
Its first publisher, Clark Bryan, positioned the magazine as a bulwark against deception in
mass-produced goods and in addition to serialized fiction ran instructional articles on cookery, scientific house-keeping and sanitary tips.21 In the October 1902 issue, a new publisher
touted the large jump to 110,000 paid subscribers with a correspondingly large increase in
advertising.22 At the time, the magazine created a Research Institute to test household goods
which later developed into a “Seal of Approval” program that offered consumers a refundable
warranty for most advertised products whose quality had been vetted by magazine employees.23 By the mid-1920s the magazine had over one million mostly White middle-class
women subscribers who worked primarily in the home.
The steady, consistent presence of advertisements and their rhetorical imperative to
keep messages rather direct and impactful drove the decision to make GH ads in particular
a focus. Beginning in the middle of the 1910s and increasingly into the 1920s, each issue
regularly contained five or more relevant advertisements and occasionally as many as ten
or fifteen. In comparison, articles that dealt with skin appeared far less frequently, usually
not more than one per month (or at most two) and often none at all. The regularity of
their appearance and the often subtle iterations on ad copy from one to the next provided
a finer-grained register of changes in the way companies talked about skin and what their
products did to it. The qualities of advertising speech also made it particularly suited to this
project. Regardless of the direction of influence, these advertisements are nevertheless coupled to popular thought about skin whether they reflect or affect it. If the latter, the bluntness and sheer repetition of a message about skin and its vulnerability to dust and wind, say,
should have magnified its effect. The dollars of a sale on the line motivated crafty writers to
find a shrewd means of persuasion pitched to resonate with common beliefs. Far from being
Lisa Belkin, “Good Housekeeping: Tests Behind the Seal,” New York Times, 1 June 1985.
“Two Years’ Growth,” GH, October 1902, 286.
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disqualifying, the fact that advertising employed commercially strategic writing about skin
enhances its suitability for this analysis. I also collected and skimmed the magazine articles in
the process of searching through years of issues for ads, and these also form part of the source
base supporting the argument in this chapter.
Good Housekeeping had been digitized from 1885–1950 as part of the Home Economics Archive at Cornell University so in theory finding relevant advertisements was as
simple as opening an issue, typing “soap” and subsequently “skin” in the search box, and
hitting go. In practice, give or take a few hiccups (described further in the section on the digital humanities results), this was exactly what I did from 1900 onward. Unfortunately, when
the magazine was bound into long-term storage volumes, many of the advertising pages had
been stripped out from the earlier issues. This was done somewhat haphazardly and far more
frequently between 1900 and 1915; as a result, the database of advertisements I was able to
construct out of the digital pages at the beginning of this period is much diminished. For
many months and even entire years (1906–1907, 1910–1914), my search struck out completely. Beginning in 1917, every issue had its full complement of pages available and positive
hits consequently increased substantially. Ultimately, I stopped my search at the end of 1925
having captured a critical mass of material over a fairly wide range of time.24
In the end, this search and selection process produced a reasonably comprehensive
database of skin-related content from Good Housekeeping between the years 1900–1925.
Specifically, it is set of 704 advertising images, their companion full-text files as deciphered
by optical character recognition (OCR), and around one hundred articles. But these qualifiers highlight the ways this material is still provisional and limited by class and race. Ideally,
my sources would include another White women’s magazine and something from the early
twentieth century African American press, such as The Crisis (the official magazine of the
Even though the issues were fully digitized, it was still extremely time- and click-intensive to open and
evaluate each of the numerous search results, copy the image, copy the full-text from a separate page, and name
them both appropriately. With more resources and time, it might be interesting to continue this search through
1950. Though if the rather disappointing DH results we obtained persisted, such effort may not be rewarded.
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NAACP, which unfortunately is not digitized in the relevant time period) or other contemporaneous publications that existed for a decade or two. In a perfect world, other digitized
copies of GH with extant non-article pages would fill in the early gaps and our time span
would extend to 1950. Though it is perhaps not altogether prudent to build the richest, most
luxurious corpus before starting an analysis and putting the tools of digital humanities to the
test. So in the imperfect world of the present, I have proceeded with what I have: a collection
of texts not comprehensive but nevertheless appropriate to begin answering a question about
how understandings of skin changed over this time.
Doctors Describe an Environmental Boundary25
In the early part of the twentieth century, a variety of books sought to help everyday
people—or rather, presumably middle-class, educated, and scientifically interested but
non-expert people—understand their bodies. These authors presented a relatively uniform,
even stereotyped view of how the skin worked that emphasized its boundary functions. These
popular health treatises typically began with the static anatomy of the skin, called attention
to its two principal layers (dermis and epidermis) and recited their surprisingly complicated
structures in a fair amount of detail. But more importantly, they described what the skin
actively did: it breathed like another set of lungs, it mostly cooled or sometimes warmed as required by temperature regulation, it excreted toxins out of the body, sensed the outside world,
and it protected from external assaults. Skin was vital in maintaining a boundary between the
self and a world of dry or moist air, choking dust and harsh winds.
This was a particularly strenuous and indeed modern time to be alive in the West,
at least according to the people who lived through it. Industrial production rapidly changed
working and living conditions, a Great War caused widespread and harrowing amounts of
death and destruction, massive waves of immigration moved people around the globe and
increasingly concentrated them into urban centers, and an influenza pandemic highlighted
This section is somewhat abbreviated. Providing a more thorough account here is one thing I would aim to
do upon further revision of this manuscript.
25
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the fragility and dangers of such an interconnected world. All while the “New Women” who
claimed rights and independence threw traditional cultural values into tumult. Historians
like to distinguish a period of “modernity” in which Western society was structured by
capitalist modes of production, representative political institutions, and a progressively
disenchanted worldview beginning around the time of the French Revolution. In which
case the early decades of the twentieth century have no special claim to being particularly
modern. But perhaps each generation in a modern world considers itself the apotheosis of a
distinctively modern way of life. In any case, citizens along the North Atlantic in the 1920s
certainly thought so, and their skin suffered for it.
Among other places the environmental salience of the skin’s surface consistently
appeared was in the early writing on the problem of occupational dangers and threats to
skin, which were organized according to causes of harm often beginning with heat, cold, and
weather. (The logic of irritation that structured industrial interactions with skin is the subject
of Chapter Two.) In 1916, a Harvard professor of dermatology Charles J. White spoke of
occupational skin disease due to “abnormal atmospheres” in the temperate zones and after
problems of excessive hot or cold turned to dryness.
Our hands and wrists and ankles chap and crack and our skins tingle and we are uncomfortable. This dryness and consequent fissuring of the integument mean the breaking down of
man’s chief defense against the ever-present surrounding bacteria and the irritating substances
of his existence, and often constitute the determining factor of disease or health; and in
consequence we who see and treat many diseases of the skin dread the advent of fall and
winter, for we know how difficult it becomes to treat our patients under these adverse and
rather unconquerable circumstances. One of the things I would do if I had money would
be to build a skin hospital, equipped with a large green-house, and in this favorable, warm,
moist atmosphere I believe I could cure, or at least alleviate, some of the cutaneous ills of
winter.26

The discussion captures much of the drama of skin performing its boundary role. The lack of
moisture of the surrounding air merged seamlessly and without question into the dryness of
skin. The unending siege of external irritants and bacteria just waiting at the gate highlighted
why the integrity of that barrier was so important. And through the cracks in this defense,
26
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the change of the seasons created a predictable surge of dermatological difficulty. Most
revealing is White’s dream of a medicinal greenhouse for the treatment of sick skins, almost
with the implication that a warm, moist atmosphere would subsume other functions of the
skin hospital. Note that White did not call for study on the value of a greenhouse for skins;
the environmental logic was unimpeachable.
In the draft of a paper on infantile eczema, a common condition involving patches of
dry itchy skin, the Scottish dermatologist Frederick Gardiner vividly described the environmental assaults of modernity on the skin of a newborn. To introduce this idea to his audience
he wrote that “in these strenuous times it is hard enough to be a healthy adult, but [a previous researcher’s] conclusions prove that the infant also suffers from environment.”27 Perhaps
the infelicity of this blunt language caused Gardiner to strike this exact formulation in a later
draft, but his subsequent paragraphs do not hesitate to lavish blame on external conditions
for the child’s inflamed integument. As he wrote in 1920:
We are all, after the last five years, amateur tacticians and understand the elementary fact
that an army in motion will suffer more from attack by the enemy than an army fixed or
entrenched. The infantile skin therefore while in this phase [i.e. undergoing change and
growth] is rudely exposed to very many changes in temperature.... the surrounding atmosphere is charged with dust although the child may not be exposed to dirt in a grosser form.
The mother or nurse, in her laudable ambition to ensure cleanliness, removes this dirt by
means of a soap which is strongly alkaline—as most modern soaps are—and proceeds to dry
the body with irritant towels. After such a succession of abuses it is not surprising that the
skin of the poor infant fires up.

Like others Gardiner pointed a finger at “rude exposures” of the environment (to temperature, dust, possibly dirt, and to alkaline soap) as the root of the trouble. By framing this
discussion with an allusion to the trench warfare of the Great War and highlighting the
“modern” quality of the irritating soap, the image he paints is of skin beset by a physical environment conditioned by rapid social transformation. The dust and scrubbing that harried the

Surgical Journal 175 (1916): 37.
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skin of the infant mirrored an individual at the mercy of the whipping pace of motor cars,
jostling crowds on a city street, or economic forces beyond her control.28
During this time, dermatologists not only colorfully characterized the influence of an
external milieu to other members of the profession; in books written to instruct a lay audience on the functions and proper care of their skin they also foregrounded the connections of
the organ to the outermost world. A German text from 1913 confidently described the skin
as “the most important mediator between us and the influences of the outside world” and
several others reprised similar themes.29 Though William Allen Pusey in The Care of the Skin
and Hair took an even-keeled approach and tried to maintain a balance between both local
influences on the surface and constitutional connections to the inside, even he acknowledged
many veered strongly toward emphasis on its barrier function.30
If the external environment had such profound impact on the skin, doctors should
have eagerly sought cures for its disease by altering those conditions—and indeed they
did. Putting aside for the moment the topical application of drugs and chemicals, even
changes in simple things like humidity, temperature, water or light became a favored means
of therapy. Of these, the application of light either via bathing outdoors in sun or laying
beneath artificial lamps soared in popularity around the turn of the twentieth century. Just
as the American public was discovering a new belief in the healthiness of a suntan, Danish
Niels Finsen won the Nobel Prize in 1903 for his prior decade of work demonstrating that
concentrated light radiation could treat a tubercular infection of the skin (lupus vulgaris).31
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Reports of his work spread rapidly and inspired further experimentation;32 by 1907 physicians in the US tried shining light on the skin to treat things like eczema and hair loss too.33
While outside the medical mainstream, at the Battle Creek Sanitarium John Kellogg had for
some time used electric arc lamps (alongside wet towels and blasts of cool air from a fan) as
a stimulating tonic for general wellbeing and to treat virtually any affliction, skin-related or
otherwise.34 But while light was important it was not the only environmental variable subject
to medicinal control. Edmund Saalfeld, a dermatologist in Berlin, described his development
of a “dermothermostat,” an insulated funnel that heated the face of a patient to a controlled
temperature and misted it with soapy water, which he used to treat seborrheic dermatitis and
aid in removing acne comedones.35 And while they did not prescribe a change of clothes for
a specific ailment, hygiene professors in the UK and Germany bemoaned that overdressing
caused men’s “skin [to be] deprived of the air it requires,” endorsing a principle of medicinal
air contact for human skins.36

Good Housekeeping Also Depicts the Weathered Skin
It was not only physicians, however, who prioritized the outside weather as the
primary agent acting on the skin. As articles and advertisements in women’s magazines in
the early twentieth century illustrate, this idea permeated consumer product sales and lay
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Figure 1. Use Palmolive Soap––Avoid Effects of Sun and Wind.

understandings of the skin as well. This emphasis was not unfamiliar in the nineteenth
century. Describing cosmetic use around 1890 and later, Kathy Peiss writes that, “especially
in the West and South, women used powder to protect the skin from climate, to prevent
tanning, and reduce perspiration and shine.”37 This section extends that discussion beginning
in 1900 by attempting to uncover how the skin was threatened by the sun, wind, and dust
that swirled around it in shifting urbanscapes and fast-charging modern motorcars—and the
products that would fortify the skin against these environmental insults.
One of the best examples of this style of advertising comes from the pages of Vogue
in 1911. Palmolive depicted a woman on a blustery city street and urged the use of its
soap and cream to avoid these unpleasant effects. As the caption advised, Palmolive soap
would help its users “avoid effects of sun and wind—escape injury from dust and smoke.”
To a twenty-first century reader, such a claim might seem just a little bit strange. If soap is
37

Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 40.
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primarily about cleaning—i.e. removing dirt and grime from the surface of the skin—of the
enumerated environmental assaults, only dust seems amenable to removal by soap. The dust
would get stuck on you, and afterward you could wash it off. But how does soap stop the
effects of sun? Or even wind? Soap does not leave behind any protective residue, does it? The
advertising text below suggested two possible mechanisms. One, that the soap “furnishes just
the protection the skin needs by keeping it healthy, firm and soft” in part due to the “scientific” blending of “healing oils” in the soap.38 Washing with soap keeps the skin generally
healthy, which in turn boosts its defense. Second, the cream was supposed to supplement and
reinforce these benefits from the soap, and as the former remained on the skin it would keep
pores “clean and free from dirt and germs” when travelling in “dusty, smoky streets.”39 The
relative flimsiness and unsatisfying nature of these mechanisms (especially the former) serves
to call attention to the heavy weight of a taken-for-granted, underlying presumption of “skin
as environmental barrier” in the worldview that authorized and explained such a message.
Soap advertisements in Good Housekeeping reprised similar weather-centric themes in
the early decades of the twentieth century and made particular reference to washing the skin
after outdoor leisure activity. The makers of Resinol soap hammered away at this point most
frequently. In a 1904 advertisement, they warned that “redness and roughness are not always
a result of wind and weather” but could come from the harsh free alkali of some competitors’
soap.40 Such a clarification implied the existence of a default assumption: that redness and
roughness of the skin was mostly caused by outside weather. In a more poetic ad, they used
figurative language to conjure these threats more viscerally—using Resinol soap “protects [the
skin] against burning suns and biting winds, and keeps complexion pure and radiant as the
rose itself ”.41 The medicated soap, developed by a Baltimore physician and commercialized
in 1895, contained a compound that promised relief “for all kinds of skin irritations due to
B. J. Johnson Soap Company Inc., Advertisement, Vogue, 1 June 1911, 75.
Ibid.
40
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Figure 2.
The Best Protection––Resinol Soap.

exposure.”42 To accentuate this protective screen against the elements, they compared Resinol
to wearing a veil and unsurprisingly found it superior.43 The advertisers of Resinol did not ply
these themes alone. In 1916, the Pears Company recommended the use of their soap “after
motoring [in a car] or outdoor sports,”44 and though they did not explicitly spell out a logic
of weathered skin, their competitor Ivory did. Addressed to the mothers of children who
skated or sled outside in the frosty air, the copy writer suggested “Ivory Soap Feels Grateful
to Tingling Cheeks and Chapped Hands” and while it promised no ability to prevent such
chilling effects on the skin, at least it wouldn’t hurt in the bath afterward.45
Between 1905 and the mid-1910s, makers of cold creams and lotions also warned
Resinol Chemical Company, Pamphlets, Medical Trade Ephemera, Historical Medical Library, College of
Physicians, Philadelphia. Resinol also placed a great advertisement in McCall’s from 1919, “These Windy Days.”
43
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193.
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Proctor and Gamble Co., Ivory Soap, Advertisement, GH, December 1916, 24.
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against wind, dust, and sun, but with bolder claims about what their products could do to
ameliorate the effects of these assaults on the skin. “Does your skin pay a motor tax?” asked
cold cream maker Daggett & Ramsdell. While other sports such as golf had an effect on the
skin, it was “particularly true of automobiling, where the rush of the air makes the skin tender and drives the particles of dust into the pores.” They claimed their cream could reach and
remove the dust that soap could not for an “after-motoring clean-up,” and that it moreover
strengthened and fed the skin.46 The rushing air of motoring exacted a novel toll, but natural
winds and heat provided wholly sufficient excuses to buy cream. Joseph Horne advertised
“protection before facing sharp winds” in 1905 and a decade later the Pompeian Manufacturing products proffered “a velvety, soft skin in spite of March winds.”47 Among enumerated
causes of concern, Pompeian listed “damage done by dust, soot, hard water, soaps, climate

Figure 3.
Ivory Soap Feels Grateful to Tingling
Cheeks and Chapped Hands.

Dagget & Ramsdell Chemists, Advertisement, GH, June 1905, 757; Dagget & Ramsdell Chemists, “Motoring is a Tax on Good Looks,” Advertisement, GH, November 1917, 139.
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Joseph Horne Co., Advertisement, GH, April 1905, 492ee; Pompeian Mfg. Co., Advertisement, GH, March
1917, 83.
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and other of life’s complexion harms” with three of
the five causes commonly seen as environmental and
all of them external sources of injury.48 A second
advertisement added a “heat-drawn face” to the
list.49 Hind’s Honey and Almond Cream ran a series
from 1908 to 1909 that spoke to the sun, wind, dust
trifecta of problems for outdoor complexions. They
wrote without equivocation, “strong winds are quite
as injurious to the skin as hot sun, and unclean dust
is almost sure to produce a rough, irritated and often
eruptive condition….”50
As an environmental boundary, skin suffered
not only from weather but took advantage of its
surroundings to breathe. By this it seems manufacturers largely intended to convey the benefits of
unclogged pores, but the metaphoric link to respiration underscored the necessity of skin’s contact with
life-sustaining air.51 Not scored or stung by rushing
air, but vitalized by it. For instance, Spim soap urged
mothers not to smother their babies with powder and
“let his skin breathe” so it would remain clear and
healthy. The actress who frequently had to make-up
52

knew to cleanse the pores “of clogging rouge so that

Figure 4. Motoring is a Tax on Good
Looks––Dagget & Ramsdell’s Perfect
Cold Cream.
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Pompeian Mfg. Co., “Try Night Cream Bath,” Advertisement, GH, September 1917, 89.
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Figure 5. The Loveliest Thing in all the World––Spim Soap.

they may breathe” with none other than the mild Ivory soap.53 Fairy soap also adopted the
image of opened pores, but tied it into a broader picture of skin that was best cared for by
the unadulterated touches of Nature. “All Nature asks is a little common-sense cooperation
in the care of the skin she is daily trying to give you,” per one advertisement—if the soap just
rinsed off and out of the pores then Nature could do her work.54 But the benevolent image of
the skin breathing in harmony with nature was not the only way manufacturers dramatized
the boundary work skin performed. Lysol, for example, populated the outside world with
germs that posed a serious threat, as everyone would realize “if germs were as big as rabbits.”55
In addition to their well-known surface disinfectant and cleaning solution, Lysol also sold a
Proctor and Gamble Co., Ivory Soap, Advertisement, GH, December 1917, 12.
Fairbank Co., “To Keep a Lovely Skin—with Soap that Rinses Off,” Advertisement, GH, January 1919, 3.
55
Lehn & Fink, Lysol, Advertisement, GH, June 1917, 114; Lehn & Fink, Lysol, Advertisement, GH, “Shield
Your Home from Disease,” August 1917, 135.
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Figure 6. Your Skin Is Like This Leaf––Fairy Soap.
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Figure 7. Your Skin Sees, Feels, Breathes, Don’t Smother It––Fairy Soap.
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toilet soap that provided the skin protection not against tangible external factors like wind or
dust but also omnipresent germs.
In the early 1920s, the weathered surface of skin (particularly in winter) continued
to populate the pages of Good Housekeeping. And as Jergens Lotion advertisements demonstrated, soap and water alone were increasingly insufficient protection. In a February issue
from 1923, the company vividly conjured the dastardly abuse that hot and cold unleashed
upon poor, unsuspecting skins: “Steam-heated houses, the hot-house atmosphere of theatres
and ball-rooms and then the sudden plunge into icy out-door air—No woman’s skin can
get through an American winter unaided.”56 Even in the bitterest of winter, the “medicinally
correct” lotion purported to resolve dryness brought upon by steam-heat or sudden temperature fluctuations. But Jergens did not rely on cold weather, or even the constant movement
between the cold outside and stifling interior rooms, to sell their lotion. A springtime ad
touted the lotion as a means to “protect your skin from windy, dusty, and glaring light.”57
Admonishing women who trusted only pure soap and water and were afraid of spoiling and
“overloading” their skin with cosmetics, Jergens pointed to a glaring deficiency in such an
approach. Without precautions “against wind and weather, dust and glaring sunlight” such
skin would lose its “freshness and delicacy.” Soap was not protective enough; a useful conceit
for a lotion company. But while dryness and irritation and lotion’s ability to restore skin
to softness were obvious targets, this by no means predetermined that Jergens should have
focused on the vivid portrayal of stifling heat, blasting chills, or incessant dust. That they did
reflected and re-inscribed the skin’s environmental valence.
One of the most telling examples that indicates the depth to which skin-as-environmental-instrument permeated assumptions about how the body works comes from Dr. Harvey Wiley’s reply to a question about using a vibrating electric paddle to massage the body.
Andrew Jergens Co., “In February Her Skin Keeps All Its Summer Smoothness,” Advertisement, GH, February 1923, 189.
57
Andrew Jergens Co., “A Product Which Softens and Freshens the Skin,” Advertisement, GH, April 1923,
143.
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Figure 8. In February Her Skin Keeps All Its Summer Smoothness––Jergens Lotion.
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Wiley ran Good Housekeeping’s Bureau of Foods, Sanitation and Health which tested food
and toilet goods after having done similar work on food purity for the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and helping design the 1906 federal food and drug law.58 The magazine required
all soaps and other cosmetics submit to the Bureau in order to advertise and the testing they
did served primarily to identify the presence of adulterants (things like mercury). The quality
of these products was then guaranteed by the magazine which also evaluated the truthfulness
of the label.59 Wiley also authored a column in which readers could submit questions about
food or health if they included a stamped, addressed envelope, and the magazine published
some of these responses. Mrs. B. A. C. of Ohio wrote in 1921 inquiring about the utility
of electric vibrators, to help her husband who was underweight and suffered from “nervous
irritability,” a “capricious appetite” and felt cold most of the time.60 Given his medical
training and work rooting out fraudulent or harmful products, Wiley often took a combative
(or dismissive) approach to folksy remedies. True to form, he attacked the idea that the
electricity powering the device had any inherent benefit (Mrs. B. A. C. never assumed that
it did).61 This stood in marked contrast to his take on the far more important question, i.e.
would externally stimulating the skin improve such things as nervous indisposition? Wiley
answered with a resounding yes. While Mrs. B. A. C. did not ask about the vibrator’s effect
on skin at all, he replied, “Massage of the skin promotes its natural functions. It quickens the
circulation and increases the blood supply in the peripheral capillaries” and advocated “a cold
morning bath followed by a brisk rub until the skin glows.”62 Wiley insisted on the skin as
the primary mediating agent and through its vibration promised this external action could
improve circulation, and thereby thermoregulation, and implicitly appetite and nerves as
Tomes, Remaking the American Patient, 32–33, 44.
This is explained at the beginning of every issue. See, for instance, “For Reader, Retailer and Manufacturer,”
GH, August 1917, 6.
60
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well. Such were the wonders of a cold bath and brisk rub, even for a trained medical doctor.
The influence of external impingements on the skin, in this case stimulating massage,
benefitted tendons and nerves and had the potential to solve a panoply of mild complaints.
To a second question about electric vibrators one month later, Wiley responded very similarly
as he had to the first. A. B. K. of West Virginia complained of extensive ailments, among
them “pain at the base of my brain,” aching eyes, stiff and swollen vocal cords that lead to
hoarseness, and prominent aching “large tendons in my neck.” She had been advised to try a
vibrator and sought Wiley’s advice. He wanted to make sure she was not being overcharged
(barbers offered such an operation for around fifty cents in D.C.) or seduced by the hoax
miracles of electricity (“it would do just as much good as if it were turned by hand, run by
steam, water power, or windmill”). But he figured it would do her good: “A gentle massage
of this character is stimulating to the skin, cannot possibly do any harm, and may relieve the
tension of the tendons and the nerves.”63 Wiley appeared to sincerely believe there was a good
chance it would work, especially in light of his readiness to disown all sorts of other remedies.
The powerful putative efficacy and that the device should act directly on skin (rather than on
underlying muscle or sinew) underscored the extent to which he conceived of the integument
as the situ primus inter pares of external manipulations.
Of course, this image of skin did not appear in each and every advertisement.
Manufacturers also sold soap on the basis of its purity and its whiteness (that shaded into
beliefs about racial purity)64 and because it was made from fine quality ingredients and acted
quite mildly. Some soap was especially good at removing dirt (Goblin), had been aged for
a year (Pears), was economical (Fairy), or had special ingredients such as naphtha and pinetar. These pitches were sprinkled with vaguely affirming statements about soap and beauty.
A. B. K. and Harvey Wiley, “It Is the Pounding and Not the Motor That Counts,” GH, March 1921, 76.
For literature on soap and racial purity, see: Timothy Burke, Lifebuoy Men, Lux Women: Commodification,
Consumption, and Cleanliness in Modern Zimbabwe (Durham: Duke University Press, 1996); Dana Berthold,
“Tidy Whiteness: A Geneology of Race, Purity, and Hygiene,” Ethics and the Environment, 15 (2010): 1–26;
Carl A. Zimring, Clean and White: A History of Environmental Racism in the United States (New York: New York
University Press, 2016).
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Figure 9.
A Lovely Skin Comes from Within––Nujol.

Figure 10.
Complexion Secrets––Nujol.

However, of the themes that cut across products lines and companies and described the skin
itself, by far the most common was the importance of environmental phenomena and the
skin’s interface with the external world it faced.

‘A Lovely Skin Comes from Within’
A new series of advertisements appeared in the pages of Good Housekeeping in April
38

of 1921 with a striking pitch—“a lovely skin comes from within.” They were for the product
Nujol, which promised to relieve constipation but touted its benefits not primarily as a
digestive aid but as a beauty product whose effects would be noticed foremost on the skin.65
As the ad copy explained: “A clear, radiant, youthful complexion, the brightness of the eyes
and the sheen and lustre of the hair have but a single source—internal cleanliness.” For, as
the reader was informed, each one of millions of skin cells was fed by the blood, and if the
blood was not pure due to defects in the bowels it brought poisons to the skin that were “the
most common cause of unattractiveness. Facial blemishes, muddy skin and sallowness are all
traceable to them.” As might be expected, Nujol remedied this by regular bowel evacuation
described as “the single source of beauty, attractiveness, and personal charm” and whose use
proved “an invaluable aid to a clear, radiant complexion.”66 These advertisements appeared in
the first half of 1921 and continued running for several years until at least 1925, with some
changes in advertising copy but the same essential message. Send in a coupon for the “lovely
skin comes from within” booklet today.67
In the issue that came out a month later, Fleischmann’s Yeast ran an advertisement
that adopted a similar from-the-inside-out perspective and connected their pitch to a “startling” new discovery of science. The text focused less single-mindedly on the skin benefits,
but nevertheless maintained that eating one to three cakes of yeast per day could improve
conditions associated with poor overall health “especially those which are indicated by impurities of the skin.”68 In the original pitch in May 1921 the headline and ad copy emphasized
the newness of the medical knowledge. Beyond an explicit reference to a new discovery that
was “startling thousands of men and women today,” the repeated definitions of what, exactly,
For a discussion of constipation and its relief in this period see Cristina Cogdell, Eugenic Design: Streamlining
America in the 1930s (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010), chapter four, “Flow Is the Word.”
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Figure 11.
New Importance for a
Familiar Food––Fleischmann’s Yeast.

a vitamin was and its stylization as “the mysterious vitamine” or “this vitamine” all point to
the novel unfamiliarity of the concept even to the well-educated Good Housekeeping reader
of the time. Later ads continued to mention skin in relation to this vitamine with varying
degrees of detail. In some versions, a poor complexion “and even actual skin disorders” were a
symptom of lower vitality or poisons insufficiently cleared by a disordered gut; in others, 41
out of 42 “cases” of unspecified skin impurities were cured or improved.69
The Nujol and Fleischmann’s Yeast advertisements are important for two reasons:
first, they provide a hook to begin charting a surge in attention to skin as a window to the
Similar ads appeared in the following issues: October 1921, p. 179; January 1922, p. 77; February 1922,
p. 167; April 1922, p. 114; October 1922, p. 215; November 1922, p. 135; December 1922, p. 215.
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inside of the body, and second, they elaborate mechanisms to explain how such internal
disturbances manifested on the outer surface. The first point is straightforward, but no less
significant for that. The Nujol promotion could have appeared earlier (as unlike the yeast
advert it did not reference specifically dated medical knowledge), but it did not. Nor did
anything like it in within the database of electronically available pages in the preceding
twenty years. The story of lovely skin coming from within thus became plausible, compelling,
and persuasive enough that beginning in 1921, a firm was willing to expend significant
resources to tell it. Further, the manner in which Nujol and Fleischmann did so points to the
beginning of a reformulation of the inside/outside connection. Nineteenth-century ideas of
constitutional robustness could tie a great many skin conditions to the alimentary canal, and
echoes of this logic remained in references to overall vitality. But even in advertising to the
lay consumer, the skin began to require something more particular. A radiant complexion
depended on the prevention of “poisons” reaching the bloodstream or even the presence of
specific molecules of the mysterious “vitamine.”
By 1924 and 1925 a dazzling array of dietary products followed in the footsteps of
Nujul and Fleischmann and claimed in no uncertain terms that as far as complexion went,
it was what was on the inside that counted.70 As Sunsweet California Prunes maintained:
“Nature does not sell complexions at the cosmetic counter. For the skin merely mirrors the
body within!” The explicit logic of this argument followed Nujol and emphasized prunes
“gentle laxative action” which would help “rid the body of impurities”.71 Sunsweet did not
take tortured, if physiologically necessary, detours through mesenteric circulation. In an
appealingly direct analogy, if the prunes unplugged the bowels, surely, they unplugged the
skin’s pores too. Interestingly, this was not the first time a nonprofit California Fruit Growers
Association publicized a message about skin in GH. Five years before, what appears to be
For a general account of how such new perishable foodstuffs were brought to national markets and the
technological network which sustained them see: Susanne Freidberg, Fresh: A Perishable History (Cambridge:
Belknap Press, 2009), esp. chapter five, “Vegetables: Hidden Labor” and “Milk: Border Politics.”
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the same organization urged readers to buy lemons to rub over the hands after doing dishes
in order to neutralize any alkali in soap in a rather direct contrast, i.e., put the fruit on the
outside for protection.72 Similar to Sunsweet, C. W. Post combined a pro-digestive argument
with a tirade against stimulants to promote his caffeine-free, roasted wheat and bran beverage, Postum. Post, a student of John Kellogg, participated in the US life reform movement
that promoted a “natural” diet and physical culture as the cures for modern malaise.73 The
rambling text proselytized that causes of “tired lines” lay “deep, beyond the reach of any surface treatment” and true beauty came “from the inner sources of life,” namely diet, sleep, and
exercise.74 The ad for Post’s Bran Flakes did not mention the cereal was delicious to eat until

Figure 12.
Far Wiser Than Cosmetics
––Post’s Bran Flakes.
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the sixth paragraph—well after it had already established
that “beauty, flawless skin, flashing eyes are the normal,
outward signs of inner health.” According to Post, doctors
told everyone to eat bran to provide bulk to prevent the
intestinal sluggishness that caused sallow skin.75
In perhaps the most curious example that highlights just how far this logic was pushed, the company
that invented milk bottles tried the same story. Somebody
at Thatcher Superior Quality Milk Bottles, saw fit in
1925 to advertise with the lead: “beautiful skin and a
clear complexion can only come from within—never
from without.”76 In the wake of several health scandals
around spoiled or contaminated milk, reformers pushing
for greater FDA regulation of milk purity had largely
won their fight. By 1920, a formerly suspect product that
spoiled or harbored bacteria had become the “perfect
natural food” with strong associations to wholesomeness
and purity. 77 The glass bottle milk it came in, however,
was not especially beloved nor ubiquitous. It presented a
considerable hassle to consumers who were expected to
scald the bottle before giving it back, and came at considFigure 13. The Safe Way to a
Better Complexion––Thatcher
Superior Quality Milk Bottles.

erable expense to milk dealers who had to purchase the
bottles as well as the equipment for washing and sterilizing
them. When state lawmakers considered mandating the
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use of glass bottles this proved controversial; into the early thirties, the poorest consumers
bought small quantities of milk “loose”—they ladled it out of a common can and carried
home in their own containers.78 Though the average reader would never buy one, Thatcher
advertised to burnish the bottle’s image and capture some of the symbolism of purity and
health that milk enjoyed by this time for their unfairly maligned product. Thus the ‘beautiful
skin from within’ and a ‘safe way to a better complexion’ appeared to be the most compelling
way to promote a glass bottle; certainly more so than prosaic details about the its durability
or suitability for holding milk.
Common to the advertisements of Sunsweet Prunes, those of Bran Flakes and
Postum were an overt attack on cosmetics. The headline of Post’s full-page placement for his
flakes read, “Far wiser than cosmetics is ‘an ounce of prevention’! and admonished that regular habits would “accomplish more than all the cosmetics in this country and France.”79 In
part this was a rhetorical move. By discrediting the “mystic bottles” on the dressing table or
the subterfuge of cosmetics, the ads implied a reader who was not taken in by conventional
wisdom and who was savvy enough not to become ensnared by false promises. But the attack
also suggested that external influences on the skin formed the default presumption against
which edible products were vying for primacy as skin care goods. Their obviousness of such
was not clearly established.
But it was not only internally consumed products which evidenced this change: Fairy
soap, Jergens lotion, and others all adjusted their advertising in dramatic or subtle ways to
privilege the skin’s newfound interiority. Fairy soap provides the most striking example. Their
earlier advertising around 1919 focused on rinsing away and unclogging pores from the
outside, but in May of 1925 the same pores performed a very different function:
Deborah Valenze, Milk: A Local and Global History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2012), 229–30;
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Have your night’s sleep—Restful! // How much better everything in the world looks after
a night’s refreshing sleep! // Dr. Edmund C. Gray, noted authority on natural hygiene says,
“If your body is charged with fatigue poisons… use the bath to equalize the circulation and
tranquilize the nerves…” // Bathe away those fatigue poisons with Fairy Soap. The opened
pores will let them out. Fairy Soap works wonders in awakening skin activity.80

The argument here required some mental gymnastics and untangling its full complexity
could prove forever elusive. The unmistakable part, however, is that Fairy connected their
product and restful sleep through the release of “fatigue poisons” from the pores of the
skin activated or “awakened” by their soap. It was no longer sufficient to simply engender
a positive effect on the outside of the body. In 1924 the messaging of Fels-Naptha, which
prior to then almost invariably harped on the labor-saving benefit of combining real naphtha
and soap, instead posed a bold-letter question: “Does appearance indicate character?”81 They
never provided an answer. The question was ignored by the rest of the copy, thus inviting the
reader to wonder, does the soap I use and what I look like reflect who I am? Jergens suggested
that by using their lotion, a woman could retain her “soft youthful hands that keep their
power to charm.”82 Sure, they mentioned the chapping caused by housework, but it was the
skin’s power to convey something ineffable like “charm” or the memory of a lovable touch

Figure 14.
Does Appearance Indicate Character?––FelsNaptha Soap.
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that made the headline.
The various cold cream makers (including Pond’s and Armand), which had previously
emphasized their protective properties turned more fully to talk of personal charm or self-expression. In the full-page advertisements for Pond’s Cold and Vanishing cream, this shift
was marked mainly through absence. Their ad copy sometimes had a heading for “Sunburn,
Windburn, Chapping,” which discussed the detrimental wear of the weather on the skin
but over time this section appeared less frequently. Instead, they emphasized that despite the
taxing life of women now sitting at typewriters or in private offices, despite lines of worry
over what everyone thought, thanks to Ponds, “they were wrong when they said she will lose
her charm.”83 In 1924, Armand advertised a weekend trial package of four of their products
with the proposition that buyers would “find how easy it is to have the charmingly natural
complexion that expresses your best self.”84 Sure, charm seemed a desirable quality to have
in a “complexion,” the multivalence of which easily overlaid the skin’s surface with aspects of
character. But they offered not only a generically positive or desirable quality; more than this,
Armand could help the skin in flowering self-expression.
In the middle of the 1920s, Proctor & Gamble—which made and marketed Ivory—
got fed up with such nonsense and launched a counteroffensive. They tried to establish plain
facts: soap worked on the surface of the skin, and what it did was remove dirt. To establish
the “scientific basis for the use of soap” they appealed to the authority of dermatologist
William A. Pusey who said soap could clean but not cure or transform.85 The scientist,
dermatologist, chemist, and physician were the only authorities “worth listening to on the
care of your skin,” and they “will tell you that soap cannot cure your skin, nor ‘nourish’ it,
nor render it beautiful except as it makes it clean. Choose your soap, not to achieve miracles,
but to cleanse your skin safely.”86 With this explicitly medical and scientific grounding (the
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Figure 15. What Can Soap Do for Your Skin?––Ivory Soap.
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best soap cleans safely, no more!), Proctor and Gamble tried to dispel “promised soap-magic”
and “delusions about soap claims” such as the foregoing advertising. From these sources
alone it is impossible to definitely assess the success of this push. Even Ivory was unwilling to
relinquish the fact that millions had used it “to achieve and maintain a beautiful skin.”87 And
based on the number of countervailing ads promising other forms of “soap-magic,” it seems
likely this attack only illustrated how dominant discourse of the skin’s interiority and soap’s
role in unlocking the mirror of self had become.

Doctors Also Discover the Inside: Vitamins, Hormones, and Psyche
Focus on skin as a manifestation of inner truths did not only live in the advertising
pages of Good Housekeeping or the minds of its lay readers. Around the same time, physicians
also began to emphasize the way the skin reflected what was happening inside the body,
though typically framed less in terms of self/complexion/character and more in technical
clinical language (as might be expected). Within this narrower field of medical knowledge,
we can begin to point to evidence that helps explain what produced such a trend. Dermatological knowledge expanded into diverse branches and a florid menagerie of diseases; the
brief sketch here cannot do justice to entirety of this, nor did this inward turn impact each
and every scientific paper. Surveying this landscape broadly, however, three major developments—the excitement surrounding vitamins, hormones, and psychosomaticism—all drove
dermatologists to publish exuberantly about the way diet, mood, psyche, and the body’s
internal chemistry marked the epidermal surface.
Fleischmann’s Yeast already provided evidence of the impact the “mysterious vitamine” had on the sales of skin products—and the link between these two likely received
the most significant popular press. As historians have extensively shown, vitamins became
a phenomena in science beginning in the 1910s and in the public life in the 1920s.88 The
Proctor and Gamble Co., “The Plain Truth about Soap and Beauty,” Advertisement, GH, February 1924, 10.
For another perspective on vitamin history see: Harmke Kamminga, “‘Axes to Grind:’ Popularizing the Science of Vitamins, 1920s and 1930s,” in Food, Science, Policy and Regulation in the Twentieth Century: Interna87
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discovery that health did not depend merely on getting a sufficient food but required the
presence of small quantities of specific micronutrients to prevent disease (including scurvy,
beriberi, and, eventually, rickets) had enormous ramifications.89 In 1921 scientists had identified just three vitamines (A, B, and C) but by 1940 they had evidence of more than twenty.90
Rima Apple in Vitamania tracks the explosion of this knowledge and the recurrent public
fights over the validity of scientific knowledge about vitamins and whether their avid consumption was a hoax or meaningfully improved productivity and general wellbeing. While
the existence of vitamins had originally been turned into a generally balanced diet with fruits
and vegetable, the ability to make them synthetically in the laboratory in the thirties to be
packaged into pills created an extremely large commercial vitamin market. The press and
women’s magazines regularly informed their readers on the science of vitamins in the twenties
and thirties.91 Dr. Walter Eddy told Good Housekeeping readers in 1938 that vitamins A and
D could be absorbed through the skin and endorsed vitamin-enriched creams and soaps for
their health benefits.92
More consequentially with regard to skin, the dramatic and controversial effects of
specific dietary deficiencies played a large role in remaking the skin disease pellagra from the
1910s through the 1930s. Over 100,000 people died from pellagra in the U.S. South in the
early twentieth century and at least twice as many were afflicted. Given the scale of suffering
and the gripping narrative of Joseph Goldberger, a young enterprising Public Health Service
(PHS) physician, the basics of the story are familiar to medical historians.93 By 1910, most
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researchers were convinced that the disease, which had only been recently diagnosed in
the U.S., was caused by an infectious agent lurking in the soil they had yet to isolate. The
Thompson-McFadden Commission, a large, privately-funded, multi-year epidemiological
study in South Carolina cotton mill towns that began in 1912 appeared to confirm this.
Against the weight of this presumption, Goldberger and others at PHS meticulously built
a case from 1914 onward starting with studies of asylum residents, prisoners, and orphans
that the disease was actually due to an unclear deficiency in a poor diet. Sanitarians pushing
for better sewers would not help; to improve their wellbeing, impoverished residents of the
U.S. South needed a more nutritious diet with dried yeast, canned meats and tomatoes. 94
When they presented their work on the dietary deficiency cause in the 1920s,95 it generated
considerable controversy for a decade as their findings gradually became accepted. The
decisive proof came in 1937 when researchers at the University of Wisconsin definitively
showed that niacin deficiency (vitamin B3) caused the disease using a dog model, which lead
to rapid efforts to ameliorate pellagra with doses of the vitamin in the U.S. South, Spain and
elsewhere.96
But while the story of pellagra is frequently framed as a serious, widely publicized
blow against the presumption that infectious germs caused everything in a newly bacteriological world and/or as a victory in the halcyon days of social medicine when activist physicians
crusaded against a “disease of poverty” and monoculture, its significance in shaping ideas
about skin has been thoroughly overlooked. For severe lesions on the neck and hands where
the skin became inflamed, scaled, peeled or bled constituted a major and most obvious
complaint of pellagra (diarrhea, dementia, and death followed in the most serious cases). And
broadly speaking, Goldberger’s work turned this major public health threat / skin disease into
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one caused by internal, dietary factors. But such a change was gradual. In 1916, the framing
of skin as an environmental boundary still had considerable sway even among authors
well-disposed to Goldberger’s earliest reports. Dr. Manton M. Carrick authored a preliminary report on the PHS study and likelihood that a dietary deficiency would be found but
nevertheless wrote: “Pellagra, in the main, is a disease of hot weather, and it has been found
that the condition of pellagrins who have removed to cooler climates is greatly ameliorated,”
and he described the treatments offered at the first and only infirmary for pellagra in Atlanta.
Namely, sufferers received “hot and cold baths, simple and medicated packs, moist and dry
rubs, special massage, and other similar treatments” to increase the metabolic activity “with
a noticeable tonic effect on the whole organism.”97 Of course, Goldberger himself urged
better food. After the clear evidence had been established that niacin resolved the symptoms
of southerners who suffered, the major mode of therapy was giving them the vitamin to eat.
No need for baths: pellagra was not, in the main, a disease of hot weather nor of infectious
agents. The inside was what mattered.
Pellagra was not the only disease in which dermatologists paid greater attention to
the influence of diet, including the role of vitamins. Charles Lerner described newfound
interest in the dietary therapy for a variety of skin diseases in the early 1930s. He included a
specific regimen for acne while noting that in its treatment nutrition had typically played a
“subordinate” role.98 John Stokes and Herman Beerman also described the role of vitamins
in skin inflammation, 99 in addition to a general uptick in articles on vitamins in the Archives
of Dermatology. Broadly speaking the widely-publicized acute public health crisis of pellagra
served to introducte the importance of vitamins for the skin in both professional literature
and the public imagination.
Hormones—like vitamins, very small molecules with outsize effects on the body’s
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structure and function—also became a major topic of research in medicine and whirlwind
press coverage beginning in the 1920s.100 The British physician Ernest Starling coined the
term “hormone” in 1905 to refer to the messenger role of substances that had a stimulating
effect on their target organ (in his particular study, the intestines induced the pancreas to
secrete digestive juices).101 Of course, gland secretions had a history before they were named
as such; the short-lived fad of “organotherapy” unleashed by French scientist CharlesÉdouard Brown-Séquard’s rejuvenating testicle extracts in 1889 marked a turning point in
endocrine research.102 In 1920, rejuvenation therapy via sex hormones took off again when
a frenzied public and media interest in Eugen Steinach’s claims that vasectomy would offer
old men a second puberty subsequently led to millions of procedures; Serge Voronoff transplanted monkey testes into human men; women took ovarian extracts or had their ovaries
irradiated.103 The isolation of the hormone responsible for uptake of sugar from the blood
(insulin) in 1921 by a team at the University of Toronto produced a dramatic transformation
in lives of diabetic children.104 Researchers who purified, crystalized, and eventually synthesized further hormones in the laboratory (estrogen 1929; testosterone in 1935–1936) put the
science of endocrinology on secure and respectable footing.105 Along the way, the gonads and
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sex hormones gradually lost their primacy and were resituated in a larger regulatory feedback
system controlled by the pituitary gland involving the adrenals and other endocrine glands
that had profound effects on everything from sex organs, stress, body water content, metabolism, activity levels, and so forth.106 Taken together, historians have echoed the sentiments of
scientists at the time in calling the 1920s and 1930s a “heroic age of the endocrine glands.”107
Dermatologists participated in this endocrine excitement and began a wealth of
research that tried to understand how these newly isolated hormones might have an effect
on normal skin function or common disease. In a landmark, widely-cited 1930 paper, the
leading European researcher Bruno Bloch took stock of the influence of the endocrine system
on the skin. Before presenting his findings, Bloch briefly sketched out a bird’s-eye history of
dermatology with specific regard to the question of “external boundary” vs. “inner health,”
which he phrased in terms of identifying skin disease as a matter of “an isolated organ” or
“interwoven with the whole organism, particularly with metabolism and the functions of the
endocrine system.”108 Per Bloch, during the reign of humoral medicine, it was “self-evident”
that all skin disease resulted from disturbance in that interior soup; or the deleterious effect
of “badly mixed humors on the skin.” In the late nineteenth century, the influence of cellular
pathology and bacteriology “naturally” laid the greatest stress on causes of disease “emanating
from the outside world,” and “it was just as natural that endogenous [i.e. internal] factors
should be disregarded.”109 He placed himself in a contemporary milieu that reacted against
this narrow definition and “rightly reverted” to linking skin back into the whole organism (a
la earlier constitutionalists) but on a reformulated, biochemically exacting basis. That is to
say, with hormones and enzymes. Bloch focused on acne and xanthoma (fat deposits in the
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skin); though he might have mentioned several others including the pigment changes associated with Addison’s disease and the changes in skin and hair seen with either a hyperactive or
senescent thyroid gland.110
In passing, it is worth noting that hormonal excitement in skin research extended
beyond disease to those studying the physiology of normal skin as well. In the late 1930s,
Irvin Blank, a biochemist who began his career at Harvard (and whose work is the subject of
Chapter Three), measured daily changes in skin pH for five women and charted these fluctuations alongside their menstrual cycle, hypothesizing that inner changes in sex hormones
would manifest on the surface of the skin detectable by scientific instruments.111
Questions about internal, hidden chemical disturbances hounded debates about the
eruption of the common pimple throughout the 1930s. That Bloch focused on acne was
not surprising in light of its recognition as a disease of hormonally dynamic adolescence;
vigorous debate in countless articles surrounded the endocrine underpinnings of acne
alongside multiple attempts to devise hormone therapies. Canvasing the blow-by-blow of
these developments is beyond the scope of this section; it is sufficient for our purposes only
to briefly establish the intensity of this interest. In 1935 the New England Journal of Medicine
published a report of the attempt to treat four girls’ acne with injections of a “pregnancy
urine extract,” Antuitrin S, and five or six other groups of physicians also reported the results
of their endocrine treatment experiments across hundreds of patients.112 While the efficacy
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of therapy had a significant weight in settling whether endocrine factors or “menstruotoxic
elements” caused pimples, a number of physicians relied on other methods (laboratory
examinations, clinical findings, and epidemiology) to support113 or refute the hypothesis114—
or even to shrug inconclusively about its validity while recognizing the endocrine question
framed much of the discussion around acne.115
If secret chemicals or quintessence had heroic ages of investigation in the 1920s and
1930s, the influence of the mind on the body also became the subject of considerable interest
and research under the leadership of Walter Cannon at Harvard and the Chicago school
of psychosomatic medicine of Flanders Dunbar and Franz Alexander.116 The influence of
psyche on skin did not have nearly as productive tenure (in sheer volume of papers) as either
hormones or vitamins, but several dermatological researchers nevertheless took up its study.
Summarizing their evaluation of the causes of acne, Stokes and Sternberg thought nervous
overstimulation of the sebaceous gland “points to the potential influence of sexual tension
and the background of fears, conflicts and anxieties which can be recognized in the patient’s
mental makeup”117 Other dermatologists described a patient whose hair started falling out in
patches purely from the emotional shock of witnessing the results of a gruesome accident in
which a train collided with a school bus full of children; or sought to explain the causes of
hives by emotional and nervous states.118
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Digital Humanities—Was This All a Waste of Time?
The allure of digital humanities rests in its promise to deliver a tantalizingly comprehensive verdict in a relatively impartial fashion. While the foregoing has been based on
careful reading of many sources, the total volume of printed material about skin even in
a single publication is dauntingly vast—what if we had the capability to read and analyze
everything. Could this mitigate against distortions introduced by accidents of selection or a
human attraction to the interesting and confirmatory? At least, this was the intent of this
section: to bring a far greater volume of text to bear to see if our thesis is borne out when
the analysis is conducted by machine that knows nothing about skin or the argument of this
chapter. In practice, the tool was less powerful and the results less useful than hoped for, but
they still provided an interesting test and partial corroboration of the shift described.
The first step in this research involved creating a corpus of texts appropriate to answer
our question about the transformation of skin. While something like Google n-grams could
search just about everything printed and digitized in English, this was certainly too broad.
The ability to make conclusions about any given result would also be rather limited without
knowing which texts went in the database. So I set about creating my own database, having
selected Good Housekeeping as described at the beginning of this chapter. Aside from the
missing advertising pages in the early years, one other challenge concerns a change I made in
the search strategy. At first, I only searched for “soap” with the idea that limiting the corpus
to ads of a single type of product might make the ultimate interpretation of the results more
straightforward. But after this yielded a relative paucity of results, it seemed more important
to capture a robust set of texts, and I switched to searching for both “soap” and “skin” as two
separate keywords. The latter often hit products like lotion or cold creams that unambiguously traded on the cosmology of skin
One final hiccup concerned what to do with the articles and ads this search proStokes, George Kulchar, and Donald Pillsbury, “Effect on the Skin of Emotional and Nervous States: Etiologic
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duced. Obviously not all of them were relevant. “Skin” appeared remarkably often, for
instance, in the cookery section. A great deal of information was to be had about chickens
that needed skinning or assorted vegetables, the skins of which a competent chef should
apparently do something to. Advertisers of enamel bathroom fixtures often mentioned “soap”
in the context of how easy such fixtures were to clean. These cases were obvious exclusions
as were others that had zero relationship to human bodies. Things became a bit trickier with
laundry soap. Any advertisement for toilet soap made the cut since its principal substrate was
human skin, regardless of whether it explicitly mentioned this in the ad copy. But for flakes
and bars intended to clean clothes, of which there were a very great many, I tended to include
them only if they mentioned their effect on human skin (usually touting the benefit of being
mild on the hands). This often required reading each ad more closely than the fundamental
premise of a digital humanities project permitted so I did not apply this rule with exacting
consistency. Some pure laundry soaps snuck in. Overall, however, I believe I did a reasonable
job of determining which advertisements to include in the corpus and erred on the side of
over-inclusion, even though I did not develop a strict mechanistic algorithm. Had another
set of eyes made these determinations, our selections may have slightly differed over a handful a cases out of many hundreds, and I doubt this idiosyncrasy would have meaningfully
impacted the final results.
To perform the analysis of this corpus, I used an approach called topic modeling, in
which a computer algorithm uses statistics to identify clusters of words that frequently appear
together (i.e., what humans would consider a meaningful arrangement), which it flags as the
“topics” most strongly represented.119 To be precise, I used a tool called MALLET with the
aid of an interface developed by Scott Enderle.120 The algorithms that form the basis of the
tool were originally developed in 2003 by statisticians and computer scientists David Blei
and Andrew Ng who were trying to solve a search engine problem of measuring the relevance
Mark Steyvers, “Probabilistic Topic Models,” Handbook of Latent Semantic Analysis 427 (2007): 424–40.
The tool is available to download at https://github.com/senderle and through many trips to the office hours
of the Price Lab for Digital Humanities I learned how to start working with it and use it effectively.
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of different texts to certain keyword. Natural scientists eventually used that computational
technique to analyze years’ worth of scientific articles for an easy digest of the recent research
landscape. Researchers in English and other humanities disciplines have since borrowed
these tools for use in their own fields—e.g., one well-respected study analyzed over 20,000
literary studies articles across 124 years to uncover “gradual, unnoted shifts in the themes and
vocabularies of scholarship.”121 My goal is quite similar. By inputting the date of publication
of each individual text (in this case advertisements, not journal articles), it is possible to track
whether the representation of a particular machine-identified topic increases, decreases, or
stays the same over time.
Part of the appeal of a list of machine-generated topics is that this analysis provides
a means of counterbalancing for a researcher who might approach a set of texts expecting to
find a particular result, though this requires a caveat. (The other unquestionable advantage
is that the machine brain is able to process orders of magnitude more data.) While the user
cannot pre-determine the keywords, she must specify the number of topics to find and
any words to exclude from consideration (including common qualifiers, prepositions, and
articles). The process is somewhat random so running the program repeatedly even with
the same parameters will produce different lists of topics, and she must also select which of
several outputs to use. So while in theory the algorithm could find overlooked latent patterns
in a text, there is still is a fair amount of user steering involved. If the topics fail to be recognizably meaningful to a human mind, they will simply be discarded.
After extensive parameter fiddling and running the tool several times, the program’s
best initial output was just shy of useless (see: List of Topics; the order in which the topics are
listed is not meaningful). Essentially, the program identified the brands that appeared most
frequently alongside one or two key words from their adverts. Each topic can be trended
across time. Upsides first. The machine recognized both Nujol and Fleischmann’s Yeast as
Andrew Goldstone and Ted Underwood, “The Quiet Transformations of Literary Studies: What Thirteen
Thousand Scholars Could Tell Us,” New Literary History 45 (2014): 359–84.
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Figure 16. List of Topics.

Figure 17. List of Topics, ver. 2.

topics, which were important in the interpretive historical narrative that grounds this chapter. That they had something to do with “skin body intestinal elimination” and “food health
body,” respectively, roughly conforms to our own more nuanced reading. We can also track
the two topics’ trend over time (see figure X)—that indeed begin to be represented in 1921
and continue for the next four years. Since the topics are so strongly tied to their respective
companies, it effectively becomes a count of the number of Yeast and Nujol ads. This result is
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certainly useful for confirming (to a certain extent) the hypothesis that guided our historical
interpretation; less charitably, it amounts to merely “learning” what we already knew but
with an inordinate amount of additional labor.
Further refinement of these results, (1) weakly supports for the emergence of skin
as a mirror of self, (2) slightly calls into question the prominence of the idea of skin as
environmental boundary, and more broadly (3) illustrates a structural dilemma of using a
machine method in parallel with a human mind. The initial topic list was barely a step above
the document file names and accordingly tell us very little, but it was possible to slightly
improve this output by having the software exclude all of the company names. The high
signal strength created by texts that are designed to ingratiate a brand name above all else
unavoidably distorts the data. Our aim in such an analysis however was not to have a list of
the most frequent advertisers, but (ideally) to identify common themes that emerged between
the different companies. By filtering out the brands, in theory the topics will be more substantively meaningful. The results after we do that are to the right (see: List of Topics, ver. 2).
This list is more interesting and while some topics seem wholly irrelevant, it nevertheless has
some bearing on the findings in this chapter. Let’s address each of these three points in turn.
First, the strongest support that machine analysis is able to offer the thesis of this
chapter, is by finding topics that link skin to the body’s interior (and more specifically its
digestive state) beginning in 1921. Admittedly, we knew what we were looking for, but
with this knowledge we find topics “13. yeast food body fresh eat…” and “15. intestinal
elimination body poisons …” have essentially recaptured the Fleischmann’s and Nujol
advertisements. As already noted, that non-hypothesis driven statistical methods also found
this particular cluster of words significant, is a rather weak but welcome source of confirmation. Unfortunately, even after removing company names, the program did not have the
sophistication or ability to recognize that these two topics were conceptually very strongly
related and merge them (since their raw linguistic similarity was not sufficiently strong). It is
also possible to examine how the program classified related ads; in important cases it missed
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connections a human reader could make quite easily. None of the words in the advertisement for Sunsweet Prunes, for instance, fell under either of these two topics. The program
had no concept that “prunes” were a “food,” or that a “laxative” had to do with “intestinal
elimination.” Our historical interpretation lends these two topics outsized significance, but
it is reassuring that an agnostic process of statistical correlations nevertheless identified these
topics as meaningfully defining the whole corpus.
It also seems significant that despite many, many times running the program, it never
generated a topic around keywords like “sun dust wind” or “weather climate,” though how to
interpret this result is less clear. It is not the case that this language was simply absent. Based
on the historical interpretive work, we have clear and unambiguous proof that companies
talked about skin in such a way in the earliest advertisements. It is arguably one of the most
cohesive and consistent themes beginning in 1904. I expected to run into difficulty if this
topic failed to trend clearly over time but did not anticipate the absence of such an “environmental boundary” topic altogether. My suspicion is that this is related to two factors. One is
that the quantity of material from 1900 to 1917 is dwarfed by everything after that point.
Read chronologically, humans’ weathered hides emerges as a major theme of a relatively
small number of early sources. But the machine did not read chronologically. When the
earliest ads are indiscriminately dissolved into the larger corpus, perhaps the significance of
the weather was not obvious. Second, given the smaller amount of early material it might
require a human mind bringing the full resources of contextual knowledge and extensive
reading in sources beyond this Good Housekeeping corpus to recognize the presence of that
theme in these texts specifically.122 All of this is to say, while the failure of the topic model
to call attention to skin as an environmental boundary gives us slight pause, it by no means
invalidates the historical interpretation of this trajectory.
Finally, and this is not about skin in particular but the method in general—it seems
At some point I had an inkling that advertisements emphasizing the relative youth of skin became more
frequently over time and was curious about whether the program would uncover a trend here, but it also never
became a topic.
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the quality of human analysis and the quality of machine analysis will vary inversely with the
sheer quantity of material in play. With a far greater text corpus, the topic model software
might recognize, for example, that “laxative” is closely related to “intestinal elimination” and
generate a more sophisticated or useful analysis. For the machine, raw input of data is not the
limiting factor. But for humans, this is precisely the problem. While anyone could readily interpret a single text by calling upon a lifetime of language and knowledge context, we cannot
simply download and process gigabytes of written word. Structurally this creates a dilemma
based on the quantity of material: the more useful the machine, the less likely a human could
assimilate and independently assess whether it was missing something vitally important. This
seems limiting to the value of such a method.
To further this analysis it might be possible to take two possible directions—either
continue the labor-intensive process of processing periodical advertisements to generate a
more critical mass, especially around 1900–15; or run a huge amount of historical dermatological journals though the program and see what topics emerge from the professional
literature as well. Overall, it is somewhat disappointing to find a valuable question that seems
particularly amenable to digital humanities analysis, put tremendous effort into creating a
specialized corpus to answer it, learn the tools and run the analysis, and then find the results
are, frankly, rather lackluster at the end. On the bright side for professional historians, even
if sophisticated artificial intelligences are capable of crushing humans at games of skill, their
weaker derivatives are, as yet, still miserable at doing history.

Some Conclusions
In the first two decades of the twentieth century, dermatologists, makers of soap and
skin products, and the everyday Americans they addressed conceived of and treated skin as an
organ bitten by wind, scoured by dust, bathed in sunlight, and breathing the air around it.
Thus, the skin was primarily a defensive barrier against the outside world. Until, of course, it
wasn’t. In the early 1920s, these same actors began advancing a very different idea alongside
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this: skin mirrored what was on the inside—the content of your diet, fatigue poisons in your
blood, vitamins, hormones, the deeper truths of character and complexion, body and soul all
manifested on the body surface. Would that it were so simple. The foregoing presentation has
been streamlined to highlight these decisive differences and mount a clear-cut case of change
over time, but of course in the robust messiness of the real world this transformation was
never so complete or straightforward. The question I have wrestled with is whether there is
still a valuable truth to be found in the partial and incomplete, and my answer is yes—even
as the environmental skin was not entirely displaced by a mirror of self, and even as during its
heyday this weather boundary did not author a totalizing vision (viz. William A. Pusey and
others who tried to maintain a balance between the within and the without).
Whether advertisers and doctors framed skin as an organ of the outside or inside, of
the local or constitutional, was explained to some degree by the particulars of the product or
a given skin condition. Enough people were concerned with skin and the field of dermatology covered enough diseases that within such diversity specific counterexamples or cases that
bucked the larger trend will always exist. Even after many advertisers took up a “lovely skin
comes from within” rallying cry, others still continued with environmental messaging; fewer,
relatively, than before, but not none. Impartially assessing the relative weight of this evidence
provided part of the impetus for an analysis using tools of digital humanities. Though this did
not conclusively reveal anything terribly useful about Good Housekeeping advertisements 1900
to 1925, it may be worth repeating with some modifications. Perhaps with a greater quantity
of source material—decades worth of dermatology journals for instance, or returning to the
more tedious but time-tested method of coding topics and counting trends by hand.
Informally weighing the preponderance of approaches to skin, this chapter has tried
to mount compelling evidence that this did in fact change over time. Just because you had
to sell a product that went on the outside of the body did not predetermine how you did
so. Fairy soap defended against dust before it helped release an internal build-up of fatigue.
The California fruit growers first pitched lemons to rub on the hands and soothe soap’s sting
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and then turned to the ingestion of prunes as a far better complexion aid than any cosmetic.
Exciting, prize-wining research on skin treatment shifted from sunlight and UV lamps to
the injection of pregnant urine extracts and vitamin-based therapeutics. Pellagra was a skin
disease of a mysterious external microbe or even the hot climate before it became a dietary
deficiency of specific internal chemistry. One explanation for this overall transformation
points to changes in medical knowledge about hormones, vitamins, and psychosomatic
influence. These discrete moments—the dramatic and powerful effect niacin had on pellagra
sufferers; the crystallization and laboratory synthesis of endocrine hormones—helped anchor
new approaches to the body.
While these medical developments were important and undeniably influential, I
suggest that a change in ideas about the relationship of self and society also played a role.
The world of a weathered skin corresponds more closely to Frederick Gardiner’s imagery of
a person picked apart by forces of modernity—pulled upon on all sides by economies and
social changes beyond anyone’s control. Whereas a skin of interiority and “beauty within,”
perhaps spoke to a concept of self that at the very least had an illusion of greater autonomy
to impose its will on the surroundings, with a fate less steered by outside forces, and greater
emphasis on self-fashioning, cultivation and presentation. There is no easy reference to
specific discoveries to evidence such a change, and even if true, it would be difficult to know
whether and how that translated into refashioned commonsense about the body’s surface.
Nevertheless, it is worth asking if notions of self and subjectivity changed alongside ideas
about skin in this period. For even if we do not have a satisfying answer for how, it seems that
something must have. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to adjudicate the back and forth
traffic between public knowledge and professional knowledge, but changes in medicine alone
do not provide a sufficient explanation for the transformation witnessed in the advertising
pages of Good Housekeeping.123
In some cases (e.g. Fleischmann’s yeast) there is a clear line from lab to ad, but it seems that other forces were
at play.
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So what happened in the 1940s, when the trail of evidence that this chapter has
followed drops off? It is not entirely clear and would warrant further study, but one possibility is that skin eventually straddled the concepts as both boundary and mirror (and indeed
these models may be more comingled starting from the twenties onward rather than being
supplanted in succession). On the other hand, as Bruno Bloch’s quick canvass of a hundred
years of dermatology suggests, it is also possible we would find a further dialectical movement
predominated between skin as a local organ or constitutionally knit into the self. In fact,
in Germany, in which such holism became politically charged during the time of National
Socialism, the forceful political rejection of fascism after the war in the socialist East Germany may have conditioned such a return to an environmental epidermis, as seen in a 1977
public health film on skin that depicted naked exercises before open windows and alternating
hot and cold water baths as important parts of daily hygiene.124 In the U.S., however, if
both concepts operated simultaneously moving forward—it seems very possible that skin as
“mirror of self ” retained a stronger claim, and provided a more comprehensive explanation
that subsumed environmental barrier functions underneath it. Maintaining the health of that
boundary required self-custodianship, for example in a decision to apply sunscreen, which
became a tell-tale sign of personal responsibility.125
While subsequent chapters do not directly continue this narrative, the themes
presented here nevertheless broadly find purchase within them. In navigating the workplace
threats to the skin’s integrity, dermatologists who viewed internal predispositions and slovenly
misbehavior responsible for skin eruptions rather than exciting agents proposed different
solutions for its management (Chapter Two). Rather than a shared experience of being
buffeted by the very same winds and dust as everyone else that might have lent itself to mass
consumption of common goods, a view of skin as reflecting inner qualities of self may have
Hans-Günter Kunkel, dir. Die Haut: Du und Deine Gesundheit, Berlin: VEB DEFA-Studio für Dokumetarfilme Berlin, 1977, DVD, 13 minutes, Deutsche Hygiene Museum Dresden, DHMD 2007/429.
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helped underwrite consumer demands for individually appropriate products (Chapter Four).
And while this dissertation does not explore tattooing (which though first commercially
practiced in the West in the late 1800s, became a far more common and mainstream part of
fashion in the 1970s), it should perhaps be understood in a context in which people expected
their skin to reflect who they were, and if it didn’t do that sufficiently unaided, a little bit of
ink might help.126
In 1920, Martin Engman, then President of the American Dermatological Association, addressed his colleagues on the subject of their study: “lesions, though on the surface
of the body, are symbols which speak of deeper things, often of life’s most obstinate and
hidden problems; lesions significant often of trades, occupations, habits, customs, types,
races, families, diseases lying deep in the system, dispositions, vanities, frivolities, physiologic
periods; even flitting thought often leaves its impression as a blush or a lesion.”127 Let us now
turn to these industries and frivolities.
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Chapter Two.
“Healthy Skin Keeps Him on the Job”: Workers and the Logic of Irritation in
Industrial Capitalism, 1897–1928

In 1923, a workman in one of the Rochester, NY lithography companies was having
persistent skin troubles. The physician who attended upon the man, Dr. E. Wood Ruggles,
diagnosed him with a severe case of chromic acid dermatitis. The red, inflamed lesions
caused by the acid “had almost ruined his skin” but the man persisted in this line of work
being “unable to earn as much money elsewhere.”128 He subsequently developed a second,
more severe attack that extended from his hands and face to cover his entire body. Chromate
dermatitis was notoriously slow to heal and it took a good deal of time before he recovered.129
The printing company transferred him to a different department upon his return to work. In
this new environment he was exposed to benzene, gasoline, and oils which triggered several
further skin eruptions. During the man’s long recovery in between being assigned to a different division his employer had changed their insurance provider. His case ultimately resulted
in litigation; the judge was convinced the man deserved an award under the state’s workman’s
compensation law for the newest attacks but was not sure which insurer was responsible for
paying. Did the benzene and oil create an entirely new skin problem, or was it a continuation
of the damage the chromic acid had caused? Dr. Ruggles was called to testify.
The plight of Ruggles’ patient illustrates just some of the material realities, legal
structures, and demands on medical knowledge that surrounded skin conditions caused
by the conditions of labor. This chapter examines the branch of medicine that emerged in
the early twentieth century to understand and manage work-related skin derangements, a
subfield most commonly called Industrial Dermatology (though the name was somewhat
Harry Foerster, “Industrial Dermatoses: General Considerations,” Arch Derm Syph 17 (1928): 602.
Herbert Bernhardt, “Chromate Dermatitis: Its Natural History and Treatment,” AMA Archives of
Dermatology 76 (1957): 13–16.
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contentious). At the most basic level this chapter aims to show that skin’s history in the
twentieth century is not exclusively a cultural history. Yes, the surface of the body is tied up
with meanings conveyed and re-made in advertising, with personal identity and corporeal
subjectivity, but also with the economic forces of industrial capitalism. Workers’ skin was
one point in which the body’s fragility manifested itself when confronted with particular
demands of production—and devising strategies for managing that fragility was vital for
advancing the project of modernity. The antidote to modernity was not a withdrawal to the
past, but its more eager embrace. Physicians advocated for an intensification of what they
identified with progress: further scientific research, improved factory designs, more comprehensive surveillance and exacting medical exams.130
More broadly, the question this chapter raises is not whether dermatologists salvaged
workers’ skins and protected them from the ravages of industry or became a tool of capitalist
production that extracted and exploited value from labor with ever increasing efficiency.131
Physicians showed themselves both paternalistic and compassionate; they sought to demonstrate their utility to factory owners and working men and women alike. Caught between
these two poles, and feeling a sense of duty to the state as well, some practitioners adopted
what might appear in hindsight as a rather too rosy view of the ultimate harmony between
A similar trajectory in a slightly different context is charted by Anson Rabinbach, The Human Motor: Energy,
Fatigue, and the Origins of Modernity (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992).
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these competing interests. But while attending to dermatologists’ negotiations along these
lines, the principal question this chapter seeks to answer is rather how medical knowledge of
occupational skin diseases developed over time: which challenges did the subject pose? What
was at stake in the theories physicians developed, and what consequences did they have? How
were workers affected on the job, and in their attempt to win claims via workman’s compensation laws? Where else did the logic of irritation travel?
In taking a view of occupational health that goes beyond struggles on the factory
floor, this chapter builds upon the work of Linda Nash and Christopher Sellers who have
shown how the field disclosed a postwar worldview of the body’s relationship to nature
and how early hygienists laid a foundation for the later field of environmental health.132
Dermatologists interested in occupational health were aligned with the broader discipline of
Industrial Hygiene and shared many of the same concerns. But assaults on skin were different
in important ways from the effects of toxins that constituted the primary focus of industrial
hygienists. Unlike the classic and well-studied examples of lead poisoning or asbestosis,
occupational skin diseases presented problems that were not as straightforward as even the
admittedly complicated relationship between the amount of lead a worker was exposed to
and its long-term consequences. Not everyone’s skin was similarly affected, or even affected at
all, by some of the substances that had the potential to cause painful reactions. The concepts
of toxins and poisoning that worked so well in general for hygienists did not function for
skin complaints.
Thus the main contribution this chapter offers to the already rich literature on occupational health and medicine is to highlight the importance of “irritation,” particularly as a
flexible framework to capture idiosyncrasy and unpredictable nature of assaults on and injury
to skin. Despite its malleability, the logic of irritation presupposed a moral field of blame
and responsibility that structurally faulted workers for their own ailments and had practical
Linda Nash, “The Fruits of Ill-Health: Pesticides and Workers’ Bodies in Post-World War II California,” Osiris 19 (2004): 203–19; Sellers, Hazards of the Job.
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consequences for the way physicians sought to manage skin eruptions on the job.

“Minor Troubles … of Great Practical Importance and Worthy of Intensive Study”
The number of American workers affected by skin troubles in the course of their jobs
in the first decades of the twentieth century was large enough to warrant substantial professional attention but impossible to pin down precisely. In the major cities of the industrial
Northeast, at least two to three percent of all skin patients and a quarter to a fifth of eczema
sufferers acquired their conditions on the job. These estimates came from doctors who looked
back at clinic or hospital admissions and reported the percentage of visits attributed to
workplace conditions. John Fordyce of Bellevue Hospital in New York provided the earliest
American tally: around two percent of the Bellevue patients seen at the skin clinic in 1911
had complaints related to their occupation.133 Guy Lane came to a similar estimate and
reported that 2.7 percent of patients seen at the skin department of Massachusetts General
Hospital from 1920 to 1921 had occupational dermatitis.134 Using a different metric, over
nine years Frank Knowles from Philadelphia counted 768 patients with eczema directly due
to their work out of 4,142 eczema patients in total who were seen in dermatological clinics
in Philadelphia (around 18 percent), though he noted work played a predisposing factor in
many other cases.135 A later physician compared this tabulation with two further authors and
noted substantial concurrence among these three sources—they found between roughly 20
and 25 percent of eczema to be occupational in nature.136
But while these numbers were not entirely frivolous, they failed to capture the true
burden of workplace skin diseases. In some industries, such as metal cutters and fruit canners,
skin problems affected between one-fifth and one-third of all workers.137 What we really want
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to know is out of the all health problems that workers encountered on the job, how many of
them related to the skin. Unfortunately this question lay beyond the grasp of dermatologists
or anyone else in the U.S. to answer. This blind spot points to the absence of a general institutional or administrative framework that would have collected this data in the early twentieth century. Even as the U.S. became an increasingly enumerated state that, as theorists have
argued used data to optimize citizen bio-power, the health of workers remained shrouded in
partial obscurity.138 Writers at the time recognized some of these deficiencies: as one physician
bemoaned in 1916, “there are no available statistics covering the whole subject of occupational skin disease.”139 At a mundane level, counting eczema and dermatitis overlooked a host
of other problems—including keloid scars, burns, acne, boils and infections. As a result, Guy
Lane at MGH suggested “it would be a conservative estimate to say that 4 or 5+ per cent. of
the admissions to the skin clinic may be caused by occupational factors” rather than merely
two or three percent.140 Moreover, the severity of injury ranged very substantially. Aggravated
skin did not attract the same degree of attention that spectacular cases of accidental death or
dismemberment on the job did.141 While some people were rendered entirely incapacitated,
other cases were more mild, and these may not have come to the attention of physicians or
supervisors.142 Though during the Great War skin trouble became so severe in some places
in France that it apparently produced a notable slowing of war factory production.143 As
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William A. Pusey told the 8th Annual Safety Congress in 1919: “the aggregate of distress and
disability resulting from such minor troubles as industrial dermatoses is so large that it is a
matter of great practical importance and worthy of intensive study.”144
Early twentieth-century American contributors to industrial dermatology, like their
counterparts in industrial hygiene or indeed medicinemore generally, saw themselves “behind” their colleagues in Europe, and looked favorably upon developments in the field from
across the Atlantic, particularly in the United Kingdom and Germany. After the sinking of
the Lusitania but before America’s entry into the Great War, Harvard professor of dermatology Charles White proclaimed, “The study and knowledge of occupational disease are not
new themes in what has been called law-abiding Germany, nor in conservative England,”
but noted that such a pursuit had only slowly and recently awakened in the U.S.145 A review
of the field by a Georgetown professor highlighted one of the earliest comprehensive texts
on the subject, “Gewerbliche Hautkrankheiten [Industrial Skin Diseases],” written by Alfred
Blaschko, a Jewish socialist physician and anti-venereal disease campaigner and published
in 1908.146 Most of the earliest articles in the field were published by English and German
physicians, and American authors acknowledged this with their citations.
American physicians pointed at two factors that had conspired to create this concern since the turn of the century. First, the tremendous growth of industry, in particular
the explosion of novel chemicals introduced into manufacturing,147 and second the social
hands and forearms, or on the face, if directly exposed to the lubricant, and on parts of the body exposed to
oil-saturated clothing, especially the anterior aspect of the thighs…. Necessity required the use of products of
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mouths of the glands.”
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movement to improve the conditions of labor. With the advantage of hindsight, we see that
physicians’ focus on novel chemical developments, while certainly correct in part, is nevertheless incomplete. The way capitalist modes of production organized labor that demanded
sustained and prolonged contact between skin and substances for hours at a time, day after
day, week after week were as important as new factories or newfound chemical expertise.
In many cases of industrial dermatitis, the offending agents were merely soap and water or
vegetables with which canners and food handlers came in contact. These substances were not
novel. What had changed and intensified was the way people and compounds came encountered each other, and who set the boundaries of that epidermal to external world contact.
While an explosion in commercial chemical production at this time was particularly visible,
a more profound impact lay with shifting structures and organization of economic production.148 As for the contribution of Progressive Era reforms for better workplace conditions
to the emergence of industrial dermatology, this assessment seems spot on. As an actor at the
time noted, “with the rapid movement of the modern world toward social betterment, there
has been initiated a most commendable desire to help the workingman in many ways.”149

Wrestling with Impossibility: From Classification to Chemical Experimentation
This section covers two ways that dermatologists attempted to make sense of what
was happening: initially by cataloging and classifying the types of workers affected and
diseases produced, and subsequently undertaking local chemical and experimental studies
beginning around the 1920s. It is tempting to see this development as evidence of progress
(leading to more scientific! and more sure! knowledge), but several facts caution against such
an interpretation. Classifying and associating based on surface resemblance is different, but
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not necessarily better or worse than probing the depth of a subject for underlying causes.150
Physicians taking the former approach were able to provide answers about who was affected and with what conditions with encyclopedic comprehensiveness. In 1897 a Harvard
professor denied the advisability of trying to find out why some people were affected: “It is
impossible to explain such individual susceptibility and exemption. We have to be satisfied
with a word—idiosyncrasy.”151 This satisfaction ultimately proved insufficient however. In
step with the growing prestige of experiment in medicine, dermatologists turned to detailed
investigations of single professions—printers or rubber workers—in attempts to answer
why these men acquired skin lesions. These later two studies offered a model of mechanistic
precision that sought causes in chemical reality. As we will see in the next section, a common
logic of irritation and idiosyncrasy underwrote both types of investigation.
Knowles, Hazen, White, and Pusey did the most work to establish a classification
of industrial skin disease in the U.S. and their publications share a number of commonalities—from the dizzying array of affected occupations to the categories used to sort them. In
a public address that dermatology professor Charles White hoped would not descend into
a boring “mere catalog,” over the course of an hour he nevertheless mentioned 46 different
diseases in over 120 occupations.152 After an already exhaustive description of jobs associated
with skin conditions, Hazen listed an additional 74 occupations on the authority of a
German author. The scope was truly impressive and people affected included those in common jobs with chemical exposures (lithographers, photographers, tanners, other chemical
workers); in narrowly specific fields (aniline dye workers, mother-of-pearl workers, linoleum
makers, and moving picture operators); or which required prolonged contact with even
seemingly innocuous substances (food canners, flax workers, sugar workers, ice men, florists,
houseworkers). Given such expansive coverage the description of any one occupation’s situaMichel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (New York: Pantheon Books,
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tion was largely limited to identifying a putative causative agent. In the case of ice men it was
“cold and moisture,” while the cement used to piece films was found culpable in the case of
motion picture operators; fine dust, soaps and glues were common culprits, in addition to
specific chemicals like copper sulfate or metol.153
To wrangle this information into a semblance of manageable order, the aforementioned dermatologists began to classify and group these occupational skin afflictions according the nature of the causative agent. These schemes varied only slightly from Hazen’s 1914
model which proposed the following categories: (a) mechanical causes, (b) abnormal temperatures, (c) abnormal relative humidity, (d) changes in air pressure, (e) excessive light, (f )
animal parasites, (g) vegetable parasites, (h) bacteria, (i) unknown etiology, and (j) chemical
irritation.154 Pusey modified this slightly—collapsing the four environmental categories into
“heat, cold, and weather,” grouping the parasites together, and adding “posture, friction, and
pressure.”155 While the inelegance and rather byzantine nature of this classification makes no
attempt to suggest fundamentally different causal mechanisms, the effort marked a notable
departure from Knowles’s initial investigation in 1913 which listed affected occupations in
no discernable rhyme or reason.
Present within such systemization efforts was the underlying belief that one of the
primary functions of human skin was to serve as a boundary against the external environment. The fine-grained specification of different environmental causes of work-related skin
disease, its persistent and early inclusion all support this notion. The extreme derangements
produced by war and work could deleteriously impair the ability of skin to protect against
the outside world. Explicitly drawing an analogy to tissue damage caused by half-frozen water
of the trenches of the Great War, White related the case of “a young girl whose duty it was to
pack chocolates day in and day out in a room unheated in winter and artificially chilled in
summer, and through long hours this girl removed chocolates from a cold moving belt, upon
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which a blast of cold air was directed from above.” He wryly noted her “resulting cutaneous
disability was not to be wondered at.”156 In explaining why workers in different trades would
have similar skin problems Fordyce highlighted environmental conditions: “when, for example, men or women are exposed to excessively dry or moist heat. Such an atmosphere leads
to congestion and interference with the normal activity of the skin.”157 In the 1920s, research
on factory air ventilation found that skin was far more important than the lungs or airway as
one might have expected. Summarizing this work, a professor of hygiene reported, “industrial
hygiene has made progress by leaps and bounds in the environment of the factory…. [Recent] investigations have proved by research that the ill effects of confined air are not due so
much to the chemical impurities in the air, as to physical ones, such as increased temperature,
humidity and stagnation of air about our bodies…. Tersely, as Lee has stated, ventilation is not
a chemical but a physical and not a pulmonary but a cutaneous problem.”158
But although the environment was usually mentioned first, it was not the most
important. Despite the seemingly co-equal place that chemical irritants shared with other
causes, by the 1910s dermatologists considered them the paramount and predominant cause
of occupational skin disease. As Professor White at Harvard said:
We come now to the most important part, perhaps, of our theme that is the great and frequent influence which chemical substances exert upon the men, women and children, who to
earn a livelihood, are obliged to handle them. The number of cutaneous reactions produced
is very numerous and too technical to describe; the list of chemicals capable of creating these
damaging changes is too long even to enumerate, and the trades most often affected number
between eighty and ninety to my own knowledge.159

The extent to which this was a new material reality produced in the course of industrialization in America (and elsewhere in the North Atlantic World) is partially revealed by a
comparison to one of the earliest U.S. accounts of occupational dermatitis. In 1897 a Har-
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vard professor provided a brief discourse on occupational skin disease and of the five cases
he highlighted, three were attributed to plant or vegetable substances: a woman who washed
parsnips, a man who used witch-hazel extract to treat shoulder pain, and an Arboretum
director who handled the fruit of the hop hornbeam. Synthetic or novel chemicals formed
the basis of just a single case discussion, that of firemen’s shirts dyed with aniline black. A
tally of patients seen in clinic similarly confirmed that plants incited the most skin trouble
among cases whose cause could be identified.160
This descriptive cataloging marked the state of research for most of the 1910s. Physicians described a large number of different diseases and relished in accounting for the specificity and particularity of each trade. Classifying these conditions represented an attempt to
bring conceptual order to an otherwise unwieldly list of facts. And within such classifications
we can see the influence of dermatologists’ emphasis on the skin’s function as a boundary
against the external environment. While these authors surveyed diverse causes in interest of
creating a comprehensive guide, they devoted the preponderance of their attention to chemical irritants associated with burgeoning industrial manufacture. So being rather satisfied with
the completeness of this descriptive catalog, dermatologists turned their attention deeper.
Beginning around 1920, two studies changed the face of research industrial dermatology.
William J. McConnell, an industrial physician with the United States Public Health
Service, lead the attempt in 1921 to uncover the cause of what workers in large printing and
engraving plants called “ink poisoning.”161 Men engaged in large printing firms wound up
with their hands and forearms covered with ink up to the elbow from using their hands to
polish and remove excess ink in the final steps of preparing an engraved plate for hand or
mechanical pressing. Workers only removed the ink covering their arms before lunch and at
the end of the day through the use of mineral oil and scrubbing under soap and hot water
with “brutal” thoroughness.162 Accordingly some pressmen developed lesions that ranged
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from slight redness to open ulcers on their hands and arms; most men affected described
having had an initial rash that was followed by an eruption of small fluid-filled sacs (like tiny
blisters) that were associated with itching and burning. The printers’ assistants, who were
usually female, handled the printed paper by the edges and so came into much less contact
with ink and tended not to be affected. To investigate McConnell selected one printing plant
and conducted physical examinations of the workers, chemical analyses of various substances
used, and experiments on eleven test subjects from the Office of Industrial Hygiene and
Sanitation.
The workers had developed their own theories about the cause of ink poisoning that
provided useful leads that McConnell followed, while he rather summarily dismissed the
prior professional literature on the subject. Earlier reports from Germany had fingered the
use of impure oil of turpentine or benzine substitutes as a washing material as the culprit—
an explanation which could not hold in the U.S. since firms used neither.163 On the other
hand most men believed that the inks themselves were chemical irritants of the skin, the
theory that McConnell spent his time investigating. In the course of talking with and physically examining the 35 affected men and 18 controls, McConnell discounted several other
theories the workers suggested. That the lesions were caused by something infectious, he
found unlikely on account of the fact that family members were not similarly affected. Some
workers attributed the affection to carelessness in personal hygiene or impaired physical
condition, an explanation which overlaid moral culpability and a sense individual responsibility or autonomy onto this industrial skin affliction. It is a bit surprising to find this notion,
which is frequently associated with medicine’s moralizing paternalism, on the minds of the
workers themselves, but in any case McConnell was not persuaded. He found no difference
in personal cleanliness among the men affected and those who were not and likewise did not
identify a general trend in accordance with overall physical fitness.
What proved most telling was that all of the sufferers had dry skin and McConnell
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eventually deduced from this observation that it was not an inherent property of the inks
themselves that was causing problems—but rather that they contributed to drying out the
skin, which was then irritated by the very vigorous washing such ink required to remove.
Several chemical tests run by the Bureau of Standards found the inks, mineral oil, and soap
used for cleaning free of known adulterants such as arsenic, mercury, formaldehyde and so
forth.164 Practical experiments in which eleven volunteers applied ink to nine square inches
of their arm every day for one or four weeks and left it there showed no sign of irritation.
On the other hand, when the volunteers were told to remove such ink by scrubbing with
soap and water and a brush several volunteers with dry skin complained of a red, raw, or
painful patch. In one man this procedure produced a condition similar to the printers’. In
a different experiment, abraded skin covered in ink took several days longer to heal than
normal. McConnell thus concluded that it was the particular method of removing the
ink caused the problem. “Dry skin might be compared with a blotter, which very readily
absorbs the oil in the inks and the pigments” and thus requires more scrubbing, resulting in
abrasion the healing of which is slowed “and from repeating the process daily, a severe case
of eczema may develop.”165 This fit with workers’ own observations that green ink seemed
most likely to cause problems as it was also the most difficult to remove and delayed healing
the most. McConnell recommended washing instead with sawdust and liquid soap as the
particular combination removed ink more easily and gently. He likewise advised rubbing the
skin with lanolin oil in advance to help supply extra greasiness to the skin and prevent the
parchment-blotter effect. Behold! Experimentation prevailed, a mechanism was laid bare, and
a simple solution promised to relieve suffering. Except, not quite. While McConnell concluded his report on a triumphalist note, he provided very limited evidence that the measures
he recommended actually helped any of the pressman once implemented on the shop floor.
The search to resolve the ambiguity of idiosyncrasy into a more precise mechanism
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that explained industrial skin afflictions achieved greater success in the study of a rash among
rubber workers. The rubber rash became much more widespread after chemicals were introduced that accelerated the vulcanization process to the point where the American Chemical
Society began investigating in 1917.166 Workers, who in hot, humid summers would often go
sleeveless and carry rubber stock on their bare arms, complained of redness associated with
intense itching that was worse at night and often prevented them from sleeping.167 It could
affect all exposed skin. One man’s face became so severely inflamed that his eyes had swollen
shut and he required a stay in a hospital.168
Two researchers at the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. laboratory in Ohio examined
hexamethylene-tetramine specifically, and after a series of experiments on their colleagues in
the lab and on men on the factory floor (including applying it to the skin after a hot bath
or under the armpits), they believed the found the root of the trouble. When the suspect
chemical came into contact with the acids in human sweat it decomposed into formaldehyde
which was then further oxidized in the skin pores producing formic acid, a chemical that
produced a skin reaction quite similar to the rubber rash. Given the acidity of sweat was an
essential step, the researchers proposed neutralizing this by having workers wash their skin
with baking soda, a remedy that proved remarkably effective in clearing up and preventing
future rash outbreaks. While admitting it was somewhat cumbersome the Firestone team
found their baking soda solution far preferable to the one recommended by the American
Chemical Society committee: “‘Change of occupation,’ with the entailed loss of wages and
curtailed production, can scarcely be considered a satisfactory antidote, either from the
standpoint of the employee or employer.”169
**
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Both of these studies—on printers and rubber workers—were cited with widespread
admiration. But while they succeeded to a considerable degree in diagnosing the problem
and offering relief, they largely failed to resolve the problem of idiosyncarcy. Their emphasis
on experimental skin tests and the elucidation of a chemical or mechanistic understanding
of the occupational disease set an example that was followed by others, including Guy Lane
who reported on dentists whose hands scaled and blistered using a local anesthetic.170 The
practical remedies the investigators derived brought considerable relief to workers who in
some cases found their suffering ameliorated, restful sleep restored, and immediate wages
preserved by these interventions. And yet, the challenge of idiosyncrasy remained. “One
would find, right next to an especially virulent case, men performing exactly the same
operations and handling the same stock, absolutely free from any sign of irritation.”171 While
McConnell and others refused to simply throw their hands up in frustration at the apparent
inscrutability of selective nature of the afflictions they encountered, they did not fully
unravel this mystery. The Firestone Lab shifted the question one step deeper from hexamethylene-tetramine to formic acid, but had no way of accounting for or explaining why this
latter substance caused such a severe skin reaction that one man’s eyes swelled shut while
others were untouched. McConnell’s dry skin hypothesis provided a mechanically compelling
explanation in the case of printers but it neither fully accounted for the rash pattern nor
offered any clues about variables underlying individual differences in skin temperament. In
grappling with the idiosyncratic nature of exactly whose skin flared up on the job, physicians
turned to the logic of irritation.

The Logic of Irritation: A Restless Tissue Is One that Invites Trouble
Irritation defined the framework dermatologists used to approach industrial skin.
Unpacking the presuppositions of this pervasive and ticklishly vague concept is the primary
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goal of this section. I argue that irritation defined a meaningfully different way of capturing
what was happening to workers’ skin than harm, hazard, risk, danger, or poison. By emphasizing the role of individual susceptibility and idiosyncrasy it foregrounded the relational
nature of any injury, between a particular person and particular substance. This mitigated
or displaced concern about the source of such irritation in itself—lending support to the
contention that the removal of such substances from the workplace was not only impractical
but unnecessary. The logic of irritation provided a moral field in which the defect or fault
that produced injury lay with the worker him or herself. It made programs that sought to
screen or eliminate susceptible workers palatable as a scientifically sound solution and not
merely a product of ruthless capitalism. But while the particular logic of irritation structured
dermatologists’ approach to industrial skin conditions, it was not a posthoc or instrumentally
convenient concept. The appeal of irritation is that it provided a flexible and very useful
way to account for what was happening to workers’ bodies. Furthermore, dermatologists
recognized the political relevance of the scientific debate about the relative significance of the
internal predispositions and external agents that combined to produce irritation. Physicians
whose model of irritation leaned more heavily on external causes tended to favor tighter
workplace regulation.
The extent to which “irritation” pervaded the literature of industrial dermatology is
difficult to convey, but a few quotations may prove illustrative. Authors referred to irritating
substances unceasingly when describing the condition of different trades. A British dermatologist attributed two eruptions among miners to “the irritating effect of water in the mine”
and “the irritation caused by dirt and dust upon a freely perspiring skin.”172 Frequent washing
may “prepare the way for some other irritant” in the case of washerwomen and housemaids.173 Barbers were “subjected to many forms of irritation,” while hair dyers “lead a life
decidedly open to severe cutaneous irritation.”174 In a debate over the cause of cancer among
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tar workers, physicians differed about the nature of irritation but its significance was not
in doubt. One respondent had “long ago accepted the theory that more or less continuous
irritation was an important aetiological [i.e., causitive] factor in the production of cancer,”
even as another maintained it would be “extremely difficult to establish that the source of
irritation which results in epithelioma [a type of skin cancer] was radioactivity rather than
chemical irritation.”175
Irritants lurked everywhere. Dermatologists saw them as an omnipresent feature of
the occupational world and so the ubiquity of irritation in their professional writing should
come as no surprise. A professor at the University of Pennsylvania conveyed the all-encompassing reach of irritation most succinctly: “Practically every occupation and every irritant
may produce an eczema.”176 As one of the earliest published accounts in the field surmised:
“it would seem that there are very few industries in which the hands are not… constantly
in contact with dirt, dust, or liquids of a more or less irritating nature.”177 While irritants
might vary by degree their presence was taken as a given. What to call this collection of skin
problems was not settled (contenders included “dermatitis venenata,” “trade eczema,” and
“industrial dermatosis”), but one suggestion highlighted the centrality of irritation within the
name itself—“irritant dermatitis.”178
Hidden within the descriptive language of medicine, the concept of irritation also
always made a normative claim about what was proper or ideal. The definition of irritation
Aristotle provided shows that a deviation from what was right lay at the heart of the concept. “Those people we call irritable are those who are irritated by the wrong things, more
severely and for longer than is right.”179 Granted here Aristotle is referring to a feeling or
character trait and not the sensation of redness, swelling, or pain produced on the body,
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but the analogy is clear. The skin reacted too vigorously to too minor of an insult. In early
twentieth-century medicine, this deviation from what was proper had two aspects. The
most fundamental was treating somebody whose skin responded to an irritant by becoming
irritated as exceptional in some way: “cutaneous vulnerability is more or less an individual
peculiarity.”180 It was a unique susceptibility or idiosyncrasy that departed from the norm
and demanded special explanation.181 In industrial dermatology the normative skin was the
one that was immune to the potential hazards around it, “for only a small portion of those
exposed become affected.”182
Physicians brought this framework into the realm of moral judgement in a more
obvious fashion by faulting people for behavior they believed made them more susceptible
to occupational irritants. A number of authors “noted that uncleanliness, i.e., negligence
in removing tar or paraffin from the skin was a factor in the production of the cancer” and
so invested middle class standards of personal hygiene with protective proprieties that lay
within a worker’s power to control.183 This remade cancer from a common occupational
hazard into a blameworthy stigmata of deficient personal conduct. In describing factors that
increased the vulnerability of the skin to trade-related problems, a San Francisco physician
wrote, “unfavorable home environment and bad habits, particularly alcoholism and other
drug habits, have their well-known influences.”184 He related one case of a 50-year-old female
cannery worker who peeled tomatoes and had patches of eczema over her hands, arms, and
back. She attributed her skin trouble to the irritating action of the tomato juice, but her
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physician concluded otherwise and noting she was “of that obese type” advised her on diet
and “general conduct.”185 Scrutinizing the eligibility of workers for public assistance put
physicians in the position where they paid heightened (likely exaggerated) attention to the
threat of malingering patients who tried to pass off incidental skin problems as caused by
conditions of employment. An irritated skin already deviated from the presumptive norm of
responding benignly to external assaults. Physicians pushed this further by associating irritation with “bad habits” (i.e., those that failed to conform to prevailing middle class decorum)
that cast even an occupational eruption under suspicion of moral failing.
While later literature firmly distinguished between primary irritants—which produced an adverse reaction on the skin of nearly everyone—and those first requiring sensitization and prolonged exposure that worked like an allergy—this was far from clear-cut in
the early twentieth century. This ambiguity subsumed what might have been called poisons
or toxins in a different context under the rubric of idiosyncratic irritations. Dermatologists
haltingly began to distinguish between two fundamentally different substances but it was
neither clear nor common. As Knowles wrote, “eczema of external origin, exclusive of
occupation, may be produced by any irritant in a susceptible person, or by prolonged and
frequent exposures to an irritating factor in those less predisposed.”186 Irritating capacity and
individual predisposition were thus both always on a continuum. If prolonged exposures
could produce an eczema quite often it did not indicate that some substances were universally harmful, only that the people so affected had some degree of lesser predisposition. William
A. Pusey proposed conducting skin tests on workers to “ascertain their cutaneous irritability,
not only to common irritants such as tincture of iodine, etc., but to idiosyncratic substances
to which they were exposed in their particular work”187 Pusey thus recognized “common
irritants” as opposed to the purely “idiosyncratic substances,” but as his language implies the
former are not in an entirely different category, marked out because reactions to them were
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more widespread but not produced by a fundamentally different cause. The categories of
general vs. idiosyncratic irritants jostled uneasily into and alongside each other.
So how was irritation meaningfully different from other ways of conceptualizing
harm? In McConnell’s study of pressmen, he transformed the condition of “ink poisoning”—as it was known by the printers—into an irritant dermatosis. The only place “poison”
occurred was the single mention of the worker’s vernacular—so glaringly wrong to professional eyes that McConnell discarded it immediately. In the general literature of industrial
dermatology, only vegetables and animals were admitted as sources of “poisons,” very rarely
man-made substances. Physicians also avoided the language of harm with rather remarkably
consistency.188 The fact that irritation eclipsed all other formulations was not merely a linguistic preference for one word over a set of interchangeable alternatives. Hazard or harm suggested a clear and present danger—one that was not only recognizable but also likely to affect
people indiscriminately. It did not depend on the conditional alchemy between substance
and idiosyncrasy to produce insults; it was essentially bad to every person. The syndrome of
lead poisoning presents a classic example, and early investigators like Alice Hamilton monitored and intervened on the degree of exposure. Risk implied a degree of quantifiable danger
that, if its reach was not necessarily universal it was nevertheless calculable and somewhat
predictable, as hygienists noted in reports on industrial accidents. In contrast, irritants were
neither indiscriminately harmful nor predictable. Irritation appeared mercurial, it didn’t
touch all or even most laborers and emerged in unpredictable ways. This had consequences
for the strategies that dermatologists recommended to ameliorate industrial duress.
Physicians generally rejected simply removing the irritating substance on the grounds
that it was not only “impossible” or untenable but also usually not medically required.
McConnell sought to illustrate just how unreasonable the overall approach would be with
While there are undoubtedly more articles out there that speak to this, from my own reading and searches,
it is must be rather sparse. Up until 1920, I only found it used in a single article, on the problems caused by
working with oil which lamented that it was absorbed by the skin and that “the necessary cleaning at the end of
the day’s work add[ed] its quota to the harm to which these men’s skins are subjected.” From Page and Bushnell,
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the following analogy: “it is unfortunately not always possible to remove [substances which
are detrimental to health], any more than it is possible to remove the electricity from a
charged wire.”189 Others lamented that the general rule to “exclude all sources of irritation”
was rendered irrelevant by workers’ necessity to earn a livelihood which entailed continued
contact with the original irritating material.190 But while physicians frequently mentioned the
problems of impracticality or impossibility, this only served to buttress the contention that
removing such irritating substances was not even medically warranted. As not all workers
were affected by even the most potent irritating substances, it was more appropriate to
respond and manage any one worker’s or a group of workers’ idiosyncrasy than undertake
a blanket exclusion that seemed unwarranted. As such, physicians took as a given the
continued presence of irritating substances in the workplace and turned their attention to
prevention tactics and regimes of workforce selection and surveillance.
The idea that doctors should practice preventative medicine was still cutting edge.
While some of their prescriptions included obvious barrier mechanisms like gloves that
became mainstays of occupational health, dermatologists also sought to increase the resistive
capacity of the skin or boost overall vitality in tune with the logic of irritation. The former
advice was relatively straightforward; Guy Lane for instance reported great success with the
treatment of three dentists after they started wearing gloves concluding, “The treatment is
obvious—to prevent the drug from reaching the hands, either by suppressing [?] its use, or
by wearing rubber gloves.”191 In addition to gloves, some combination of bandages and grease
were commonly advised as non-specific ways to prevent contact with sources of irritation.
But this was not the only possibility. According to experts at the time occupational dermatitis
depended not only on the potency of the irritant but also the “resisting quality” of the skin.192
Frederick Gardiner, a Scottish physician who published early on the topic, wrote, “means
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must be employed to harden up the skin” and recommended a paste followed by applying a
solution of coal tar or irradiation with X-rays.193 A California physician continued to recommend a tar solution in 1918, which in theory would cause the old outermost layer of dead
cells to peel off and stimulate the regrowth of a layer with increased “thickness” or “toughness.” 194 This equated a skin’s resistance with its physical properties—as if skin were a suit of
armor that might be reinforced with slightly thicker steel and thus be made more durable.
But resistance was also more fluid and attended upon non-specific education or
a diffuse ideal of an overall degree of physical fitness that pressmen endorsed in their vernacular account of ink poisoning. Professor White at Harvard argued that the problem of
industrial dermatitis would be solved “mainly through the education of the employer and the
employed.”195 He idealistically supposed that knowledge was the only barrier to employers
acting to safeguard laborers while attributing physicians’ fabled immunity to the diseases they
treated primarily to education—a trait that workers might also harmoniously obtain. White
was alone in putting his faith in this particular panacea. But physicians widely believed in the
significance of overall health in boosting skin resistance. Such a prescription was practically
self-evident: “it is hardly necessary to add that with the improvement of his general health,
his general recuperative powers, as well as the resistance of his skin, will be increased.”196
Fordyce also identified “delicate skin,” “a depressed state of health,” and “lowered resistance
because of a preexisting eruption” as among the factors that diminished the skin’s naturally
endowed protection against irritants.197
Up through the 1920s many dermatologists preferred a more expedient solution—
recommending a person with irritated skin change jobs or be fired. While physicians voiced
awareness of the fact such a move imposed significant, even insurmountable hardship, it
did not dissuade them from heartily endorsing the plan in principle. As Chris Sellers argued
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most firms in the late nineteenth century used workplace turnover as the de facto method for
managing a variety occupational health concerns.198 Writing at the beginning of the twentieth century, Gardiner condoned this tactic, writing “when there is an idiosyncrasy to a special
irritant… there is nothing else to be done but advising change of occupation.”199 Others
acknowledged treatment and prevention as laudable first steps but found firing ultimately
required in persistent cases.200 Describing the fate of two explosive factories, a British dermatologist argued that eliminating inappropriately idiosyncratic individuals ought to remain the
primary tactic. An older factory had gradually winnowed its workforce down, but things ran
amuck at a new site of production. Despite high standards of medical care, the incidence of
irritated skin “was so appallingly heavy so as to lead to grave difficulties in the obtaining of
labor” and workers had to be appeased with “danger money.” In a smaller staining workshop,
a supervisor fired twelve men in three months for irritable skin—and thereby earned this
physician’s approval. “This sounds ruthless, but, if this [wood] stain is to be used, those with
susceptible skins must be eliminated, and men who by skill, cleanliness, and extra tolerance
can stand this work will stay by this industry.”201
In part to further prevention but also to accelerate the process of workforce selection
dermatologists advocated for tighter systems of workplace surveillance they would oversee.
In one case, the Philadelphia physician Joseph Klauder, studied vegetable handlers in the
food industry and planned to discover the immune workers by testing the skin of employees
with the potentially irritating substances they would encounter in the line of their work. In
theory, he hoped to created general knowledge of “the type of person who primarily has a
heightened irritability.”202 While this appears not have borne fruit, rotating workers from one
vegetable to another greatly decreased the affliction. Physicians saw themselves as particularly
poised to aid in the selection of ideal workers whose skins matched the particular chemical
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or atmospheric environment work demanded with the sometimes explicit promise that
both employers would stand to benefit from increased productivity and profit and workers
in improved health.203 A physician in the U.K. involved in refereeing compensation claims
advocated that chrome and dye workers should receive a monthly medical examination, and
he believed in classic panoptic fashion that under such surveillance the men would become
better at washing and preforming their own self skin -checks.204 More than a decade later,
industrial hygienists in California lamented that such surveillance was far from commonplace
in the U.S.—according to a study at the time in 1921 fewer than 10 percent of 40 million
workers received appropriate “scientific medical supervision.”205
Such an approach was not universal, and some dermatologists protested against the
foregoing strategies. In the discussion of a paper Guy Lane delivered at an AMA meeting
in 1922 a debate erupted between physicians from Pittsburg and Denver. Lester Hollander
insisted that simply removing a patient from work was not a cure and regarded particular
chemicals substances as far more responsible for injury than an individual’s idiosyncrasy.
Inconclusive skin test results to one particular irritant “makes one think guardedly how much
of a factor idiosyncrasy really is in trade dermatoses.” In rejoinder, A. J. Markley found it was
an injustice to industry, employer and the patient to fail to consider internal conditions, such
as improper diet, that produced such reactions and regarded external irritants as merely a
precipitating factor. He argued that a worker must have first depleted her internal resistance
and noted several employees might not recover even after removed from the workplace.206
Others offered a rejoinder: if they simply removed the employee it permitted “the conditions
to remain for the next susceptible person” while the men at Firestone Tire critiqued the
financial loss to employer and employee of such a strategy.207
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What dermatologists shared was a commitment to irritation as the defining framework by which to approach industrial skin conditions. By emphasizing the role of individual
susceptibility and idiosyncrasy it foregrounded the relational nature of any injury, between a
particular person and substance. This tended to mitigate or displace concern about the source
of such irritation in itself—lending support to the contention that the removal of such substances from the workplace was not only impractical but unnecessary. The logic of irritation
provided a moral field in which the defect or fault that produced injury lay with the worker
him or herself. It made programs that sought to screen or eliminate susceptible workers
palatable as a scientifically sound solution and not merely a product of ruthless capitalism.
But while the particular logic of irritation structured dermatologists’ approach to industrial
skin conditions, it was not a posthoc or instrumentally convenient concept. The appeal of
irritation is that it provided a flexible and very useful way to account for what was happening
to workers’ bodies. Dermatologists recognized the political relevance of the debate about the
relative significance of the internal predispositions and external agents became something of
proxy for a conversation about whether to regulate the workers or their workplaces.

A Brief Note on the Legal Context and the Political Wrangling Thereof
As has been very well documented in other contexts, significant changes in early
twentieth-century jurisprudence and legislation all paved the way for significant growth
in state-level social welfare programs that sought to protect workers injured in the job.
According to earlier nineteenth-century case law largely settled during massive and dangerous
railroad construction, companies could not be liable for injury, even caused by negligence,
because entry into contract was an implicit assumption of the risks involved, and so wages
already included a premium that covered potential bodily injury or death. This doctrine
and others that also served to protect a laissez-faire, employer-favored market were gradually
overturned after the turn of the century.208 In the spirit of Progressivism and in concert with
208
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muckraking journalism, state legislatures passed workman’s compensation laws that initially
only covered accidents resulting in disability or death, and eventually expanded to occupational disease, that often but not always included skin conditions.209 To even out the potential
payouts to workers injured or sickened, companies chose or in some cases were required
to carry worker’s compensation insurance. In some cases, these insurance companies drove
particular approaches to managing workers’ skin.210 211
Physicians thus conducted care of patients affected by occupational skin disease
embedded within this largely juridico-legal and insurance framework. Though compensation
claims were usually decided by a state board and physicians could not make a unilateral
determination, they were often called to testify and certify whether an illness was indeed occupational in nature. A worker’s chance of winning an award hinging upon that determination. As indirect arbiters of state support, dermatologists debated to considerable length what
was and was not a compensable injury.212 Assuming such a position also demanded physicians divide their loyalty between promoting a patient’s individual wellbeing or preserving a
more expansive notion of the civic (and even commercial) good. One approach physicians
adopted to reconcile this tension and side-step potentially open and hostile conflict, was to
posit that their work, properly conducted, could enrich all sides. Extolling the capability of
the industrial surgeon to “secure the maximum efficiency of the human machine,” Robert
Legge of Berkeley described his role in 1921 as being “virtually a human engineer [who] acts
as the agent for stabilizing labor, thereby facilitating production and helping the worker to
While worker’s comp attempted to remedy injury after the fact, state bureaus of labor also issued workplace
safety regulations and many states developed systems of factory inspection that attempted to prevent unsafe
conditions from arising in the first place. Factory inspection appears to have played only a very minimal role in
skin trouble, unlike worker’s comp. Also, “Factory inspectors could only hold a company responsible for what
they could see, which was conditioned by what they understood,” in Sellers, Hazards of the Job, 38.
210
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treating him until he has recovered, and then advising his employer not to reemploy him” (Foerster, “Industrial
Dermatoses,” 603).
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do a better day’s work and to earn better compensation.”213 Rather far from such lofty goals,
in practice doctors who performed a role as gatekeeper adopted a potentially adversarial role
toward patients examined not only for signs of disease but also mal-intent: “one occasionally
sees individuals who try to pass off some contagious skin disease—such as scabies, pediculosis, or impetigo—as a skin disease of industrial origin... Such patients, perhaps called
malingerers, should be watched for.”214

The Social Reality of Battered Skins
The workers on the frontlines of American production whose bodies and skins were
battered by irritants soldiered on through pain, distraction, disability, cracked and peeling
skins, or oozing sores, in an effort to stay on the job and maintain their livelihoods. They
endure, improvised solutions, and when those proved insufficient some sought aid and
recompense from the state to address their complaints. Even as state legislatures increasing
expanded worker’s compensation laws in the 1910s and 1920s to encompass not only
accident but industrial diseases, the prospect of receiving an award was uncertain. When
workers tried to make a claim, they faced numerous hurdles. Similar to the general situation
of industrial hygiene, workers with skin afflictions often did not see medical men and women
as allies; they squared off against company management that attempted to undercut their
claims to receive compensation, and generally confronted a dauntingly complex medicolegal
process to receive benefits. I have relied on indirect evidence to capture perspectives of some
of the houseworkers, laborers, painters, millers, and leather, oil, metal, and chemical workers
so affected as I have yet to uncover a set of documents that describe the frustrations and
experiences of occupational skin diseases in their own words. Industrial skin conditions were
very rarely fatal, but they nevertheless imposed significant hardships that this section documents—both in forms of bodily injury and in the process of their remediation.
Legge, “Industrial Medicine,” 65.
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While several of the cases described in this chapter have involved a predominantly
male workforce (e.g. pressman and rubber vulcanizers) and “worker” often still retains implicit male connotations held over from the older “workman,” women were actually affected
by industrial dermatitis in this period nearly as often as men. Several tallies at the time found
that of thousands of patients treated in skin clinics for occupational conditions around
55-60 percent were male and 40-45 percent were female.215 216 As soap and water were
among the most commonly handled irritating substances, women who worked at washing
or as domestic laborers were frequently affected. Owing largely to conscientious reporting
of basic demographic data, that women’s skin suffered as a result of their participation in
the workforce was not quite invisible. Yet it still failed to dislodge a the male-dominated
narrative about who was typically affected and in what contexts. Some physicians argued for
nomenclature of “occupational” rather than “industrial” skin disease specifically on account
of the degree to which female domestic workers and other laborers were affected, but this was
largely the exception and not the rule. Though female laborers were often only a side note,
the predominantly male medical profession argued that women had a particular susceptibility
based on claims about a literally thinner epidermis—thus extending a longstanding medical
trope about female frailty into workplace dermatology.217
Racial prejudice and common stereotypes also unsurprisingly inflected discussions
of the problems of workers’ skin, though sometimes in ways contrary to what one might
expect. One of the most prevalent forms of racial discrimination during the first decades
of the twentieth century in the industrial North was directed against immigrants of Eastern
or Southern European backgrounds. Physicians denigrated deficiencies in the capacity for
education, standards of cleanliness, carefulness with work tasks, or language abilities among a
large number of ethnically “Off-White” immigrants who composed around 60 percent of the
Lane, “Industrial Dermatitis at MGH”, 567; Gardiner, “Occupation Dermatitis,” 1263.
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workforce in many industries. In the context of surging nativism and the racialized idiom of
the time, all the ostensible faults of not-quite-White racial groups made them more susceptible to dermatological injury. Of course, not every physician adopted this attitude (especially
the non-eugenicist social progressives),218 while other dermatologists tabulated cases of industrial skin afflictions and found race or “national origins” did not predispose people to heightened susceptibility.219 Less frequently, when northern physicians talked about Blacks, they
rehearsed well-worn stereotypes of hardier bodies resistant to disease (in this case of the skin).
As two Cleveland physicians asked, “Why is it that the colored man is so free from industrial
dermatoses, in comparison with the white man? Is it due to the fact that his skin is more oily,
and consequently gives him better protection?”220 They answered with a strong affirmative
and suggested that greater oiliness also explained the relative protection of brunettes “whose
skin approaches more closely that of the negro.” Others extended such grease-conferring
immunity to Indians and Mexicans or ostensibly more “primitive” natives.221 Relatively fewer
Black workers in the industrial areas of the north and west might account for the racial logic
playing out as it did,222 and it would be worth investigating if southern physicians thought
differently. (Perhaps surprisingly some of these sentiments were repeated almost exactly in the
1960s, as physicians continued to track factory irritations by hair color or found the skin of
“races is about the same” yet somehow “the Negro is less susceptible than the Caucasian to
Jewish physicians are an important likely exception (as might be expected given their similarly non-White
racial identity at the time), but I do not yet have a clear sense of how many of the dermatologists practicing in
industrial health were Jewish in the U.S., though in Germany it was relatively common.
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skin irritations”).223
Health care professionals themselves were not immune and they particularly described a sense of keen embarrassment associated the wear of work made manifest on their
skin. Dr. Ruggles of upstate New York (the same physician who attended the long-suffering
lithographer whose story opened this chapter) found that his own skin also flared up on the
job. He proffered a self-diagnosis of an “occupational, Rochester-water eczema” which he
described as follows:
My palms began to be dry and rough during the winter; and each year the condition became
aggravated, until it was a source of the greatest annoyance and discomfort, the hands being
deeply fissured, dry, rough, and harsh feeling, and the epidermis stained so dark that they
resembled a bricklayer’s hands. I hated to shake hands or to have patients see my palms. A
palmist could ready anything he wished as the lines were innumerable.224

Ruggles tried everything imaginable and finally found relief from a preparation he had devised himself, which kept his hands “fairly respectable” and allowed him to display his hands
and shake without shame. The revolt of his own skin compelled Ruggles to sympathize with
the plight of masons and mechanics. He suggested a special washing procedure by which
their hands might be softened so they could “attend receptions, weddings, etc., without
embarrassment on account of the unsightly condition of their hands.”225 The sociability of
skin, its visibility and frequency of hand-to-hand contact, especially in the prolific handshaking culture of the U.S. made many occupational affections—in which the hands were very
often the site of injury—a source of potential embarrassment as a marker of class invested in
the body that could be involuntarily read or mis-read.226
While wealthier workers described taking several weeks off from work while their
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skin recovered, those who did not have that luxury somewhat predictably continued to work
despite injury. A young man whose fingers and hands were swollen and inflamed as a result
of his work as a printer refused to take a physician’s recommended two weeks of rest as he
“had already lost too much time” from an earlier rest in an attempt to improve his hands.227
A dermatologist in the U.K. who investigated why bakers frequently developed skin problems (incidentally, one of the oldest recognized occupational afflictions)228 likewise reported
several cases where a patient continued on the job, continuing to kneed and mix bread dough
despite “the fact that his hands and arms were weeping, rather than lose his work and run
the risk of failing to obtain compensation.”229 These men (and women in similar situations)
were caught in a bind in which no decision was a good one. Continuing work despite plainly
obvious suffering not only illustrates the financial precarity workers experienced and bodily
sacrifice they consequently endured; it also highlights the glaring fragility of systems of
workers’ compensation (even in the U.K.—which like Germany had laws that were generally
more robust than in the U.S. during this time).
Obscurity, and obstruction, and the uncertainty of winning claims all drove workers
to stay on the job despite weeping arms or inflamed and swollen skin. In 1928, a member of
the Bureau of Women in Industry analyzed 134 cases of occupational dermatitis that went
before the Workmen’s Compensation Bureau of New York over the course of a year and
found that two-thirds of claims were denied and fewer than one in five workers received an
award. The referee disallowed most claims because state law permitted compensation only for
conditions caused by one of nineteen specific substances; despite the fact that dermatitis of
any cause resulted in roughly equivalent degrees of disability and lost wages. Many workers
did not even apply for compensation “because there is a lack of knowledge among employees
that they are entitled to compensation for dermatitis if it is due to a compensable agent.”
Among those who knew of the law, many knew the permitted substances were quite limited
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and so did not make claims.230 The obscurity and narrowness of the laws proved to be only
one in a series of obstacles.
Workers also encountered opposition from employers who mounted spirited defenses
before hearing boards and refused to pay for injuries. Employers defied accepted medical
knowledge and took the presumptive but nevertheless tentative tendency to find fault with
the employee with irritated skin to its common sense conclusion. As one physician reported
with frustration: “Only recently before the industrial accident board an employer defended
his case by bringing in man after man employed in the same process as the patient and
exhibiting them to the board as examples of the fact that the process did not cause any
irritation. The cause was one of undoubted susceptibility, and yet the board, at last reports,
had decided in favor of the employer.”231 This parade of immune fellow workers was a clear
rhetorical tactic that helped tip the weight of common sense against any one employee. Even
when confronted with specific and concrete medical advice that a condition was caused by an
external irritant, some employers refused to pay. Harry Alderson of San Francisco reported
carefully examining a young stevedore, certifying that his severe dermatitis was caused by
niter he unloaded, noted his employers refused to pay, and the patient simply left. What
particularly irked him was that he was stiffed on his own medical fee. “In this case, the medical attendant had rendered definite service of value to the patient, the state, the insurance
company and the employers; and the insurance company and the employers took advantage
of technicalities to avoid paying for it. Such experiences are only too common.”232 Thus
workers with irritated skin often faced an uphill battle against employers who intransigently
refused to pay, even with the unqualified support of medical professionals.
Such support could not be taken for granted; many workers did not trust medical
attendants to provide care, and this suspicion was often well founded. A subset of industrial
physicians evinced considerable condescension toward the men and women they attended.
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Physicians demeaned workers’ knowledge of their trades in a classic elevation of formal
textual know-what over practical know-how (“a general inquiry as to occupation was useless,
the patient was often ignorant of the substances he handled daily”).233 In some cases, this led
dermatologists into a broader class-based insults of workers’ cognitive ability and immigrants’
language facility. As Lane wrote, investigation of the work of the patient was “often extremely tedious because of the workman’s lack of knowledge of details, his inability to understand
or talk good English [sic], or his mental equipment.”234
As is well documented in other studies of occupational medicine, workers consequently did not trust company physicians (who were often paid from funds taken directly
from employee wages but who typically reported to company supervisors) and they critiqued
their care as rushed and subpar.235 Edward Oliver at Rush Medical College noted that many
railroad employees with syphilis were justifiably worried about seeing a company health
officer for syphilis treatment because it could lead to getting fired.236 Medical exams became a
particular flashpoint especially among union leaders who feared such exams were being used
disingenuously to screen out pro-labor employees.237 Workers were not alone in their criticism; progressive and academic minded physicians likewise found serious deficiencies in their
colleagues. In the interest of elevating the status of the industrial physician, they critiqued an
old caricature of the company doctor who was only interested in a steady source of income
than competent care and grossly misdiagnosed reportedly obvious conditions.238
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While a more robust treatment awaits further source-work that would directly
reveal the experience of a broader cross-section of people, within the available evidence, this
section has nevertheless illustrated the potential social embarrassment caused by occupational
dermatitis (Ruggles and the masons), workers’ stolid endurance of suffering, their improvised
methods of relief, and their attempts to navigate through obscurity, obstruction, and uncertainty to win compensation for the harms they suffered in the workplace.

Irritation as an Idiom of the Age
Within the very specific professional literature of dermatology, the framework of irritation became an inescapable, dominant fixture. What I seek to demonstrate in this section
is that while this concept took root here with great specificity, it was but part of a widespread
discourse of irritation more generally in the first decades of the twentieth century. Other
physicians argued that irritation was the cause of cancer, advertisers promoted products on
their distinct deficit of irritating qualities, fiction of the Harlem Renaissance shaped the
effete emotion of irritation into a powerful critical tool. It constituted a preferred expression
for reporting diplomatic displeasure, circumscribed the emotional valences of familial and
relational tensions, and became the central motif for non-fiction writers decrying the accumulated grievances of modern life. I do not claim that descriptions of workers’ irritated skin
formed a seed that reached tendrils of direct influence into other fields; advertisers and fiction
writers did not first become enamored with the locution in obscure medical journals. What
I am suggesting is that the stability of these descriptions in medicine provides a temporal
anchor that asks us to look outward from this specialized area with the question—did anyone
else at this time find irritation useful? Might we have a clue that points the way toward
recovering a specific idiom of the time that dermatologists participated in alongside many
others? The answer, I suggest, is yes. The lexicon of irritation has not always held equivalent
purchase, and during this time period it became a particularly salient way for voicing distress
and capturing a persistent but mild sense of wrong-ness.
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Within medicine, the cause of cancer was a complicated and long-debated topic,
but the idea that chronic irritation could produce tumors received a surge of support from
new experiments in the 1910s. While the pathologist Rudolf Virchow and others had first
proposed this theory in 1858, it had been superseded by a focus on parasites and infection
during the height of rapid discoveries from bacteriological laboratories in the 1880s and
1890s. As support for the parasitic hypothesis was waning in the early twentieth century, two
Japanese scientists, Katsuaburo Yamagiwa and Koichi Ichiwaka—very likely aware that tar
workers experienced skin cancer as a common occupational threat—repeatedly rubbed the
skin of rabbits with coal tar in 1913 and successfully induced a form of skin cancer.239 This
seminal work inspired a number of other researchers who began using mice to probe other
cancer-producing irritants and experimentally varying the degree of irritation. Consensus
on the importance of irritation as a cause of cancer coalesced rather rapidly thereafter. As a
physician declared at the 1928 International Conference on Cancer, “the oldest and most
important factor in the origin of cancer is found in the theory of chronic irritation. It was
founded in clinical observation … and has received final proof by modern experiment.”240
This theory was widely disseminated. As Good Housekeeping explained in a 1929 article on
cancer: “the most common cause… is an injury or repeated chronic irritation.”241
Advertisers, particularly though not exclusively of cigarettes, also used irritation
frequently in the pages of American periodicals in the 1920s and 1930s to describe the
undesirable qualities their products would prevent. American Tobacco owned Lucky Strike,
one of the three largest cigarette brands, spent $6.5 million on print and radio advertising in
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1929 in an attempt to take market share. Further increased spending during the Depression
helped Lucky Strike overtake Camel as the market leading cigarette. Their advertisements in
the late 1920s featured the tag “‘It’s toasted’ No Throat irritation—No Cough.”242 Whatever
other selling points their advertisements used, this remained an omnipresent point of a
campaign that blanketed consumers with thoughts of irritation. Some ads made irritation the
main point: a color page in a 1930 New Yorker proclaimed “20,679 Physicians say Luckies are
less irritating” and that “toasting removes dangerous irritants that cause throat irritation and
coughing.”243 Piggybacking on the prominence of fears of such smoke irritation, a syrup from
Gylco Thymoline promised to relieve “that dry tickling feeling”.244 Other products also promised relief from the minor assaults of embodied daily life. Squibb sold shaving cream that used
science to prevent skin irritation after shaving; sanitary napkins promised freedom from the
slightest annoyance or irritation.245 While these advertisements all used irritation to describe
particular physical discomforts not far from its medical definition, they levered irritation into
a fixture of popular discourse in which it could assume wider metaphorical meanings.
Reporters described ill-will in politics and international relations in the terms of
irritations; and public intellectuals attempted to harness the mildness of irritation to reframe
and diffuse fundamental disagreements. Headline after headline of the New York Times in the
early twentieth century drew upon this language to express diplomatic displeasure. Referring
to dissatisfaction in Great Britain, the Times reported in 1927 that “Interest on the War Debt
Causes Irritation Abroad” while the unpopularity of the Dawes plan the next year meant
“German Irritation with US Increases.” The Associated Press reported that “Irritation Over
League [of Nations] Grows” in 1932, while “Senate Defiance of President Stirs Irritation in
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Figure 18. 20,679 Physicians Say Luckies Are Less Irritating.
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the House” headlined dissatisfaction with the domestic politics of a work-relief bill.246 The
state of Panama and readers of modern magazines alike expressed irritation. Noteworthy in
this framing is the way speakers attempted to submerge disagreement within the emotional
or physical mildness of irritation to characterize and perhaps dispel conflict. A reverend and
business leader who proposed solutions to divisions between labor and capital or producers
and retailers respectively, cast irritation as the obstacle to be overcome.247 Harry Fosdick
explicitly called upon the latent transformative impulse that lay in ideas of irritation in a
sermon that suggested the oyster as a model for men to “transform their irritations into
‘pearls of patience and love.’”248
Supporting both the prominence and rich polyvalence of irritation at this time,
literary scholar Sianne Ngai has brilliantly interpreted the central role the emotion played
in the 1928 Harlem Renaissance novel Quicksand by Nella Larsen. As Ngai’s analysis shows,
Larsen’s main character, Helga Crane, experienced emotional irritation as a distinctively epidermal phenomenon. She argues that irritation was the predominant emotional affect Helga
displays in the course of the novel and that it produces a complicated relationship with its
audience. We, as readers, are overcome by and irritated with Helga’s own irritation, with its
insufficiency and the effeteness of her response to racial injustice. By refusing the comfort of
an easy identification with her main character, Larsen uses the wedge that irritation creates to
issue a multifold critique—a critique of the idea that victims of racial injustice are obligated
to come to their own defense with an appropriate emotion like anger; and a further critique
of prevailing demand that as a Black writer Larsen use her fiction to celebrate the aesthetics of
Black culture or provide a clarion call for Racial Progress. Ngai argues that Helga experienced
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irritation as a “blur between [the] psychic and corporeal,” its symptoms applied “equally to
psychic life and the life at the level of the body—and particularly to its surfaces or skin.”249
Helga’s raw prickliness and the disruptions of the text of Quicksand itself sharpened irritation
into critique and an exploration of the surfaces and depths of the emotion. For Larsen, as for
physicians confronting rashes on workers’ skin, politics inescapably suffused irritation.250
The writer Louis Bromfield invoked an “Age of Irritation” to decry the adverse
effects of urbanization and industrialization that he associated with twentieth-century life
in Western society. Bromfield was a Pulitzer-prize winning author and member of literary
elite who fought in the Great War, lived in France, and subsequently moved back to the U.S.
to establish a model farm promoting the virtues of agrarian living in Ohio in 1939. In his
subsequent writings, Bromfield does not explicitly reflect upon his decision to aggregate his
various complaints under the heading of “irritation” nor argue point-by-point that their pervasiveness elevated such irritations into the hallmark of an “age.” This, it seems, he took for
granted. What he does illustrate is the particularities such irritation consisted of. “I had lived
through inflation, strike, violence, shortage and civil disorders three or four times in Europe”
and neither a farm supervisor he hired nor himself “believed that the impulse of our times
toward regimentation, centralization, mechanization and industrialism necessarily represented progress.”251 Bromfield’s diagnosis of this discontent (“a great part of our perplexities and
irritation”) thus lay with the result of “rapid industrialization” which he principally identifies
with steam power, the telegraph, telephone, railway, and automobile. This is tightly linked to
an urban population concentration that produces scarcity of land, food, and living space.252
In A Few Brass Tacks published in 1946, Bromfield proclaimed in its subtitle that the author
“presents some views on this ‘Age of Irritation,’” and Bromfield noted he felt the “irritations,
the pressures of his day” long ago and was disillusioned with the “modern, complex, industriNgai, Ugly Feelings, 184, 201.
Ibid., chapter four.
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al, imperialist world.”253 254
These examples highlight some of the ways irritation circulated in broader discourse
at this time and a very preliminary look across large textual databases lends support to the
contention this was a particularly irritable period. Searching for “irritation” through the
Google Ngram corpus and a database of New York Times articles, reveals a crude picture
of the changing purchase of the word. Over the past two centuries irritation in the in the
Google Ngrams corpus peaked around 1880, declined somewhat over the next five years, and
remained relatively constant through 1920 when it experienced another rather precipitous
decline. A search through the New York Times reveals a somewhat similar pattern. Usage of
“irritation” was at its highest in the 1920s and 1930s and experienced a substantial but not
monotonic decline thereafter. (See the two following graphs, figures 19 & 20.)
These two examples only serve to suggest (not conclusively prove), a heightened
attention to irritation in print sources during this period that could be strengthened with further methodological rigor. On multiple levels, these data leave much to be desired. It may be
that the collected Google and New York Times sources are not the most revealing or meaningful context in which to assess the frequency of this word. Nor may the relative magnitude of
the changes over time be all that significant. Even granting a rise and fall in usage, it may be
that relatively more discussion of irritation did not have direct bearing of everyday embodied
experience. It is certainly possible that these two had a mutually reinforcing relationship—
that more people wrote about irritation because they experienced it more often, or that seeing
it in press more often had an effect on Americans who became more finely attuned to the
minor aggravations and irritants in their daily life. But it is not certain. At the moment, these
graphs present a crude, though potentially suggestive finding. Further searches conducted
with greater sophistication and methodological rigor would strengthen this argument.
**
Ibid., 7, 9.
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Figure 19. Irritation in Google Ngram.

Figure 20. Irritation in the New York Times.
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This section has looked out from the world of industrial dermatology and workers’
skin to consider how irritation has featured in other medical and social contexts during the
first three decades of the twentieth century. It aims to suggest this period witnessed a heyday
of irritation as people found a particularly salient way to give voice to a persistent but mild
sense of wrong-ness. Doctors argued with renewed enthusiasm for irritation as a cause of cancer, advertisers promoted products, especially tobacco, via appeals to their lack of irritating
qualities—a tactic that bridged physical discomfort and emotional annoyance. In addition to
the sophisticated critical and political work irritation performed in Helen Larsen’s Quicksand,
authors such as Frances Lester Warner, of Boxcar Children fame, expounded on irritation
in the context of minor community or family tussles in 1921.255 Newspaper headlines cast
politics in the terms of irritations, while writer Louis Bromfield decried an “Age of Irritation”
that appeared to roughly coincide with the increased industrialization and urbanization of
the twentieth century. Together this begins to suggest a heightened sensitivity to the irritable
qualities of modern living; or at the very least a proclivity to describe such annoyances and
tickling grievances in these terms. Whether this language had subtle influences in the way
people at the time interacted with the world, the way they perceived and responded to
jostling and bustling cities and towns, the rough tumult of workplace and home remains an
open, but intriguing suggestion.

Conclusions
At some point, like the men farther down the line who prod the tanned skins into stalking machines and roller presses, you’ll do what you know you shouldn’t: you will take off the rubber gloves,
because that immediately makes the job easier. At the end of your shift you’ll wash your hands and
arms vigorously with the coarsest soap you can find, and when you get home you’ll do it again.
You’ll gradually lose the hair on your hands and forearms, but otherwise, for a while, everything
seems fine. Okay, sometimes your fingers itch. A little at first, then a lot. Your skin begins to feel
odd, almost loose, as if moisture has somehow gotten beneath it and what you’re trying to scratch
isn’t on the surface. Finally it itches so bad you can’t stand it anymore, and you grab your thumb
or forefinger and give the skin a twist, then a pull. The skin, several layers of it, comes away in one
Frances Warner, Life’s Minor Collisions (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1921), chapter on “The Feeling of Irritation.”
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piece, like the finger of a latex glove. Instantly the itching becomes stinging pain as the air impinges
on your raw flesh. Later, someone comes around with a jar of black goop and you plunge your raw
thumb into it, the coolness offering at least some relief, and for a while you go back to wearing the
rubber gloves.
—Richard Russo, Elsewhere256

As Richard Russo’s description of working in the skin mills of Gloversville around 1969 illustrates, the concerns that occupy this chapter did not suddenly disappear after 1930. Though
they may not have manifested with the same rich irony as the workers who, in handling the
heavy, slippery, chemically-digested animal skins waiting to be turned into gloves, found
their own skin slipping from their bodies in glove-like mimicry. To the present day, human
skin remains one of the most common sites of occupational disease and disability. As the
American economy underwent further transitions and more people worked in service sector
jobs, the conditions of postindustrial production and late capitalism changed the nature of
skin complaints. But though transformed, they still remain; just as in the early twentieth
century irritating substances of man-made origins increasingly supplanted plant matter as the
most common causes of occupational dermatitis. This chapter considers these decades—not
because they are the only time workers’ skin became irritated on the job—but because as they
cover the period in which American concern about and knowledge of industrial dermatitis
first crystalized.
Several features we observed here continue to characterize the occupational health of
skin in subsequent years. A moralizing emphasis on worker behavior and individual responsibility for personal hygiene—as the ultimate prophylactic panacea—remained a potent theme.
One poster in a public health series by artist H. Price produced in 1942 and intended for use
by the U.S. Military makes this readily apparent. A hyper-masculinized man semi-clothed in
vaguely military attire gladly engages in some form of washing alongside the words “Healthy
skin keeps him on the job”.257 The subtext is clear: should this man develop unhealthy skin it
Richard Russo, Elsewhere: A Memoir (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2012), 210–11.
H. Price, Healthy Skin Keeps Him on the Job, 1942, poster, 32 x 23 cm, Images in History of Medicine, U.S.
National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, http://resource.nlm.nih.gov/101438120.
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was not because he was exposed to this or that irritant, but because he had neglected to wash.
The poster suggests failing to do so would simultaneously be a moral shortcoming, a dereliction of civic duty, and transgression of virile masculine gender codes. Should that man be
called off the job because of skin trouble he would be directly and personally responsible for
his condition. But as we have also seen, the emphasis on appropriate behavior and individual
culpability was frequently challenged—including within the profession of medicine—by
recognition of collective and social responsibility. This produced debates with obvious
political overtones as illustrated by several lively meetings of the Philadelphia Dermatological
Society in the 1950s about providing advice to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania on
changing workman’s compensation laws.258 Of course, the details of the further development
of this tension and the precise nature of how the economic transition away from a heavy
manufacturing affected the skins of laborers await further investigation.
In addition to extending the chronological reach of this story, further work might
consider how a typology of skin—hypersensitive or not, blonde vs. brunette, greasy vs. dry,
young vs. old, and literally thin or not—took shape in a context of managing industrial production.259 Furthermore, it may be worth investigating whether a concept of irritation/idiosyncrasy played a key role in medical contexts outside of dermatology, as a scientific template
for capturing a sense of medical individualism sandwiched between the constitutionalism of
the nineteenth century and the later twentieth century infatuation with the genetic code.
Within the scope of the period considered in this chapter, we have seen how physicians began developing knowledge to assess and manage the industrial durability of men and
women and their outermost organ under conditions of capitalist production. After looking
at the empirical research in the field that began with listing and classifying occupational skin
complaints and turned to chemical investigation of specific causes, we focused on uncovering
Meeting minutes in April and May 1953, box 1, folder 2 and correspondence beginning 2 March 1953, box
3, folder 1 “1948–1953 Correspondence of Secretary-Treasurer,” Philadelphia Dermatological Society, MSS
3/0007–01, College of Physicians.
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Figure 21. Healthy Skin Keeps Him on the Job.
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the logic of irritation that framed much of this discussion. The heart of the chapter argues
that irritation provided a flexible concept for navigating the problem of idiosyncrasy—why
one person’s skin flared up in conditions identical to somebody working further down the
line without any trouble. Physicians used irritation to support diverging political and etiological positions, but the concept tended to include a presumption of aberrance, of skin that
reacted too strongly to too minor of an insult. The fault, as such, lay within an individual
and this led physicians to support measures of personnel management (including firing),
rather than elimination and control of irritating substances. Meanwhile further sections
attempted to recover workers’ perspectives on the serious economic and social travails (i.e.,
embarrassment and shame) associated with cracked hands, weeping sores, or otherwise
work-irritated skin and tentatively pointed toward irritation as a broader cultural idiom for
distress or displeasure in this period.
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Chapter Three.
“Oil for Troubled Skins”: Irvin Blank and the Vexed Relationship between Academic
Dermatology and Industry, 1936–1946

Though Irvin Blank worked as a professor in the Department of Dermatology at Harvard
Medical School for nearly forty years, he was not a doctor. Nor did he have any other type
of clinical training. In fact, he had been a chemist for the A. C. Lawrence Leather Company
for roughly a decade starting in 1924—with a brief two year hiatus to finish a Ph.D. in
bacteriology and biochemistry.260 Blank viewed his move from leather tanning to dermatology as a matter of considerable continuity: “I became aware that I was more interested in the
living human skin than in dead animal skin.” Partially as a result of his background, Blank’s
investigations focused on the properties of well-regulated, healthy human skin. He justified
this interest and poked fun at the disease-centric outlook of his clinical colleagues when
he gently admonished, “Let’s not forget the normal skin as we proceed!”261 Despite ruffling
some feathers, Blank eventually found a home in the department and became one of the
mid-century leaders of American investigative dermatology. His appointment was the first
in the department funded by industry at a time when the medical school as a whole was just
beginning to partner with corporations.262 As such, Blank’s career illustrates early dynamics
of the entwinement of consumer goods and academic medical research. This chapter explores
this overarching theme through the context of Blank’s research on skin and soap substitutes
sponsored by the National Oil Products Company (Nopco) and that resulted in the developBiographical Notes, Irvin H. Blank Papers, 1927–1992, H MS c160, Harvard Medical Library, Francis A.
Countway Library of Medicine, accessed 19 August 2018, https://hollisarchives.lib.harvard.edu/repositories/14/
resources/4598 (hereafter cited as Blank MSS). Other biographical information may be found in Herman
Beerman, “Irvin H. Blank: Recollections,” Journal of Investigative Dermatology 62 (1974): 474–75; and “Irvin
H. Blank, Leader in Dermatology, Dies,” Harvard Gazette, 27 April 2000.
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ment of the liquid Acidolate (1939–) and the cake Dermolate (1942–).
One story about the relationship between Nopco and Blank goes like this. The
company man, who knew little of science, tried his best to pester his academic lackey for as
many ideas and ways to sell products as possible. The academic researcher, who knew little
about marketing, replied with information about necessary tests, low sample sizes, or the
current state of scientific theory. Knowledge and expertise thus accumulated in one corner,
money and resources in the other, and the association between academic medicine and
industry was about the traffic between the two. Industry tried to capitalize on that expertise
via repeated inquiries while the academician reaped benefits from the funding, equipment,
analytical labs, and manufacturing capability a company had at its disposal. This chapter
does not tell that story. It’s wrong, oversimplified, and mischaracterizes the contributions of
both parties. While many exchanges fit into this frame, in several cases the flurry of questions
and product ideas Nopco employees unleashed upon Blank proved generative of long-term,
fundamental research projects. At the same time, Blank had considerable influence over
marketing decisions, decided how to approach other physicians for their endorsement and
testing, volunteered branding slogans or product promotions, and admonished the company
for inexperienced advertising or being slow to market.
Debates about the relationship between medicine and industry are often framed with
the presumption that the process is one of corruption and contamination; that profit sullies
the noble image of medicine and splits the “original” loyalty of physicians to their patients.
But rather than objecting that an alliance between the empires of commerce and medicine
has grown over the twentieth century—either on the side of patients turned off by money
grabs, or by physicians distraught at seeing their hospitals turned into hotels—we need, perhaps, more sophisticated critiques of how the two are melded. Blank and Nopco acted largely
in good faith, and following the development of their skin products allows us to see how and
why they worked together. Academic medicine and industry were not two easily divisible
fields. The contributions of each member of the partnership readily reached across gulfs in
114

expertise and expected divisions of labor as Nopco helped generate hypotheses and drive a
new research program and Blank worked part time as a marketing manager. Perhaps some of
the confusion in popular discourse about these two as uncannily close bedfellows stems from
the desire to impose analytical clarity and division between commerce and medicine that has
not existed for quite some time. Not to be lost in the push / pull of profit and professional
advancement are women and men who wrote in to extol the relief these products offer their
skin, who went to length to secure it during wartime shortages, and who benefitted from
rigorous product testing.
From Leather to Lather: The Appointment of Irvin Blank and the Trouble with Soap
Blank’s background as an industrial chemist shaped his research at Harvard Medical
School in two principal ways—the most important of which, as noted above, was his defining interest in normal skin. In addition to work on skin cleansers (which we explore below),
he also researched ointment bases used to deliver drugs topically and the problem of dry skin
and moisturizers. As such, his work provides an especially good window into the science of
healthy skin, compared with many of his clinical colleagues. Secondly, Blank was not only
completely untroubled by his relationship to industry throughout his career in academic
research, but advocated for the mutual benefits to both company and research scientist.
Spending his formative years in a field with a close and seemingly natural exchange among
academic and industrial chemists undoubtedly shaped this view; by the time he encountered
a more torturous relationship to the market in a clinical department at Harvard his socialization outside of medicine had already taken hold.263 Nopco constituted his earliest and
longest running partnership, but he collaborated with several other companies on projects
over the course of his time at Harvard. As with his work on animal skins, Blank hoped to
See, for example: Georg Meyer-Thurow, “The Industrialization of Invention: A Case Study from the German
Chemical Industry,” Isis 73 (1982): 363–81; David Hounshell and John Smith, Science and Corporate Strategy:
Du Pont R&D, 1902–1980 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1988); John Smith, “The Scientific Tradition in American Industrial Research,” Technology and Culture 31 (1990): 121–31.
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subject common practices surrounding human skin to scientifically rigorous scrutiny. At
A. C. Lawrence Leather Company, he had investigated the action of bacteria and fungi on
leather to explain scientifically what occurred during the well-developed art of tanning, or the
process of converting a piece of animal skin into leather.264 Longstanding practices of human
skin custodianship—including washing with soap and water—were next in line.
Money from the Nopco supported Blank’s initial appointment as a fellow in 1936,
and Harvard administrators took the grant-in-aid rather skeptically. The dean of the medical
school at the time, Charles S. Burwell, was worried that the company might inappropriately
use the name of the school in advertising materials, or view the arrangement as providing
a contract / service laboratory in which they had scientific staff on a retainer to meet their
specific demands for product testing or resolve day-to-day production problems rather than
pursue “basic science” research questions of wider significance.265 Despite these rather significant reservations, Dean Burwell approved the arrangement and expressed confidence that
“from this work would result something more than just a bigger and better way to ‘spread
oil on troubled skins.’” The school accepted the money offered by Nopco, appointed Blank
with the title of research fellow, and set him up with a space. As Blank later recounted, thus
“began a most satisfactory fourteen-year association” between him and Nopco. 266
While it is impossible to say conclusively, it seems Blank began his appointment
more with the idea that he would be working for Nopco at Harvard rather than doing
his own work at the university that coincidentally garnered support from an outside firm.
Initially, Blank had a short-term research fellowship at Harvard and was in touch with Nopco
about preliminary studies on soap substitutes in February and March of 1936.267 After his
last letter from Boston on March 18, he returned to Cincinnati, OH and began a campaign
Biographical Notes, Blank MSS.
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to convince both Harvard and Nopco to create a long-term position for him on the faculty.
When Blank wrote to the Dean of the medical school to ascertain a commitment, he complained of the delay in receiving word as he “hoped that within a month I hopld [sic] tell
him [Mr. Wechser of Nopco] something specific relative to carrying out dermatological research
for his company at Harvard.”268 Even to Harvard, Blank described his program as carrying out
research for the company. In the subsequent back and forth, the Dean’s approval concerned
the institutional and facility support but money was not an option: “I have been advised by
Harvard that they are interested in the research problem that I have been considering with
you.... It is doubtful if any University money can be made available.”269 Here, Blank attributed a collaboration with Nopco to the development of his research program. And in fact, the
treasurer and technical director of the company solicited Marion Sulzberger, a prominent
New York dermatologist, to weigh in on the academic merits of Blank’s proposal (which he
found “original and interesting, not to say fascinating”) suggesting the degree to which his
program was conditioned on their approval.270 Nopco appeared to give the final okay in a
telegram dated June 4, 1936,271 though they quickly had second thoughts and wondered if
they should not simply hire Blank directly: “We are considering advisability your joining our
organization for full time work here STOP would like to discuss this with you STOP”.272
Whatever conversation they had did not alter the original plan. Nopco provided $4,000 of
annual support for Blank’s appointment at Harvard subject to yearly renewal and interim
progress reports.273
Blank’s initial line of study concerned measuring and charting the acidity (or pH) of
human skin. He developed the use of a glass electrode to make measurements more accurate
and used this technique to compare different people: men vs. women, Whites vs. Blacks,
Blank to Sidney Burwell, 2 May 1926, box 8, folder 16, Blank MSS (emphasis added).
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healthy-skinned vs. eczematous, and women compared to themselves at various points of
their menstrual cycle. This research turned into something of a dead-end and did not occupy
Blank for long. It is worth noting in passing only as it exemplifies a line of research and
orientation to skin as “mirror of self ” that sought to discover personal attributes from covert
surface layer markers (as discussed in the Chapter One of this dissertation).
After muddling around with skin pH, Blank pursued two lines of research which ultimately established his career: one on the problem of soap irritation with the aim of finding
an alternative cleansing compound, and the second about skin’s permeability, the effects of
water, and “moisturizing” compounds. We will turn to the former first.
Everyday soap posed a fundamental trouble—a trouble which came from being
relatively new and untested. The widespread use of soap only began after it could be cheaply
manufactured using the chemistry of the early nineteenth century.274 Prior to this, people
made soap themselves in a process that involved heating animal fat and the ashy remains of
burning wood and other plant matter. The labor-intensive nature of this process meant that it
was used infrequently for personal hygiene as opposed to washing textiles. (Handmade soap
was also abrasive and generally unpleasant to use as it would scratch the skin). As Kathleen
Brown has described in Foul Bodies, cleaning in even earlier eras often involved simply
changing and washing clothing instead of risking some essential personal quality leech away
with watery submersion.275 As late as the 1920s, buying soap as opposed to making it still
contained connotations of luxury and only those in the middle and upper classes could afford
to do so. It is hypothetically possible that a longer period of trial and error with various
cleaning agents might have resulted in the widespread use of something other than soap. But
at least in Blank’s mind, its swift adoption and relative newness created a problem: “soap was
almost universally used prior to any extensive dermatological investigation.”276
For many this was not a real problem; they cleaned themselves without complaint
Blank, “Cleansing the Skin,” undated manuscript, box 5, folder 7, Blank MSS.
Brown, Foul Bodies.
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and had little use for “dermatological investigation.” But some people found soap quite
irritating, particularly with very frequent exposure or if they had already damaged skin.
While earlier industrial dermatology literature identified soap and washing more generally
as potentially irritating, this problem achieved more concerted attention in the 1930s and
1940s.277 Dermatologists paid special attention to this issue in the household. Skin irritation
caused by soap became consolidated into the clinical category “Housewives’ Dermatitis” as
women and domestic workers represented around 60 percent of cases.278 It should come as
little surprise that calls for further study of the problems posed by detergents in this period
(e.g., “There is a need for chemical investigation to provide better methods of cleansing the
soiled hands of workmen”)279 coincided with the development of classes of chemicals that
might replace soap.280

Acidolate, or, “Would One Dare Market a Cutaneous Detergent which Did Not Lather!”
Evidence points heavily to the fact that Nopco took the leading role in guiding Blank
to start research regarding the use of sulfated oils on skin. While soap irritation was indeed
a real problem, perhaps of far greater import was the fact that Nopco was already producing
a lot of sulfated oil and wanted something more to do with it. Nopco already manufactured
and distributed sulfated oils for use in the textile and leather industries—and in 1933 it
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Figure 22. Admiracion Shampoo.
Image from the National Museum of American History, ID# 1982.0031.02.

started marketing a shampoo using the substance known as “Admiracion” (the distribution of
which was spun off into a subsidiary company).281 Nopco thus had several years of experience
with the compound before they began a partnership with Blank. So it is not surprising
that, Blank’s initial discussion of the idea of using it for skin in a letter to Nopco’s technical
director implies the company first brought it up: “I very much enjoyed our recent conversation relative to the possibility of using sulphonated oils as a general detergent and as a soap
substitute.” He continued with a request for some oils to try while leaving the exact specification up to them (“You know more about what products are available than I”).282 In a rather
Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., analytical basic industries report on the National Oil Products Co., box 8, folder 16,
Blank MSS, section 3-3. Also Blank, “Oil for Troubled Skins,” box 8, folder 12, Blank MSS, 1–2.
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amusing exchange, Nopco actually sent gallons of their “Admiracion De Luxe” shampoo for
the earliest skin tests. A rather befuddled Blank wrote back dryly that it was not quite what
he had asked for—“Even though you say that the perfume in your product is negligible and
inoffensive” can we please have a sample without it as “it would be much more satisfactory
from the experimental point of view”.283 And so began their delve into how this sulfated oil
mix might help troubled skins.
One of Blank’s earliest published papers tried to settle the debate about what caused
irritation in soap. At a fundamental chemical level, soap consists of a fatty acid bonded
to a sodium or potassium ion derived from the alkaline base used to make it. As such, the
leading contenders were either (a) the fatty acid, or (b) the alkali and the fact that when soap
dissolves in water the solution becomes alkaline to varying degrees. Much of the literature
tried to determine which one of these two possible culprits was at fault. (A third possibility,
though one less considered at the time, was that various perfumes, dyes, and additives might
cause the irritation.) Blank’s tried and true intervention showed that it was not one or the
other, but both in combination that contributed to soap’s irritating quality. On the basis of
patch tests on 200 people, he showed that fatty acid in isolation produced substantial positive
results, particularly lower molecular weight fatty acids like those found in coconut oil, and
furthermore that these reactions tended to be more severe at a higher pH (more alkaline or
basic).284 In summary, “Both the alkali in the soap and the type of fatty acids present are
factors in any irritation produced by soap.”285 Based on reception his work received, this
conclusion proved to have convincingly resolved the question.
In 1939, Blank took for granted the utility of a patch test in his research—and
because this deceptively simple practice became such a widespread infrastructural compopossible for me.” B. Thurber Guild to Blank, 22 May 1936, box 8, folder 16, Blank MSS.
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nent of skin research, it is worth a brief detour to document how this procedure arose and
stabilized.286 It started in the clinic. Dermatologists credit Josef Jadassohn (1895) and Bruno
Bloch (1911) as the originators of modern patch testing, the former as a serendipitous discoverer and the latter as the person who eventually set down a standardized procedure.287 Their
original papers had purposes beyond describing such a “functional skin test,” as they used
the technique to investigate a curious skin reaction to the injection of a mercurial drug and
to demonstrate the influence of skin grafting on an iodine sensitivity, respectively.288 While
the specific protocol was new (apply the substance in question to unbroken skin, cover and
hold in place for 24 hours, then examine) Jadassohn and Bloch developed it in the context of
a surging interest in allergy and immunology that used similar techniques to investigate hay
fever or systemic food allergies.289 The main innovation was that superficial contact alone was
sufficient to test for sensitivities that could produce eczema rather than having to inject or
scratch the skin. The test was used clinically in Europe and Marion Sulzburger, an American
dermatologist at New York University, helped bring it across the Atlantic in 1930 after he
had traveled to work with Jadassohn in Breslau.290
As Blank wrote in September of 1937, “For the past several years the patch test has been used as a method
for determining the sensitivity to or irritation by a certain substance.” Though, like many of his colleagues, he
was interested in investigating the mechanism of the test itself and trying variations on it including putting
patches on different areas of the body, or leaving the patch open or closed. Blank to G. D. Davis, 17 September
1937, enclosed research outline, box 8, folder 15, Blank MSS.
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Clinicians used the test very differently than researchers like Blank, however, and
it took a bit longer for this latter use to catch on. A doctor tried to diagnose the cause of
patients’ eczema or dermatitis by exposing a single sick person to 20 to 30 substances that
ordinarily did not produce a reaction to find the cause of a unique idiosyncratic hypersensitivity. But as a research tool, Blank applied just one chemical to the skin of tens or hundreds
of normal-skinned individuals, to determine if a substance commonly produced irritation
among the general public. This latter use began in both Europe and America in the mid1930s, specifically looking at irritating properties of soap.291 By 1944, patch testing had been
well established among researchers, but its use was far from an industry wide standard in
product development.292 At a meeting of the Toilet Goods Association, Dan Dahle, the chief
of the cosmetics division of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), advocated for the
requirement that all new products (shaving creams, shampoos, etc.) be patch tested on 400
people. 293 (The FDA ultimately never received the legislative authority to do so.)
Even as regulatory officials called for the wider use of patch testing, debates prickled
around the test’s adequacy and the authority of its results. Nopco espoused a commonsense
belief that a series of negative patch results were sufficient to give a substance a “clean bill
of health” vis-à-vis irritation.294 Wasn’t that the whole purpose of doing the tests in the first
place? Blank cautioned against this and repeatedly stressed, “that we should not attempt
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to draw too many conclusions from the results of patch tests.... A positive patch test does
not necessarily mean that the substance tested will irritate when used clinically.”295 Others
found patch testing “anything but a satisfactory method of determination for sensitivity.”296
The reasoning behind this skepticism was that the contrived conditions of the patch test
did not mirror ways people interacted with substances in their day to day lives. Nobody
taped a bit of soap to their skin and held in there for 24 hours. The protocol could lead to
finding chemicals both more irritating (compared to otherwise brief exposures daily life)
or less irritating (if, say, chronicity or a second factor were required for activation). As one
dermatologist wrote, final judgment “must await the results of an adequate clinical trial” that
could mimic more closely the real world use of a substance.297 Under close scrutiny—such
as when a controversy emerged over conflicting test results of a particular ointment base
(sulfonated hydrogenated castor oil)—the seemingly stable certainty of patch testing dissolved very rapidly. Could irritation be caused by rabbits “pawing at the patches”? How long
should the patches be left on? Did it matter if it only irritated rabbits but not humans?298 Yet
despite these questions, the procedure remained surprisingly resilient. Further refinement and
standardization, ease of use, and an appeal to common sense validity dressed up in a specific
technical procedure ensured that patch testing became a staple of dermatological research.
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Returning to the conclusion of Blank’s 1939 study, he unsurprisingly recommended
using a mixture of sulfated oils as a skin detergent as it was supposed to be less irritating than
soap. Since these modified oils could be prepared to have a neutral pH and did not contain
fatty acids, they avoided exactly the qualities of soap Blank had shown to be irritating in the
earlier tests. Or as he wrote, “a detergent which would not ‘alkalinize’ the skin and which
contains no fatty acid… would, therefore, seem to be desirable.”299 Additionally, since the
molecule still had a hydrocarbon tail and a polar head, it still behaved similarly to soap—and
felt better than other non-irritating options such as petroleum jelly that did not remove soil
well or wash off very effectively. Nopco Chemical, based in Harrison, New Jersey, supplied
Blank with the liquid sulfated oil mixture (25 percent sulfonated olive and teaseed oil, 25
percent liquid petroleum jelly, 50 percent water), which they called Acidolate300 on account
of a slightly acidic pH of 6.5.
Initially Blank and Guy Lane, a medical doctor who was an early clinical partner in
the trials, expected that patients who found soap irritating or who for other reasons had sensitive skin (such as eczema) would be the primary users of their alternative cleanser. His initial
tests of the new detergent on around 150 patients many of whom suffered from “housewives’
dermatitis” showed promise—though these tests were neither well controlled nor reported in
any great detail. Fewer than 10 percent of patients suffered irritation or relapse of their condition using the new detergent and though many objected to the lack of lather they preferred
it to insoluble mineral oils.301 A couple years after the initial tests, they concluded: “clinical
experience up to now indicates that these detergents will be more widely used when a low-cost
cake form is developed which will lather and which has satisfactory physical properties.”302
Several years of experience at Massachusetts General Hospital and tests involving
Blank, “Action of Soap on Skin,” 822.
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hundreds of patients in the clinics of ten cooperating dermatologists established a fair but
not entirely compelling body of evidence supporting the use of Acidolate. Blank and Lane,
as might be expected, reported rather favorably on their results—describing a great many
cases in which the sulfated oils in conjunction with abstinence from soap produced great
improvement and found comparatively very few people had bad clinical reactions or positive
patch tests.303 Other dermatologists were not entirely convinced, however. They expressed
divided opinions about the utility of the new preparation. Following Blank and Lane’s
report on using Acidolate for one year as the sole cleanser in the skin ward of one of the
Harvard teaching hospitals, some physicians concurred and extolled its virtues in resolving
cases of dermatitis and found it of great value in private practice. Others complained that it
made soap-irritated skin even worse to the point of being un-usable—“I have not yet found
any one with a housewife dermatitis… who has been able to use the preparations under
discussion.”304 A third group pushed alternative substitutes they claimed were superior (e.g.,
super-fatted soaps). Summarizing the discussion, Dr. James Mitchell found it proved “‘one
man’s meat is another man’s poison.’”305
On some of the substance’s drawbacks, its tendency to dry out skin and the lack
of lather, however, everyone agreed. Perhaps Acidolate was a bit “too good” of a cleanser.
That is, it removed too much of the natural oils of the skin and left it too dried out. Both
critics and defenders of the product acknowledged this “drying quality.” Blank and Nopco
would ultimately try to discourage its use among patients with dry skin to avoid unfavorable
impressions. Equally problematic—it did not lather. While this had no effect on its cleansing
properties, as Herman Sharlit said, “there is a profound psychologic objection on the part of
patients to cleansing themselves with oils.”306 The lack of lathering became an almost endless
point of discussion between Blank and Nopco in their attempts to make what they thought
Lane and Blank, “Sulfonated Oil as a Detergent for Diseases of the Skin,” and C. Guy Lane and Irvin Blank,
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Figure 23. Acidolate Skin Cleanser.
Image from the Lexington, KY Herald Leader.

was a cleanser superlative for being mild and bland actually palatable for use. In a 1943
survey, at least two physicians noted this in their anonymous suggestions (“It does not lather”
and “Add a foaming agent if possible.”).307 The lack of a pleasant and desirable feel compounded the problem that the expense of Acidolate meant it definitely could not compete on
price. At the time a bottle of the liquid sold for $0.75, over four times a quality-tier brand
bar of soap (Ivory sold for between $0.08 in California to $0.18 in Pennsylvania).308 Nopco
received a steady beat of feedback urging them to reduce the cost.
These problems notwithstanding, Nopco started selling 8 oz. bottles of Acidolate
and found a moderate degree of commercial success. For a time following its introduction,
Acidolate seemed to be the best known soap substitute. This, despite the fact that Blank
Elsa Zumpe, “Market Analysis Project – VMA XIII Interim Report #20,” 16 August 1943, un-paginated
manuscript, box 8, folder 13, Blank MSS, section on “suggestions for clinical application or product improvement.”
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thought Nopco handled the marketing of Acidolate and the related Dermolate rather ineptly.
In his eyes, “a young man only recently advanced from the position of office boy” had
charge of Acidolate the first six months. A decade later Blank doubted that the products had
“ever received the promotional effort they deserve[d].”309 They did score some notable wins.
During one year at the annual meeting of the American Medical Association (AMA), the
dark corner of the convention hall Nopco had been assigned just happened to be the first
booth doctors saw as they came out of the men’s room, and a sales agent managed to bribe
the washroom attendant into letting him place bottles of Acidolate in the bathroom.310 This
exposure—alongside advertisements placed in medical journals and various brochures—ensured that physicians were aware of Acidolate. The best data on this came from 38 personal
interviews with physicians in 1943 which showed that 12 had prescribed Acidolate (out of 18
who had used soapless cleansers in general), more than double the next most frequent brand.
The market study overview concluded Acidolate was “the most widely known” and that it
had a “more pretentious clinical background than competitive products.”311 Elsa Zumpe, the
person at Nopco leading their market research studies, also found their product was “by far”
the most popular soapless detergent in a survey of over one hundred doctors (though this
sample was less representative and included respondents likely biased in their favor).312
Perhaps most telling of Acidolate’s success was that people had heard of it and wrote
to Nopco requesting samples to solve a whole variety of issues or demanding a continued
supply despite shortages. In November 1943, pathologist and director of laboratories G. M.
Klinick Jr. wrote to Nopco when it appeared wartime rationing might cut off his supply.
Pressing his case, he described how important Acidolate was for his work:
My skin is sensitive to numerous substance but is particularly sensitive to soap in any form.
Blank, “Oil for Troubled Skins,” box 8, folder 12, Blank MSS, 4.
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A single application of soap will initiate the appearance of a severe exudative dermatitis on
the hands. I have used Acidolate for all personal cleansing operations, including shaving,
for several years. Since I perform about 100 autopsies each year, handle all of the surgical
material from the operating rooms and work in Bacetriology, it is essential that my hands be
free of open lesions. I, therefore, consider that Acidolate is essential to my work.

Noting he had been designated “essential” he asked that Nopco secure what priorities were
necessary to continue sending him Acidolate.313 The same year, the Navy Hospital wrote to
request it for use in the nursery on babies’ skin.314 As did a professor of health education at
the University of Illinois who wanted some to prevent dermatoses due to adhesive tape.315
Ruth Spaeth, a dietitian at Triboro Hospital wanted some as her forty “Pantry Maids have
been complaining that the soap and soap powder they are using is making their hands break
out with infections” and the clinic doctor thought Acidolate might help.316 For both the
adhesive tape and the pantry maids, Acidolate was likely useless. In the latter case because the
women’s hands would still come in contact with all the soapy dishwashing liquid even if they
substituted sulfated oils for personal hygiene. These last two requests suggest Nopco’s marketing succeeded in creating in the minds of at least some health para-professionals the image of
Acidolate as something like a wonder cure-all for skin.
In a story familiar to historians of technology, Nopco also frequently had to contend
with unruly users who, even with a product as comparatively simple as a soap substitute,
simply could not get it right. A persistent finding of the market research studies was people
and physicians using Acidolate or for all sorts of “off label” purposes or in ways that Nopco
tried to discourage. Of the 62 doctors who responded to an October 1943 questionnaire,
Zumpe tartly reported, “Some still appear to use Acidolate without reading directions. 9%
used it on dry skins. Some appear not to rinse Acidolate off the skin.”317 Its use on dry skin
was actively contraindicated. And washing the oil off was apparently not as self-evident as
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it seemed: a doctor who used it personally complained it was “not vanishing, greasy & oily”
and another noted its excessive “oily residue”.318 This prompted Zumpe and Blank to suggest
printing a booklet or instructions on the bottle “stressing the necessity of rinsing.”319 As for
the myriad off-label uses enterprising consumers devised, these ranged from using Acidolate
to dissolve ear wax to alleviating sunburn or treating rashes from poison ivy.320 Blank himself
found it worked delightfully to remove paint from his hands and proposed selling bottles
through hardware stores. Aware of how effusive he sounded concerning its benefits he made
sure to specify, “(This is not a testimonial letter.)”321

Dermolate, the Call of Cosmesis, and the Testimony of Women’s Bodies
A tremendous amount of work had been done on Acidolate to establish its hallmark
virtues—a “low index of sensitivity and general blandness,” “a wonderful foundation” clinically tested by the “best-known men in Dermatology.”322 Was such a quality product destined
to be confined to use by patients in a skin clinic and sold by the bottle at the pharmacy?
Held back in a specialized niche by its liquid form and lack of lather? Certainly not. At least
not if Blank and Nopco could help it. They dreamed that Acidolate’s successor “Dermolate”
could be a huge mass market success, eagerly bought by everyday women seeking healthy,
beautiful skin.323 At their heart, Acidolate and Dermolate were essentially the same, both
cleansers using bland, non-irritating sulfonated oils. By some chemical chicanery Dermolate
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had shed the qualities that made using Acidolate cumbersome and psychologically objectionable. It was available in the form of familiar hard cakes just like an ordinary bar of soap and
lathered reasonably well. Despite a difficult development process, Nopco eventually managed
to produce a Dermolate that met rigid dermatological and “many, if not all, aesthetic specifications.”324 The abundance of correspondence between Blank and Nopco at this moment
allows us to relive the many early difficulties of product development. And as we watch them
negotiate challenges around how Dermolate should look and feel, two major thematic points
emerge: (1) the wives and female employees who tried early batches commanded tremendous
epistemic authority as quasi-universal test subjects, and (2) there was never an easily circumscribed division of labor between Blank and Nopco and their relationship reveals blurred
lines between the provinces of academic medicine and commerce. These were and are not
discrete entities.

But first, the revolt. Nopco first started work on the lathering cakes that would become Dermolate in September of 1942.325 By early 1945, Margaret Gariepy and Elsa Zumpe
had distributed early batches to 41 female (presumptively White, though their race was not
specified) members of the office and laboratory staff and asked them to take the cakes home
and try them on their face and hands. It did not go well. As Gariepy wrote: “It might be well
to note at this point that several of the individuals have refused to use anymore of the soap,
and it has been increasingly difficult to distribute samples due to adverse reports on the first
few batches.”326 In particular women complained of the drying and burning effect it had on
their skin, and even those who had favorable results were afraid to try it much further. One
employee reported, for example, that it “left my hands very smooth. Afraid to use it on my
face because I saw what happened to Betty Astridge.”327 As for Astridge herself, she appears to
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have experienced “a very drying, in fact, burning effect on my skin” and resulted in patches
of skin flaking from her face that were still aggravated when she went back to normal soap.
As a result of this horrifying ordeal she “destroyed all other cakes… which I was asked to
sample.” Other women reported badly irritated skin on several guests, poor lather, “much too
drying to skin” and threw the samples away. 328 Nine out of twenty-five women “emphatically
stated their unwillingness to try any more.”329
These cries of dissatisfaction with Dermolate included the wife of one of Nopco’s vice
presidents, Mrs. Davis, and some of Blank’s colleagues. She “experienced blotches on her skin
that may or may not be due to the use of Dermolate.” Meanwhile, her husband G. Daniel
Davis and other members of his family also found the bars irritating and caused a “tingling”
on his skin that he had discussed with Blank earlier.330 Blank reported that Dr. Rockwood,
“a middle aged lady with very dry skin” had earlier been enthusiastic about Dermolate but a
recent batch left her hands much more chapped and she did not try it again. Nurses responded similarly and incidentally Blank himself found his hands so badly chapped the first week
he tried it that he had to apply cream to them.331 Meanwhile E. Schaeffer, the Nopco chemist
who ran most of the animal studies on rabbits and rats, enjoyed a particular embodied
privilege as a product tester owing to her sensitivity. After tweaking one pilot batch Nopco
reported, “Mrs. Schaeffer tried some of the material and reported no irritation to date on her
hands—which as you will recall, are quite sensitive.”332
**
The foregoing critiques of Dermolate were not unanimous. In an unsolicited letter
written after it became available for purchase, Ardis Dodrill of Michigan described what
others surely must have felt when the product was still under testing:
Ibid.
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… I am delighted and happy to have found a non-irritating cleansing agent for my hands. I
have had a persistent dermatitis for six years and couldn’t find a satisfactory cleanser. Doctors
advised no soap and limited water which is most impossible and impractical when keeping
house and caring for a child. For one month I have used only Dermolate and I find the skin
on my hands becoming quite normal again. I wanted you to know how much I appreciated
Dermolate….333

Such expressions of delight and appreciation—of the impractical abstinence of soap and
water being resolved through science—was surely what Blank and Nopco were hoping for.
But while some trouble might have been caused by a defect with a particular batch and they
sought to make comparative tests to track down an offending ingredient, the problem of
dryness was not so easily dispatched.
Blank took this trouble seriously and, disheartened, conceded that Dermolate was far
from perfect. Facing such conflicting reports he confessed: “I, personally, have been somewhat disappointed in not getting “the skin you love to touch” immediately, but probably I
had lead myself to expect too much. I also have been somewhat disappointed in not getting
a more unanimous and whole-hearted approval of Dermolate by the doctors and patients.”334
Twinged with regret, his overall assessment bemoaned the delays in putting a cake detergent
on the market and expressed confusion at making sense of the “apparent anomaly” of the
clinical results. People with soap-sensitive dermatitis could use Dermolate without making it
worse found it “‘soothing” and usually report that it is less drying than regular soaps for the
skin of their hands.” But that it caused dryness and scaling on the “apparently normal skin of
the face” of some people undercut his hope that women and girls who found soap too harsh
could also use it. 335 Positing that Dermolate had fundamentally different action on healthy
skin as opposed to skin affected by dermatitis—or that the site of the body (face vs. hands)
on which it was used might be crucially important—did not enter into Blank’s explicit
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analysis at the time. (Nor is it clear what would actually explain the conflicting results Blank
struggled to make sense of.) In the end, he concluded, “we will probably find that Dermolate
is not the perfect detergent for all skins.”336
The foregoing highlights the essential voices of women and the testimony their bodies
provided in product development at Nopco. Earlier women affiliated with Nopco had also
been closely involved in the development and evaluation of new skin care products, in particular Mrs. Robinson. Her skin had a reputation as “dry, susceptible to eczema, and, generally
speaking, [was] an allergic skin”.337 Thankfully, her husband worked as the industrial division
technical director from 1938 to 1942 and together they developed several formulations for
her particular requirements. To deal with dry or chapping skin, Mrs. Robinson had been
using a custom preparation for over four years that she and her husband put together in the
Nopco labs “one Saturday afternoon.”338 Her husband E. A. Robinson disclosed the proportion of sulphonated vegetable oil, lanolin, and water, and described its application: “My wife
uses it following the washing of her skin and while it is still damp she rubs on a small quantity of this skin softener. After that the excessive quantity is removed with a dry towel and a
very thin film of this skin softener remains to keep the skin soft.”339 Mrs. Robinson clearly
instigated the creation of such a formula, and she also appears to have been the one who
derived the precise method of using it, which was likely as important as its chemical composition. Earlier, Mr. Robinson developed what he called an “Acidic All-purpose cream” that his
wife used to cleanse, “nourish[] the skin,” and provide a base for powdering. She found that
“the use of various creams on the market was not satisfactory either from the point of view
of not cleansing or else irritating her skin” and wanted something that would not dry out her
face. Apparently, the results were “so outstanding” that Robinson thought Blank might want
to investigate its properties further.340
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In the case of Dermolate, in addition to Elsa Zumpe and Mrs. Schaeffer, who were
officially employed to conduct market research and laboratory tests, the roster of women
involved in development included Betty Astridge, Mrs. Davis, Dr. Rockwood, and over
forty other unnamed female employees and nurses. They did not have ownership over the
company or product, unlike many of the early women entrepreneurs in the beauty industry
described by Kathy Peiss.341 But it is nevertheless important to recognize that women stood
at the privileged center of authority with regard to the effect of Dermolate on their skin. The
value of this labor was vital both in pure monetary terms and in the degree of certainty that
flowed from their gendered identity as most-desired test subjects. Blank wondered earlier
about a need to find “a group of girls more representative of the users” than medical students
which would require a budget to pay for their “‘employ’ to be patch tested”—the total sum
of which he hesitated to estimate.342
Is this a case, then, of women performing uncompensated labor with publicly
invisible expertise? Yes. But it is also a case of internal respect and influence. Scholars have
described the wrangling over identity and inclusion in medical research and the violence
when a male subject became the universal subject.343 For skin, it was women who counted,
and without whom these products would not have gotten out the door. (Can we imagine the
company vice president Davis giving the go-ahead to launch without Mrs. Davis’s approval?
Or without passing the litmus test provided by the particular sensitivity of Mrs. Schaeffer’s
skin?) Such importance is not surprising given the wealth of feminist histories of science that
describe female labor in science. As just one of numerous examples, Janet Brown’s masterful
biography of Darwin shows how domesticity infused his work, and the women around him
helped revise manuscripts and manage his time in the twilight era of the gentleman natural
philosopher.344 In 1940s America, the informal participants in scientific enterprise continued
Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 61–133.
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to encompass wives and daughters345 and extended to include hospital nurses and company
secretarial staff whose bodies and skin provided the frontline tests.
The development of Dermolate also reveals that when clinicians tried to enter the
field of mass-market cosmetics, far from commanding magisterial sovereignty, they deferred
to the styling of other beauty products. As Blank noted, the “aesthetic specifications” of their
product carried weight. He insisted on cakes of Dermolate that would not crack or leave
tacky residue, that had a good color and odor, were pleasant to hold, and further provided
his impressions on the attractiveness of the packaging and wrapping.346 Blank declined to
test certain batches on patients due to a “very rough feel” that presented too objectionable
psychological barriers.347 Despite knowing that fragrance with essential oils was more likely
to cause irritation, after considerable deliberation all parties nevertheless assented to adding
“wintergreen oil” to the formula.348 Thus did Blank and Napco shape their product not solely
out of medical necessity but also conformed to expectations of the sensual dynamics of the
skin/cleanser interface that had already been well established by the toilet goods and beauty
industry. Much has been written on the process of “medicalization” in which medicine is seen
as colonizing other aspects of social life (childbirth, death, mood and mental states, “stress,”
etc.) and subjecting them to the authority, control, and logic of doctors.349 But as with
Blank gave one of his young daughters a chunk of a Dermolate who thought it was bubble gum. This
prompted him to request oral toxicity tests to make sure it was safe if other children accidentally ate it (Blank
to Miskel, 27 January 1945, box 8, folder 11, Blank MSS). The laboratory chemist fed rats a paste made out of
Dermolate mixed with grated cheese and milk for five days (with Palmolive as a control). She reported: “The animals ate the preparation greedily.” They apparently all remained “very healthy.” (E. Schaeffer, laboratory report,
28 March 45, box 8, folder 11, Blank MSS.)
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colonial history proper, in which scholars have documented counter-flows of knowledge and
practices from the periphery back to the metropole, the traffic between the medical and its
encroaching fiefdoms was not one-sided. Here the beauty product expectations of consumers
created standards that medically derived counterparts had to adopt in order to play ball.
One further outcome arose from the fact that Dermolate was a bit too good at stripping oils from the skin: it launched Blank onto his second major line of research on the study
of emollients, also known as moisturizers or skin softeners. As detergency and irritation were
the “basic science” core underpinning the development of alternative cleansers; so dryness
and the skin’s water content became to emollients. Prompted directly by the difficulties with
Dermolate, Blank mused in April of 1945:
I certainly wish we could devise some accurate way of making a clinical evaluation of the
various lots of Dermolate. It is quite discouraging when a patient tells me on one visit that
Dermolate seems to be “less drying” than regular and on the next visit she says it seems
“more drying.” Objectively, we rarely can see any difference. Occasionally, the skin of the
patient seems quite oily or quite dry and scaly, but only those extreme cases are easily apparent. The slight variations cannot be seen by the observer and we have no way of measuring
them.350

Two months later, John Miskel the leader of the research and development team at Nopco
wrote Blank to suggest the development of just such a “skin dryness test”: “When talking
over the alleged ‘drying’ properties of Dermolate during a recent conversation with Davis,
he suggested that some physical means of evaluating drying be set up so that we do not have
to rely on usually unsatisfactory personal reactions to the action of our cake.”351 It took time
before these seeds germinated into a full-fledged research program that Blank began working
on in earnest in 1949.
Aside from contending with the drying action of Dermolate, another major stimulus
for this program came from an inquiry of J. H. Hopkins, an army physician stationed at
Fort Benning, Georgia, who needed help with soldier’s feet that got blisters and cracked
350
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from marching in their boots.352 Since Hopkins was hoping to find a way to make skin more
supple, and knew various oils had different effects on leather, he thought Blank’s background
in tanning combined with his dermatological expertise might help him devise an oil that
could be used to soften the skin of soldier’s feet and stop them from cracking.
This humble request prompted an extended exegesis from Blank that began with the
rhetorical question: “What is ‘supple’ skin?” Over the course of two pages, Blank advanced
the idea that the problem of suppleness is actually one of the water content, not necessarily
of the presence or absence of natural lubricating oils. Actually, he suggested, too much water
in the outer layer of the skin could cause maceration, which changed the chemical structure
of keratin making it more brittle and liable to crack when dry. As a consequence, he figured
that the problem of boots and blisters and lack of “suppleness” might actually be due to too
much moisture and recommended deploying some kind of drying powder instead of oil.353
We know that later the U.S. Army commissioned a research study on boot design, which
partially concerned the skin of the feet, and later that Blank conducted confidential research
for the military.354 Blank is not rehearsing an argument he has already made elsewhere—it
seems from this initial exchange that he is in the process of working out ideas about water
and oil that would be the cornerstone of his moisturizer project. Ideas he first considered in
response to the U.S. Army’s need to deal with soldier’s cracked and peeling feet.
Unfortunately, the archive does not offer great detail looking forward at the type of
work Blank began to carry out, and specifically within his skin water-content / emollient
program. A research proposal, however, contains a brief schematic of the type of questions he
asked, including: “How do you define dry skin? What are its characteristics? What differencThis exchange follows John Highberger to J. G. Hopkins, 24 June 1942; Blank to Hopkins, 18 June, 28
October and 23 November 1942; Hopkins to Blank 15 June, 16 October and 3 November 1942, box 8, folder
14, Blank MSS.
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es, if any, do you see in the dry skin of: (1) the elderly; (2) the housewife who has her hands
in soap and water frequently; (3) the airline attendant who spends a high percentage of his/
her time in superjets; (4) a person living in a desert; (5) a chapped hand?”355 The language of
a grant proposal must make possibly exaggerated claims to significance in pursuit of government funding dollars. But there is something particularly poetic in Blank’s description of his
main object of interest: “Dry skin is a mild ‘disease,’ is certainly in no way life-threatening,
and indeed incapacitating to only a limited degree, except perhaps for the very extreme
case. It probably can be best categorized as a nuisance, but it is this for a high percentage
of the population.”356 In so far as this dissertation focuses on the mild annoyance and the
nuisance—in the common minor ails that structure quotidian experiences of life but never
threaten to end it—Blank, it seems, is something of a spiritual predecessor.

Dividing Labor between Academic Medicine and Consumer Goods Firms
The basics of the relationship are fairly straightforward. Marketing and advertising
decisions were run by Nopco, but Blank made frequent suggestions about business matters.
Blank was the authority on scientific questions, but Nopco research staff read journals as well
and contributed regularly. Blank did patient and patch testing with humans that Nopco did
not have access to, while they did tests on rabbits and rats, analytical decomposition work,
and all of the manufacturing. Naturally, Nopco stood to profit from the sales and success of
any products developed. They provided materials and equipment and the grant that funded
Blank’s salary and that of any research assistants. The archive does not disclose whether Blank
had the potential for any direct further monetary gain if the products they worked on took off.
In one frequently repeated interaction, the research and development staff at Nopco
were like magpies flitting from one idea to the next, always on the lookout for something
shiny and new, and they sent Blank a letter each time soliciting his input. “Hey, could AciBlank, “Emollients,” unpaginated, undated manuscript, box 7, folder 15, Blank MSS.
Blank, “Section on Dry Skin,” enclosed manuscript for an NIH report on dermatological research priorities,
4 August 1978; and also Blank, “Roughometer,” draft, 11 February 1981, box 7, folder 15, Blank MSS.
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dolate be used to treat athlete’s foot, an employee just got some from his doctor…?” or “Isn’t
chlorophyll great for the scalp and hair, we just happen to use some as a dye?”, “Is Vitamin
A a wonder cure for acne?”, “What about a sulfur Dermolate combination?”, “Let’s test this
Iodine thing!”, “Should we promote Acidolate for scabies treatment?”357 Nopco staff dashed
off further questions about the use of Acidolate in removing athletic tape, treating measles
and scarlet fever, and soothing chigger bites.358 In reply to these and other inquiries, Blank
patiently explained what they would have to do to actually investigate the idea, cast doubt on
its viability on the basis of other scientific findings, or often noted that a single case report
probably didn’t mean all that much.
As noted in the introduction, such a characterization fits with the stereotyped roles—
the company man just tried to find as many ways to sell existing products or fired off as many
new ideas as possible without taking into account a host of complicating factors. The academic researcher, who knew little about marketing but a lot of science, replied with information
about how difficult it would be to run which experiments to create the right evidence. The
industrialist built market share on the back of expert knowledge extracted via inquiries and
study results, while the academician advanced her research projects with the aid of the money,
equipment, analytical labs, and manufacturing capability a company has at its disposal.
Such a depiction is oversimplified and fundamentally inaccurate. Certainly many
exchanges fit neatly into this frame—witness the seemingly inexhaustible examples above.
On closer examination, however, exactly how Blank and Nopco divided the scientific and
business labor in particular is far more variegated. Perhaps as is common to many extended
collaborations, the lines between their two chief responsibilities blurred very considerably.
In several cases the flurry of questions and product ideas Nopco employees unleashed
Miskel to Blank, 3 August 1945 (athlete’s foot), box 8, folder 10; Miskel to Blank, 13 November 1944 (chlorophyll), box 8, folder 11; Miskel to Blank, 16 November 1945 (vitamin A), box 8, folder 10; Blank to Miskel,
6 October 1945 (sulfur), box 8, folder 10; Miskel to Blank, 17 January 1946 (scabies), box 8, folder 9, Blank
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upon Blank proved generative of new fundamental research projects. Most of Blank’s early
papers on soap and the tests with Acidolate were driven entirely by the fact that Nopco had
a shampoo formula they thought would work great for the skin as well and they wanted
somebody to give them proof of this. Further, when confronted with the practical problem of
Dermolate contributing to rough or dry skin, Nopco requested some quantitative measure of
“skin dryness.”359 Several Nopco requests along these lines eventually steered Blank toward a
multi-year research program on this topic, which he conceded in a report to the NIH had “not
been sufficiently challenging to have attracted many academicians into research on this problem” and for which there was accordingly a strong need for more work.360 A study on the water
content of the skin’s outermost layer subsequently became one of Blank’s most cited papers.361
On the flip side, Blank devoted considerable attention to the practical business side
of things, though it is unclear if Nopco benefitted much from this criticism. Perhaps most
amusing and likely least useful, were Blank’s delightfully amateur attempts to play advertising
executive. He proposed several names for Dermolate while it was in development including
Wandol, a contraction of “water and oil.” Blank waxed poetic about its virtues: “It is my
opinion that this name looks good in print and sounds good when spoken.... Your advertising agency could use either the water and oil significance of the name or the ‘WAND’ part of
it, i.e. ‘magic oil cleanser.’ [T]he ‘WAND’ could be interpreted as a fairy wand which would
lead to some interesting art work.”362 Needless to say, Nopco did not agree. Just as Nopco
suggested research programs to Blank, he also proposed new product lines and distribution
channels. Following his pleasant surprise at the ease with which Acidolate removed paint
from his hands, he wrote, “Have we ever considered an ‘industrial’ skin cleanser to be sold in
small packages to the consumer through paint stores, hardware stores, auto supplies, etc.?” To
distinguish the “hardware store” version from their premium Acidolate brand he suggested
Miskel to Blank, 18 June 1945, box 8, folder 10, Blank MSS.
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they use a cheaper oil blend, ignore the bit about irritation, and simply stress it was great at
removing paint and grease.363 Nopco did not pursue it.
More often than suggesting product names or distribution channels though, when
Blank involved himself in a business capacity he tended to criticize the practices of his
partner. He admonished Nopco about the need to improve quality control, complaining
after receiving a batch of Acidolate in which a small amount of water had separated, that “If
all your samples are this way, I don’t believe that it will make a very good impression on the
doctor.”364 In the production of Dermolate he pointed out similar “of course objectionable”
problems with small lumps of dehydrated soap.365 He demonstrated uncanny business sense
when Elsa Zumpe suggested replacing the open-ended question about when doctors prescribed Acidolate with a check list in order to make the results easier to tabulate. Great idea,
Blank wrote, “but more important than that, it will serve to point out to the doctor possible
uses for Acidolate that he had not previously thought about.”366 In a more mundane fashion,
Blank continually harried Nopco to hurry up with decisions about which preservative to use,
and frequently bemoaned yet further production delays, mislaid mailings of test samples, or
clerical and ordering errors. 367
He reserved his sharpest words of criticism for what befell the ultimate fate of Dermolate—being scooped. “It is somewhat discouraging,” he wrote in June of 1946, “to see
that your competitor has hit the market with a ‘cosmetic Acidolate’ before you did. Perhaps
it won’t hurt you too much if you too get into the market before long. They apparently
were able to get it into the big stores. I may be able to find out something about how it has
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sold at Bloomingdale’s. I shall try.”368 It was certainly not an auspicious start for a product
they hoped would be big business. The archive contains very little record of what befell its
ultimate commercial fate and I have been able to find very little in other sources as well.
Measured by its financial success, the story of Dermolate does not seem to end well.

The Ethics of Business in the Business of Skin
The ethics of the relationship between medicine and business is fraught and the
subject of vigorous contemporary debate. For a scholar convinced that every manifestation of
capitalism is an equally insidious disease, the following discussion may seem fundamentally
misguided. (Get profit-driven interest out of the hospital and health care system at all costs.
I sympathize.) But, for a historian looking at the particular and sensitive to more or less
troubling ethical plays, of possibilities of virtue and vice, it pays to discriminate between
how and in what ways such quandaries emerge. In part, in the purely academic interest of
understanding the dynamic, but also because it may contribute toward bending an arc slowly
toward justice. Scientists and doctors are not heroes, and companies do not have a monopoly
on ethically dubious behavior. Blank’s expertise as a research scientist cut in two ways: acculturation to the working norms of physicians opened the possibility for more sophisticated
gaming of them, while standards of rigor in writing also led him to reject misleading advertising or demand more appropriate verification of claims.
The traces Irvin Blank left behind in sheaves of paper paint a sympathetic portrait; so
I was surprised to find that in 1946 he advocated deceiving his colleagues (without outright
lying) in order to better win their endorsement and approval for Dermolate. After the development work on the bar had finished, he and everyone at Nopco signed off on the formula,
production ramped up to high capacity, they sought praise from leading dermatologists.
Blank wrote to Nopco:
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I think you should send these men a representative quantity of cakes, say 50 to 100, and
my feeling is that they should not be wrapped cakes. I think the impression we want to
give them is that this is not necessarily a product ready to market. If they feel that they are
helping to evaluate a product in the developmental stage, I believe they are more likely to
cooperate than if they are led to believe that they are working on a product on which the
work has already been done and they are only to confirm it.369

The goal was two-fold. First, any positive evaluations could be drawn upon in public
advertising campaigns. But, perhaps more insidiously, they hoped that these dermatologists
would have a positive experience using these free “trial” bars and continue prescribing them
or recommending them for patients as an early example of the “research trial to create market
demand tactic” later described/decried by critics of the contemporary clinical trial.370 The
duplicity here is unmistakable—Blank recommends deliberately withholding the packaging.
Can the absence or presence of a single piece of paper create such ethical difference? In this
case, yes. It was done to provide a false impression of a product still in testing to awaken the
sympathies of a colleague inclined to provide qualified feedback not a rubber stamp approval.
The proposal and success of this manipulation depended on Blank being more familiar with
dermatologists’ practices and habits and on his understanding of what kind of approach was
most likely to succeed. This is not a dirty company taking advantage of virtuous academics.
In the instrumental approach to problem solving Blank used, he hit upon a method that was
very likely more effective. But it was also deceptive and ethically suspect.
At the same time, Blank was scrupulous about published advertising claims and
upheld high standards of conduct in most contexts. He reviewed a draft of an Acidolate
booklet, and scribbled “too strong!”, “evidence?” / “evidence!”, and “exaggeration!” all over
Blank to Miskel, 29 January 1946, box 8, folder 9, Blank MSS (original emphasis).
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the margins to reign in what he saw as untruthful advertising.371 For instance, he jotted “Unfair!” in response to a claim that “Acidolate is free of the untoward affects of most of the other
detergents” or that it could eliminate “irritation produced by the low-molecular-weight fatty
acids… as found with even the finest toilet soaps.”372 In his eyes, selling Acidolate should
not involve tearing down other products and any suggestion of its benefits required firm
evidence. In a different case, Franklin Fader forwarded an inquiry from a pharmacist about
the utility of Acidolate in poison ivy cases and did not hesitate to point out the question
was of “greater importance than we thought” given the possibility of “an almost year round
market for Acidolate in the south and tropical countries.”373 In reply Blank wrote, “I refuse to
predict” whether it would be helpful and did not endorse any such campaign without further
experiments, for which he noted it would be difficult to find volunteers.374 In the end, they
found an Army contact who wanted to study it on soldiers who were accidently exposed to
poison ivy at a camp in the U.S. South. But the principle that a lucrative market should not
be pursued without evidence to back it up, speaks both to Blank’s integrity as a researcher
and to Nopco’s as a company for heeding his advice. As the earlier discussion of patch testing
suggested, Blank would insist on more expensive and time-consuming clinical tests of a
formulation if he considered a patch test insufficient to certify a “clean bill of health.”375

Conclusion
When Blank started working in the Harvard dermatology department in 1936,
his appointment was made with Nopco money and conditioned upon their approval of
the research program he had proposed subject to annual renewal and progress reports. His
earliest fruitful research project concerned the nature of irritation caused by soap, and it
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was motivated in large part by the fact that Nopco had a shampoo composed of sulfonated
oil that they thought could be sold as a mild, non-irritating skin cleanser as well. Based on
extensive patch testing and using the oil first among dermatitis patients at the Harvard skin
clinic and then among all patients as the default cleanser in place of soap, Blank and his clinical partner in the trials reported promising results—many people with soap-irritated skins
improved, and very few others had adverse or irritating reactions. The main problem was that
the sulfonated oil mix they called Acidolate did not lather. While existence of a lather had no
intrinsically beneficial cleansing properties, it was profoundly psychologically important to
whether consumers felt they had cleaned after using a product. Lathering was an important
part of a skin cleanser’s social efficacy, and Nopco and Blank stretched to fulfill it. Despite
this obstacle, however, bottles of the liquid Acidolate found a moderate degree of success in
the marketplace and it became the most popular soapless detergent at the time, backed by a
“pretentious” pedigree of clinical tests.
Beginning in 1942, Nopco began work on reformulating their bland cleanser into
a solid cake (or bar) that would lather and could be sold as a mass-market cosmetic product
outside of the hospital or pharmacy and without a doctor’s prescription. Initial trials of this
new formulation by the female secretarial staff and wives of company employees produced
unpleasant reactions and rashes, which, in addition to being painful, illustrated the influence
of women in product development even as their labor was often unpaid and publicly invisible. Despite changes in response to this feedback that produced a gentler formula, Blank
confessed his disappointment that while Dermolate was a great cleanser, it was not perfect.
He still could not fully explain why it worked so well for people with soap-irritable skin but
not as well for others. The complaints of “drying” with Dermolate, that it was too good at
stripping oils from the skin, generated another line of inquiry that became Blank’s second
major research project. He began research on the water content of the skin—work that had
direct application to moisturizers and skin softeners. In this regard, Nopco’s interests and
flurry of questions helped seed further investigation of fundamental skin physiology.
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Within both the public sphere and academic discourse, authors have launched
strident critiques of a profit motive within medicine and its potential to co-opt physicians
and distort the health care system. Popular author and surgeon Atul Gawande wrote an
extensively circulated health policy article on the corrupting influence of for-profit hospitals,
while Arnold Relman, a former editor of the prestigious New England Journal of Medicine,
made repeated calls for separating profit-oriented industry from medicine with particular attention to pharmaceuticals.376 As the latter wrote, “academia and the drug industry can serve
the public interest well when they collaborate in research, but only when they do so under
arrangements that keep their separate missions distinct….”377 Within academic literature,
Dominique Tobbel’s Pills, Power, and Policy undertakes an analysis of the pharmaceutical industry in the 1960s to show how “corporate interests came to influence American universities
and dominate American health care policy after World War II” with the presumption that
this could help guide policymakers on “how to begin unraveling those interests.”378 Implicit
is the clear desirability of this withdrawal. The overall message is unmistakably clear: get
profit and corporate interests out of health care, cordoned off from the nobility of medicine.
On the whole, I am sympathetic to this argument, as any citizen confronted with stories of
scandalous drug price-gouging or private insurance malfeasance must be.
But it is not so straightforward. Such an argument problematically assumes the
clear divisibly of industrial interests and medicine, the possibility of “keeping their separate
missions distinct,” that at least within the limits of the case considered in this chapter did not
attain. (It is relevant that here we considered a manufacturer of consumer goods rather than
pharmaceutical company proper.) In practice, things were messier. The roles of academic
researcher and industry executives, though seemingly distinct, actually involved actions
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and contributions where each member of the partnership readily reached across ostensible
gulfs in expertise and divisions of labor. Questions from Nopco’s staff generated compelling
hypotheses and exposed important knowledge deficiencies. Blank did not shy from providing
overt marketing and advertising suggestions. Some of the popular discourse on this subject
seems to stem from a longing for a halcyon antediluvian past before commerce and medicine
became unseemly bedfellows that has not existed in American medicine for quite some time,
if ever. And might assume an analytic clarity unattainable in practice. The question, “how
do we extricate for-profit interests from American health care?” is perhaps not the right one,
but instead, how do we manage the dynamics of industry co-mingling with medicine—that
in Charles Rosenberg’s memorable phrase, was always in, but not of the market—to best
promote justice and social welfare?
The desirability of such a partnership is fundamentally inflected by the specifics,
and so the treacherous question of whether or not Blank and Nopco did more good than
harm lurks insistently in the background of this chapter. First, it mattered that the product
they sold was not carcinogenic or poisonous (e.g., tobacco or lead). While soap and cosmetics more broadly were not a culturally innocent product, neither were they particularly
pernicious or harmful. Kathy Peiss has shown they can be objects of delight, pleasure, and
ambition while Gwen Kay has shown how consumer activists, women’s groups, and physicians secured the passage of the 1938 Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act that FDA officials used
to force the removal of several dangerous cosmetics from the marketplace.379 (Though the
largely voluntary regulatory scheme it instantiated was certainly not without problems.380)
It also mattered how Blank and Nopco conducted themselves in the development of their
products. Judged by the standards of the time, it seems that on the whole consumers would
have benefitted from rather more than fewer such partnerships. Acidolate and Dermolate
improved the lives of people with soap-sensitive skins who previously could not do houseGwen Kay, Dying to Be Beautiful: The Fight for Safe Cosmetics (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2005)
and Peiss, Hope in a Jar.
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work or labor without damaging their hands. As Kay’s work illustrates, the problem of allergy
in cosmetics could be severe (and cause blindness or disfigurement); Nopco and Blank went
to great lengths with extensive product tests to try and minimize this. As Elsa Zumpe noted,
“we are the kind of ‘good children’ of whom the FDA approves” given they had already met
proposed patch testing standards.381 Nopco sought additional, and in Blank’s mind unnecessary, tests to ensure that switching to storing Acidolate in plastic-lined containers instead of
glass jars did not make it more irritating.382 In terms of combatting snake oil salesmanship in
cosmetic products based on over-inflated claims that played on hopes and insecurities, one
could likely do worse than subjecting advertising copy to review by a PhD biochemist with
an allergy for truthful hyperbole and elective affinity for supporting research and evidence.
This is on top of any longer term and more diffuse benefit that may accrue from funding
academic research that enters the public domain.
This is not to say this chapter has only dealt with saints and angels. As mentioned
earlier, Blank’s willing use of deception in securing his colleague’s support of Dermolate is
troubling. With the advantage of hindsight, we obviously wonder about the independence of
Blank’s research even as Nopco’s support was transparently disclosed on the first page of the
pertinent publications. It may also be that this partnership seems relatively positive because
Nopco never became a consumer giant like Proctor & Gamble or Johnson & Johnson,
the latter of which has recently has come under fire for concerns about asbestos in its baby
powder.383 Whether their relative virtue led to their competitive demise or it was entirely
unrelated, I am not sure, nor is it the aim of this project to offer a detailed corporate history
of the National Oil Products Company with the aim of certifying their good business practices. But, from within the limits of the archive, and from the perspective of somebody who
wants to buy the goods of skin care—and who rather it be safe, rigorously tested, unlikely
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to be irritating, informed by fundamental biomedical knowledge of the body, and sensibly
advertised—I find it hard to call down a swift hammer of justice on this specific case of a
dermatology researcher and industrial firm working together.
Whether that holds true for a veritable explosion of business in cosmetic dermatology
that followed later in the twentieth century is currently impossible for me to say. Unfortunately, Blank’s archives begin to thin out shortly after 1950. Thus, capturing the longer
trend of this trajectory requires new sources. Answering the question of what opened the
floodgates of these products, and how this early historical moment of the 1930s and 1940s
shaped what followed awaits further research. One leading candidate for the centerpiece of
this later narrative is the development of Retin-A, the acne drug that became an anti-wrinkle
agent—research on which was initially funded by the U.S. Army and Public Health Service
and carried out on the backs of prisoners outside of Philadelphia.384
**
This chapter has focused on the interactions of two major players: a researcher at an
academic medical center in a dermatology department (Irvin Blank, PhD) and the employees in the research and marketing divisions of a large corporation (National Oil Products
Company). Their actions are structured toward fulfilling the demands of patient/consumers,
whose voices we have seen in snippets: the woman from Michigan who described her deep
appreciation for how Dermolate saved her hands, or the medical examiner who demanded
a continued supply of Acidolate to complete his job despite wartime rationing. Much of the
previous literature in the field has tended to consider these groups in dyads: industry and
medicine or medicine and consumers, which points to the challenge of threading a single story through these different domains. And while this chapter has not had much more success
“Application for Grant-in-Aid,” G-3552, to the Federal Security Agency, Public Health Service, 4 February
1952, Apocrine Sweat Gland, Department of Dermatology UPC.9D, University of Pennsylvania Archives;
“Digest of Terms of Contract or Grant for Research Project,” 7 September 1956, Acne Study, Department
of Dermatology UPC.9D, University of Pennsylvania Archives; “Acne Vulgaris Pathogenesis of 1956–1958,”
Grant E-1589 to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service, National Institutes
of Health, Acne Project, Department of Dermatology UPC.9D, University of Pennsylvania Archives.
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in meeting that laudable goal, it seems worthwhile to consider this larger picture briefly in
closing. The next chapter attempts a more thoroughgoing look at consumers’ attitudes toward
their skin as indexed and imperfectly relayed by consumer research maven Ernest Dichter.
The other party absent from the story presented here, with minor exception, is government regulators at the FDA. In part this is due to the different way that cosmetics and
pharmaceuticals fit into the agency’s regulatory framework, which has largely relied on voluntary industry self-regulation for cosmetics. The AMA Committee on Cosmetics offered one of
these voluntarist programs through a “Seal of Approval” they granted to products that submitted testing data. (Irvin Blank served on the committee from 1951–55.) This program (and an
analogous one that began in East Germany), advanced the goals of “consumer protection” in
an almost unintentional fashion as the programs’ ultimate goals served other ends. In the case
of the AMA, it was a source of income and a way to leverage their authority, while companies
who sought the seal hoped to boost their sales and protect themselves from competition.
Blank’s incisive critique of the way the committee functioned is unsurprising as consumers
were only incidental to its mission. This too deserves further elaboration in future work.
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Chapter Four.
“The Most Precious Dress”: Soap, Subjectivity, and the Tactile Pleasures of Beauty in
Advertising, 1954–1973
What a skin wants, what a skin needs /
whatever makes me happy sets you free
—Christina Aguilera (1999) [modified from original source]

Ernest Dichter appeared before the Whitting, Indiana Science Club in March of 1965 and
proclaimed: “The consumer of 1970 will be more of an individual and as he discovers and
asserts himself, many more products will be needed to please him. ‘My hair is different. My
skin is different. My needs are different.’ We find such statements occurring more and more
in our research studies.”385 What qualified Dichter, a clinical psychologist who immigrated to
the U.S. in 1938 and later founded a market research firm, to make such claims were hundreds of open-ended in-depth interviews he and his staff conducted to identify changes in
Americans’ attitudes towards their bodies and consumption. Unfortunately for the historian
hoping to find neatly ordered archives of mid-twentieth-century consumers’ secret hopes
and desires, Dichter never attained quite the totalizing perspective that his claims implied.
Ultimately, though, this chapter is less interested in his personal thoughts than in using the
traces of his work to access the attitudes expressed by his anonymized samples of everyday
Americans, however difficult it is to disentangle the two.
The story begins with an introduction to Dichter, the commercial research institute
he founded, and his several critics, before quickly turning to the heart of this chapter—
namely, Dichter’s attempt to find out just what a skin wanted. One of his principal answers,
as suggested by his speech before the Indiana Science Club, was that women wanted to
treat their skins with attention befitting a newfound appreciation for their individuality as

Ernest Dichter, “The Consumer of 1970,” speech transcript, 2 March 1965, box 165, folder 19, Ernest
Dichter papers (Accession 2407), Hagley Museum and Library, Wilmington, DE (hereafter cited as Dichter
MSS), 5.
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consumers. The first major story of this chapter explores the emergence of this conviction in
the Institute’s studies and reports surrounding the launch of Dove Soap in 1954–1955. This
study provided the grounding moment and core evidence for the discovery of consumers’
investment in the personal particularity of their skin and its needs. I argue this suggests we
slightly revise ideas about the American mass public and the emergence of practices of market
segmentation and more profoundly about the nature of people’s experience of their skin in
the twentieth century (as discussed further below).
The second section concerns Dichter’s argument that the appeal of using soap or
other cosmetics actually had little to do with physical appearance, but it derived from the
tactile pleasure of applying them and the excuse they provided to touch and massage the
body. His evolution from advising the use of “high glamour” beauty icons in marketing
campaigns to messages that emphasized the fun of “smearing things on their face,” occurred
gradually based on feedback and interviews beginning around 1956–1958.386 As Dichter
told a journalist, hundreds of women articulated the logic for making a sales pitch based on
a product’s feel, its slippery friction between fingertips. They had a more expansive take on
the value of cosmetics than the limited imagination of many manufacturers who remained
narrowly focused on sexual appeal.387 The extent to which a marketing emphasis on tactility
was novel is debatable—a well-known Woodbury’s Facial Soap campaign in 1911 featured
the tagline “A Skin You Love to Touch,” but it seems Dichter recognized a growing appreciation for cosmetics as a form of self-touch outside the framework of heterosexual desire. Either
way, this re-inscribed the idea that a pleasurable experience of the skin was to be pursued
foremost in a marketplace of goods. The displacement of beauty by a “good feeling” that was
largely agnostic about the face in a mirror helps explain how the experience of skin became
ineluctably entangled with the purchase of various things to put on it.
The third episode of this chapter examines attitudes toward male grooming products
Frances Estep, “Dr. Ernest Dichter,” Penthouse interview clipping, box 150, folder 18, Dichter MSS.
“Realism Before Glamour in Advertising—Dichter,” World Press News clipping, 20 November 1964, box
162, folder 33, Dichter MSS.
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(chiefly after-shave, talc powder, and deodorant) in the 1960s that centered on concerns
about femininity and latent homosexuality. This is true of the men who used or scorned such
products and even more so of Dichter, Institute staff, media observers, and manufacturers
and advertisers of male toiletries. In general, these postwar concerns of effeminacy unfolded
in an age of increasing gender anxiety and concern about the enervation of American
masculinity—so that even as male cosmetic use accelerated it became a substantial locus of
gender policing. Advertising compensated by deploying “he-man” personalities in an attempt
to associate their products with macho heterosexual conquest. Working class men seemed
less bothered by using products to smell nice, but in general male toiletries prickled fears of
deviant gender performance and sexual desire throughout the 1960s. Overall, this section
argues that an obsessive circling around homosexuality and effeminacy by Institute staff
and men themselves created an impoverished field of skin care possibilities that reductively
typecast their interests as consumers purely by gender. As Institute Vice President John
Rimberg suggested around 1970, less kerfuffle over the masculinity of male cosmetics would
be an altogether healthy development that might lead to wider use of products better suited
for the skin. Two major studies provide key material for this discussion, the more extensive
of which was for Foote, Cone & Belding about the brand Mark Vardy and conducted in the
U.K. in 1961/62, in addition to a smaller study for the Grey Advertising Agency primarily in
New York and California from 1953.
Within the literature on health and beauty, the arguments here align less with the
implicit presumption of Elizabeth Haiken’s Venus Evny, that women who sought cosmetic
surgery were foolish and taken advantage of, and more with Kathy Peiss’s contentions in
Hope in a Jar that women had considerable authorship in creating the beauty industry
themselves and found enjoyment in its rituals and mastery. It also seeks to position men as
cosmetic consumers, whose gendered experience of the market surrounded different paranoias and concerns. Both men and women, I argue, were not victims of a corporate colonization of the soul. Far from a manipulative marketing ploy, the complicated demand that
154

mass-market products respond to a feeling of unique epidermal individuality came, at least
in part, from female consumers themselves. Women who found personal expression through
the consumption of mass goods showed the inherent bricolage at the heart of individuality
and how an era’s changing technologies of subjectivity reformed the very practical work of
selfhood. Men, whose enjoyment of the possibilities of a skin care marketplace was hobbled
by obsessive concerns about effeminacy, had their own gendered expectations to blame. At a
more abstract level, the first two sections on women challenge Claudia Benthien’s argument
that the body’s surface came to be regarded as increasingly less porous and supple and in the
twentieth century became an alienated boundary, a form of “passive captivity”.388 The sources
considered here caution against such a univocal and pessimistic assessment. This cultivated
self-regard may have unlocked an interesting, pleasurable, or richer experience of the body, as
Dichter was fond of suggesting about the tactile enjoyment of soap and cosmetic application
(in clear auto-erotic overtones).
While this chapter examines intersections of epidermal experience and cosmetics
among male and female consumers, it has very little to say from the expert perspectives of
dermatologists and academic skin researchers. They were only one part of a constellation of
people employed daily to make meaning out of skin, a group that included manufacturers,
advertisers, and cosmeticians, among others. Ernest Dichter, the central actor of this chapter,
stood at the nexus of manufacturers and advertising firms. Through his eyes, this chapter
looks at moments in consumer research that simultaneously disclosed and/or shaped the
way Americans thought about their skin and the things they put on it in a postwar era of
consumption. That picture emerges from commissioned studies that present a series of
discrete episodes such that the time course is slightly uneven; the richest material clusters
around 1954–1962/63 with a gap before picking up again around 1970–1973. Given the
way manufacturers marketed skin care products, gender is intertwined throughout the story
and becomes a key category of analysis in the discussion of male cosmetics.
388
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For the most part, the consumers Dichter interacted with were White and middle
class. (Though working class men played an interesting role in defining countervailing
masculine norms around scented cosmetics.) Partially as a result of this source base, this
chapter is also about White people. While they compose a racial group equally amenable to
historical investigation as communities of color, this racial analysis, usually tends not to be all
that revealing. Whiteness becomes an unmarked category through the work White people do
to efface its particular social context and thereby consolidate and render invisible the injustice
of long-standing racial privilege.389 Thus a more thorough consideration of racial politics of
skin care consumption awaits further empirical material.

In a brochure published after a 1973 cosmetics convention, the German company
Dr. Babor Kosmetik advertised their “bio-active” skin cleansing preparation as an ideal part
of a beauty regimen that promoted a healthy, fresh appearance. Such a product was nothing
less than vital—for as the bold-faced text claimed, “Skin is the Most Precious Dress.”390
Similar advertisements that used the authority of scientific medicine to sell a beautifying skin
care product were commonplace in the second half of the twentieth century. They prompted
the jurist Professor Eckert to complain four years later that: “Currently everything is scientific, clinically tested, the preparations with formula XYZ work, and so on. In two magazines,
I found around ten examples of such pseudo-scientific touches. ‘This is our science—This is
your beauty’ and so it goes on non-stop.”391 Within this onslaught, what makes this particular
pitch so revealing is the metaphoric equivalence of skin and an article of clothing emblematic
For selective reading in the construction of Whiteness, see: Grace Hale, Making Whiteness: The Culture of
Segregation, 1890–1940 (New York: Pantheon Books, 1998); Peggy Pascoe, What Comes Naturally: Miscegenation Laws and the Making of Race in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009); David Roediger, The
Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the American Working Class (London: Verso, 1991); Matthew Frye
Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color: European Immigrants and the Alchemy of Race (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1998).
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of high fashion—a site to display not only social status but personal taste.392 In drawing skin
into tight association with the clothing covering it, makers of consumer goods linked care of
the body’s surface to forms of individuation that some were privileged to cultivate.

The Motivational Research of Ernst Dichter and the Soap Made “Just for Me”
In almost so many words, Dichter strongly endorsed an image of human skin as a
mirror of the self: “in one sense, our skin is our ego façade. Skin reflects the whole personality…. Skin also reflects the condition of our health, the environment in which we live,
even our state of mind,” describing blushing, blanching, or purpling with rage.393 Broadly
speaking, it is not surprising that he moved from recognition of the epidermal ego-façade
to demands that skin care products conform to a sense of uniqueness that was a hallmark of
modern subjectivity.394 In his most historically minded contextualization of this idea, Dichter
believed the discovery of skin’s individuality owed itself to a dialectical reaction against mass
society and mass consumption:
We are going to have more individualism in the field of cosmetics. The largest selling skincream in America is emphasizing its popularity—a very old-fashioned form of advertising
because we are dealing with a Hegelian dialectical spiral. We used to be individualists, then
we became members of the mass society, and now we are returning to a higher level of that
spiral. In the synthesis between individualism and mass production, we are rediscovering
individuality.395

This section of the chapter is devoted to undertaking an explanation of what this meant and
how Dichter came to believe in the individuality of skin in the context of interviews about
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Dove that took place around 1954. Dichter presumed to speak on behalf of these middle-class White women, and this section begins with a brief biographical exposition of why
he felt competent to do so. Notably, as founder and director of a market research firm, he led
a team that conducted multiple studies of consumer attitudes on behalf of cosmetics firms
using interviews, psychodramas, and projective tests, among other means. By the mid-1960s,
Dichter had rehearsed his conviction that women (and men, in theory) were increasingly
convinced their skin was unique and differed from a mass norm in several articles and public
addresses delivered around the country.
Ascertaining the minds of American consumers in the decades after World War II
was a widely pursued, if fickle, endeavor, and after immigrating to the U.S. Dichter quickly
launched himself into that enterprise. He had a Jewish upbringing in Vienna where his
family barely scraped by, and he often did odd jobs to help make ends meet. Dichter later
credited his childhood experience with privation during the Great War and Depression with
an enduring appreciation for the joyful release provided by material comfort. He supported
himself while pursuing a varied educational course that culminated with a doctoral degree
in clinical psychology, which he practiced until emigrating from Austria in 1938 to escape
National Socialism. His connection to sociologist Paul Lazarsfeld, another Jewish Austrian
émigré, resulted in several early positions in his new homeland, and they eventually worked
together on the canonical CBS audience response studies to discover which parts of programs
listeners enjoyed.396 Lazarsfeld’s techniques and approach influenced Dichter considerably,
though in his own later work he largely eschewed quantitative analysis and drew more heavily
on his own psychologically derived insights.397
In 1946, Dichter set off on his own by founding a company he ultimately branded
the Institute for Motivational Research, a market research firm he directed (through some
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changes in ownership) into the 1970s. With a full-time staff of as many as seventy people,
the Institute conducted in-depth, open-ended interviews with hundreds of people. In
addition to interviews, the Institute used psychometric tests, invited participants to interact
with products in an experimental living room, or asked people to get on stage and act out
a psychodrama: e.g., “I am a skin. What do I want to have done to me? What does skin
like?”398 This material formed the raw grist that Dichter and his assistants molded into a
psychoanalytically inflected portrait of the latent desires and hopes structuring consumer
buying decisions. This, in theory, paid-off in practical recommendations about advertising
strategies or product packaging delivered in reports to companies like Exxon, Mattel, and
Proctor & Gamble. By 1974, Dichter had achieved sufficient notoriety that not only had
Penthouse Magazine decided to profile him, but the consumer psychologist who conducted
the interview, Frances Estep, described him as a “living legend” and a “giant in his field.”399
Despite or perhaps because of his reputation, Dichter faced a number of critics who
contended the results of his studies were not particularly useful, dismissed his methods in
favor of more quantitative surveys, or accused him of sexism and subverting women’s liberation. An executive of the major U.S. advertising agency Foote, Cone & Belding, for instance,
wanted concrete suggestions. He objected that the Institute’s analysis in the mid-1950s was
too convoluted or rarified to translate into a practical ad campaign: “We had a facial soap…
killed germs better than most other soaps…. Well, we got a lot of talk about when a young
girl uses soap it is to wash off the feeling of guilt that comes from newly awakened sexual
desire. Where the heck do you go with that?”400 Furthermore, beginning in the 1960s the
marketing began to rely more heavily on direct survey questions, demographic data, and
quantitative analysis, in an industry shift that led to the Institute for Motivational Research
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falling from favor.401 Referencing these trends, Lester Dorney, the advertising sales research
director for Life Magazine, responded to a 1972 outreach on behalf of the Institute mostly
with a rebuff. While Dorney was very familiar with Dichter and found his speeches fascinating, he dismissed his work as mostly “obscure mood selling, rather than the information
track we are now on” but remained open to the possibility of “supplementing our statistics
with some Dichterian ‘smaltz.’ [sic]”402 Feminists, most notably Betty Friedan, thought
he was sexist (which was absolutely true), and argued he opposed women’s autonomy and
tried to keep women in the home through the illusory pleasures and creative satisfactions of
consumption (which was partially but not entirely correct).403 While these critiques are worth
acknowledging, even if all true, they do little to fundamentally diminish the utility of the
interviews and the reports that emerged from them as historical documents.
More troubling with respect to the historical value of his archive were accusations of
fraud. These seem to have been made largely in jest, and though they capture grains of truth,
it is equally evident that the entire firm was not a sham. It’s a nettlesome issue. Since we are
interested in the ideas of consumers the Institute interviewed, it is vitally important that
those interviews actually took place. As Penthouse reported though, some of his detractors
suggested he “simply interviews himself and multiplies by two hundred.”404 More concretely,
in 1972 a scandalized Proctor & Gamble employee demanded an explanation after receiving
a recording of two focus groups on Mr. Clean (“TO OUR DISAPPOINTMENT THE
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TAPES ARE BLANK”) that Dichter’s apologetic secretary was at a loss to provide.405 But
this was an isolated incident. The archives contain plenty of evidence of salaried interviewers
and consumer laboratories, not to mention that the logistics of forging such a large scale,
multi-office operation and keeping it secret would likely be just as much work as conducting
a legitimate business. The serious version of this “self-interviewing” allegation is that Dichter
made up some of the quotations he attributed to consumers (or perhaps interviewed fewer
people than he billed for). And though unproven, this seems highly plausible. As a researcher,
it is hard to read some of the finished reports without a bit of skepticism: some quotations
match Dichter’s insight a bit too cleanly, they express a bit too eloquently or openly some
hidden desire, or the diction feels a bit off and non-conversational. The firm’s practice of
destroying tapes and interview transcripts after completing a study prevent the archive from
providing a definite answer. Let’s assume that Dichter fictionalized some of this and fit his
words into the mouths of informants even as many real interviews took place. Without any
way to identify the ventriloquizing or authentic voices, this chapter takes the studies and
reports on a bit of faith and with a bit of salt but grants their fundamental veracity.
Dichter’s work in postwar America took place at a time widely recognized as the maturation of modern consumer capitalism. Americans had certainly consumed before 1945, but
afterward they did so with increasing sophistication and exuberance. Beyond the flourishing
of different types of consumer goods and their steady penetration across socioeconomic classes, this entailed, among other things: a marked changed in the political valence of purchasing
from a civic duty to a matter of personal fulfillment. Branding that encapsulated an entire
lifestyle in a simple product like a cigarette—the world of a manly, rugged frontier rolled in
crisp paper. A new professionalism in survey research that reached out and conjured a mass
public into numbers and shape. Public intellectuals who opposed earlier moralizing with a
newfound defense of the pleasures in consumption.406 Perhaps most relevant for this chapter
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was the development of a tactic known as “market segmentation,” whereby firms switched
from emphasizing what united Americans in common consumption to finding specialized
niches for more specialized products to capture a bigger market. Formally described by
Wendell Smith and Pierre Martineau between 1956 and 1958, big businesses widely adopted
the technique by the mid-1960s.407 This partially captures what happened with Americans’
skin, though as we will see this story requires a minor revision in emphasis and chronology.

Within this context, the remainder of this section delves into Dichter’s research on
female consumers’ attitudes and perceptions of their skin, a project anchored by the launch
of Dove in 1955. It then turns to consider what this reveals about the work of individuality
in the age of mass consumption. I argue that this “becoming more of an individual” occurs
a bit sooner than expected based on classic narratives of American history and is driven by
“ground up” forces at least as much as “top down.” Inviting attention to the skin as a locus
of self suffuses the body’s surface with rich but ambivalent potential, which is profoundly
different than experiencing skin as a closed off hull or shell as some scholars have maintained.
It also, perhaps, reflects a disruption of modern notions of individuality that may be seen,
not exclusively, but more clearly, in an epidermal context.
Such extravagant claims of novel individualism invite an abundance of healthy
skepticism. Surely, by the 1960s, this cannot have been new; after all, haven’t Americans
rather always been individuals? No, they have not—at least not in terms of how dermatologists conceived of skin and the way advertisers sold beauty products in the early twentieth
century. As we have seen, advertisers in Good Housekeeping took a variety of approaches, but
in the earliest decades of the twentieth century they tended to emphasize how skin products
Vintage Books, 2003); Brandt, Cigarette Century; Sarah Igo, The Averaged Americans: Surveys, Citizens, and the
Making of a Mass Public (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2008); Daniel Horowitz, Consuming Pleasures:
Intellectuals and Popular Culture in the Postwar World (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2012).
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could protect against the blazing sun, buffeting winds and other aspects of the external
environment, the chemical purity of their product, or possibilities for heterosexual attraction.
Even after skin became more tightly linked with interior qualities and questions of character,
advertisers still did not dramatize individual differences or suggest idiosyncratic suitability as
a reason to buy.408
The seeds of Dichter’s conviction about consumer’s burgeoning individualism
began with a study the Institute conducted for Lever Brothers in the summer of 1954. A.
R. Graustein, the Lever Brothers Director of Marketing Research, commissioned Dichter
to do research related to the launch of their new “Dove” product for $8,500. In a letter
confirming the agreement, Dichter laid out the terms of his inquiry. In order to determine
what the appeals of the new soap were and how they should be described, he laid out several
questions, the first of which was, “What is the psychology of the skin? What does a women
[sic] really want in her skin?”.409 Other potential areas of interest included unsatisfied needs,
the personality of the product, how to describe its uniqueness, and whether to sell the soap as
a woman’s or family product. Over the course of approximately 200 psychological interviews
and 50 to 60 “experimental and projective tests,” the firm purported to answer these questions. White, mostly middle-class housewives from New York and Chicago between the ages
of 18 and 50 formed the majority of the study subjects.410
According to Dichter’s synthetic interpretation, these women regarded their skin
as very personalized and which required specifically tailored products, or at least those that
gave the illusion of being so. Dichter and his staff completed the report, under the name “A
Psychological Research Study on the Introduction and Advertising Problems of ‘Dove’” in
September of that year. While the full report is missing from the archive, thankfully referFor general context about constructing an aggregated social identity, see Igo, Averaged Americans, and its value as an ideal, Anna Creadick, Perfectly Average: The Pursuit of Normality in Postwar America (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2010).
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ences to its content abound. 411 In a proposal to a facial tissue manufacturer, the results are
described as follows:
We have found in many of our past studies an interesting phenomenon in the desire
of consumers (particularly women) to use a product — even an ordinary product
like face soap — that she feels ‘has been made particularly for me—for my kind of a
woman.’ We have found this feeling on the part of women largely responsible for the
initial success which Lever Brothers are attaining with Dove. Almost every user feels
that the makers of this product have taken into consideration her own individual
needs in producing this soap — despite the fact that millions of other women feel
the same way.412

While noting the irony of such a demand, and even its perhaps fundamentally unattainable
fulfillment by any mass product, Dichter went on to describe the very practical properties of
the soap bar that supported the idea it was “made particularly for me.” In the case of Dove,
“the features creating this feeling are the shape of the bar, the gentle fragrance, the smooth
billowy lather and the fact that it contains cold cream and leaves the skin smooth.”413 While
overtly critical of this logic, Dichter was himself seduced by it—as suggested by the matterof-fact enumeration of discrete qualities, e.g., its “smooth billowy lather,” that made it feel
personalized for each user.
The Dove study and by corollary, the idea that skin was imbued with individuality
on a mass scale, attained a somewhat paradigmatic status for the Institute and Dichter. It
featured in prospective sales pitches to several other firms describing the type of questions
his firm could answer. For instance, in a 1954 pitch to provide on-demand consulting to
the Fitzgerald Advertising Agency, Dichter noted his firm could answer such questions as,
“Which of several draft ads best match a woman’s real feelings about her skin, its individu-

I have contacted the Unilever Archives to see if the company retained a copy of the report in my quest to
obtain the full text, but they have thus far been unhelpful. I have recently become aware of archives in Austria
that might have received a copy from the European branch of his firm and will reach out to them. As noted, the
destruction of transcripts means the unprocessed voices of women interviewed is likely beyond recovery.
412
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ality, etc.?”414 In an undated speech that is substantially similar to other work from the mid
to late 1960s, Dichter said: “She is aware that her skin belongs to her, and there is going to
be a very important development in marketing—it is going to be more and more difficult to
retain more than 25% or 30% of the market with one brand, because people don’t want to
be talked to any longer as a public, as the market, as members of a mean society, they want
to be addressed as individuals.”415 Among other places, the idea featured in work on female
deodorants in 1958, the speech to the Whiting Science Club speech in 1965 that opened
this chapter, and an article in 1971 that rejected the fundamental desirability of mass market
popularity for something like a skin cream.
On the other hand, the actual promotional material from Dove’s launch did not
heavily tout its suitability for the individuality of women’s skin. In fact, Lever Brothers
pitched Dove most heavily on the fact that it contained cleansing crème. The most striking
image from a 1957 TV spot showed a smooth liquid being poured into a bar of soap sitting
within a not-yet filled in outline to complete it. A male and female narrator praised Dove’s
creamy fragrance, its creamy feel, its one-quarter cleansing cream, and repeated several times
that Dove “creams your skin while you wash.” While the dominant overt messaging focused
on the inclusion of cleansing crème, subtle hints may have conveyed that this generic property fulfilled a personally specific demand: the bar was “completely new, revolutionary, much
better for your skin” and “Lever Brothers guarantees than Dove is better for your skin than
any soap” (emphasis added).416 The ambiguity in English between singular and plural “you”
does work here—allowing one word to intimately address a listener while eliding the multitudes addressed the same way. But in general, there is scant record of a product made just for
me or my kind of woman and no explicit mention thereof. While the content of the soap was
sold as new and revolutionary, the promotional script that did so hewed to earlier strategies
Ernest Dichter, “Proposal for an Annual Consultant Service to Fitzgerald Advertising Agency,” October
1954, box 17, folder “458 A: Proposal for an Annual…,” Dichter MSS.
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of describing specific product attributes.
In the face of such ambivalent evidence, how do we make sense of Dichter’s insistence upon the growing individualism of consumers and their skin? Is it possible that he just
made it all up, cast himself in the most flattering self-aggrandizing light possible knowing
full well the success of Dove had nothing to do with what he described? Perhaps. But given
the extent to which the discovery of feelings about skin’s individuality became a touchstone
moment, his reference to concrete details that established this (the “billowy lather”), it seems
more likely that Dichter’s characterization was driven by responses from individual research
subjects that no longer remain accessible given the nature of the archival record. Which is to
say that at least some White middle-aged, middle-class American women told Dichter this
was how they felt about their skin and the soap they used, and this is what Dichter told Lever
Brothers—even if they ultimately did not use this advice in a manner that made it immediately recognizable in the advertising copy.
This thesis of the skin’s individuality could sound only like salesmen mumbo-jumbo—but if it was, dermatologists were also in on the game, and ten years prior the physician
Lester Hollander made nearly the exact same point. He contributed a scientific paper on issues in men’s shaving to a volume that was edited by the president of the AMA. At the end of
his discussion, he sought to clear up on common misconceptions about shaving and attacked
what he called “Fallacy No. 4. That all shaving soaps are suitable for all individuals.” Given
the different circumstances of a bearded man’s face that made it unique (number of hairs,
their size, angle of emergence, sensitivity of the skin) and their personal preference, he argued
against the possibility of any universally satisfactory soap. The right soap had to be a personal
match and should not be chosen based on “manufacturers, advertising agents, blurbs, or even
what enthusiastic users say about it, but by what its action on the skin of the person in question
happens to be.”417 As had Dichter found above, consumers began to adopt and echo this logic
of their skin’s personal bodily chemistry. In a study on the deodorant market for Colgate-Pal417
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molive in 1958/59, he wrote, “there is a common feeling expressed in our sample that people
have different chemical and constitutional makeups and therefore will react differently to the
same brands” and these physiological differences meant one had to sample many “until one
finds the deodorant which is just right for him.”418
**
Provided the latter interpretation is correct, it allows us to draw several conclusions.
At the most basic level, it suggests that caricature of America in the 1950s of a mass society
defined by conformity with broad majoritarian norms, tellingly captured in Sarah Igo’s
Averaged American—that fractures into increasingly subdivided niches, counter-publics, and
subcultures during the turbulent 1960s needs slight revision.419 Lizbeth Cohen largely credits
two executives with the idea of segmenting markets, and tends to endorse the view that it
was driven largely by a cynical desire for market expansion. However, we have found that
the voices of a consumers’ individualism found expression and an eager listener in Dichter
at least as early as 1954 even though they did yet not set sanctioned cultural scripts (i.e., the
public Dove ads). This chronology reinforces lines of influence that led from the desires,
perceptions, and attitudes of everyday consumers into the ad copy of corporate America
and suggests that even before the formal elaboration of market segmentation in 1956 in the
Journal of Marketing, consumers were demanding such practices.
At a more abstract level, this finding challenges Claudia Benthien’s 1999 argument
based on literary sources that the body’s surface came to be regarded as less porous and less
supple in the twentieth century than previously. She argues that writers experienced skin as
a “locked-up house,” that one pierced in the vain search for a soul; or an alienated boundary
and a form of “passive captivity.”420 For our sources, this is not quite right. If Americans
may be another man’s displeasure and even searing flame.” Hollander eventually worked at the University of
Pittsburgh focusing on skin cancer.
418
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paid closer scrutiny to their skin as a site of individuation in the second half of the twentieth
century, both positive and negative valences suffused this care of the body’s surface. On the
one hand, this cultivated self-regard may have unlocked an interesting, pleasurable, or richer
experience of the body, as Dichter was fond of suggesting about the tactile enjoyment of soap
and cosmetic application (independent of any purported beautifying effects). But perhaps
unlike a soul (a classic object of self-custodianship) the neglect or benefit of self-care regimes
may be more visible to public scrutiny and have created a further fulcrum upon which social
norms constricted or structured the space of action.
Finally, something about the paradox Dichter both identified and was seduced by—a
sense of individuality expressed through consumption of a mass-produced good—points
to a deep disruption of what it might mean to be a modern “individual.” When Theodor
Adorno was living in America during precisely this time he famously decried the fungibility
of people and inveighed against the possibilities of subjectivity decaying under the weight
of Hollywood’s cultural production.421 But perhaps he was reifying a production of self that
was specific to an earlier era’s technologies of individuation—i.e., bourgeois diaries and long
personal letters. And in doing he failed to fully appreciate different, but not worse, possibilities of being an individual in the mid-twentieth century—ones that were preconditioned on
leisure consumption and that entwined identity, body, and skin with patterns of purchase.
One did not author sui generis but selected from a limited but ever-expanding pallet of
pre-manufactured possibility. Perhaps a dim view, but also one that is maybe more honest
about the inherent bricolage at the heart of individuality, the aspirational chase, and always
unfinished practical work of individuation in an age of mass consumption.422
An avid proponent of encouraging companies to connect their products to consumers’ feeling of epidermal uniqueness through the 1950s, by the middle of the next decade
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Dichter made a further dialectical turn. Perhaps all of this individuality was getting out of
hand. Might not some of these suggestions be overblown and feed into an illusion of difference not on substantive grounds but merely for the sake of feeling special? Dichter argued
for a slight pullback in an article about consumer motivations in general that ran in a family
magazine. “In the field of cosmetics, there are often an unnecessarily large number of shades
of lipsticks, creams, powders, etc. manufactured (not really very different from each other),
giving the woman the illusion that somebody is catering to her very special condition and
individual requirements.”423 Such a damning assessment was not his last word and he continued with a generally positive, though decidedly ambivalent take:
Buying things that are somewhat unusual and different is, of course, quite a positive motivation in itself. However, again, it can sometimes mislead you…. There’s a whole new line
of anti-allergy products which make use of this desire for individuality. Many of them, of
course, are quite good…. If, indeed, you are allergic to a particular deodorant, cream, or a
soap, you may be well-advised to buy them. On the other hand, you may do so only because
you are proud of the fact that you are different.424

There is some irony that he lightly mimicked Vance Packard’s accusations of consumer
manipulation, as Dichter worried that companies were too effective at fulfilling a desire for
differentiation.425 In his extensive writing on cosmetics this remains an isolated example
where he seems exasperated by a notion that had leaped beyond the bounds of his control
and escaped his ability to marshal it for unique sales.426
Tactile Pleasures, or, the Narcissistic Joy of Smearing Things on Your Face and Other
Such Cosmetic Experiences
Ernest Dichter, “Why You Buy,” Family Circle clipping, September 1967, box 163, folder “Buying - Why
You Buy,” Dichter MSS, 8.
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In addition to the supposedly dialectical expansion of skin’s individuality following
the advent of mass society, Dichter also maintained that postwar consumers’ attitudes placed
significant worth on the sensuous tactile pleasures of touching skin and rubbing oneself
completely divorced from the beauty-promoting claims skin care products issued. This idea
began to emerge in Dichter’s work between 1956 and 1958; it was a part of a proposed Imperial Leather study in 1958, but not of work on Lifebuoy and Lux two or three years before.
His answer to the question posed in his psychodramas, “I am a skin, what does a skin want”
appears to be: (1) I want to feel unique but also (2) I want to be touched and have things
smeared on me. In an interview, Dichter described arriving at this conclusion from an experiment in which his firm handed bars of soap to consumers and observed their reactions: “What
do you suppose was one of the first things most of them did? … They merely slid their fingers
over its surface; they wanted to see how the soap would feel when it touched the skin.”427 In
a bit of hyperbole, Dichter vaunted this pleasing feeling as soap’s raison d’être—forget about
beauty, much less something as prosaic as removing grease, germs or odor. With a series of
somewhat leading questions (e.g., “What sensuous experiences are associated with soap and its
use?”, “… does he want to linger over its application to savour the creaminess and fragrance
and soothing qualities of the soap?”), the Institute pitched a study of Imperial Leather in
which “the sensual appeal of soap” constituted one of the primary identified research areas.428
Dichter did not arrive at the rejection of beauty in one outright step; the road started
with a recognition of women’s reactions against a Hollywood ideal of “high glamour.” In a
study for Lux soap in Canada 1956, he recounted the voices of eighty-eight women, mostly
from Toronto and Montreal, who found beauty in inner qualities and supposed “naturalness”
instead of a movie star look. Noting that for many years Lux in Canada had used movie stars
in their advertising as it had in the U.S., he wondered whether modern women’s attitudes
“Dr. Dichter Prescribes,” loose publication clipping, date and source unknown, box 150, folder “Marketing
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towards stars had changed: “is their beauty a less desirable one than it used to be.”429 Specific
evidence for what Dichter called “decline of glamor as a beauty ideal” came from a 25-yearold woman who said, “My ideal of beauty is a kind of naturalness. Not beauty that takes
a lot of cosmetics and special care to keep…. Someone who is nice.” Rather confusingly,
interviewers asked which stars women most admired, and followed up by asking about the
particular qualities that made them admirable. To a question about stars with good complexions another woman replied, “Grace Kelly has such a skin... she has a very nice and rather
natural complexion”.430As is apparent from these quotations, Dichter found some rather
messy evidence for his idea. The actresses selected (Grace Kelly supposedly being less glamorous than others?!) and the common qualities extolled (niceness and naturalness), along with
skepticism about celebrity endorsement worked together to undercut the idea of “glamour”
but maintained the allure of the appropriately (re)formulated beautiful.
Two articles Dichter wrote for the company newsletter in 1956/57 showed him
thinking through the use of beauty products for purely self-directed reasons, though he was
not yet ready to endorse this prescription. Dichter postulated the demise of “of sex as the
chief meaning of beauty,” and thought that in the absence of an overwhelming demand to
attract a partner through physical looks, women would turn to cosmetics for other reasons.
Marketing beauty products could emphasize routine, commonplace interactions as “taking
care of their appearance will do marvels for them every day,” such as boosting general feelings
of self-fulfillment or engendering a positive self-image. A year later, however, Dichter saw
several television spots which seemingly shared this vision but now he was harshly critical
of it. Commenting on one advertisement, he noted a woman who presented in space as
entirely self-sufficient, and criticized the pleasure professional models took “in their own
bodies through the use” of cosmetic products, as “they commune only with their own selves;
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everything is reflected back to their own auto-erotic stimulation.”431 Although not consistent
in these positions at this point in time, he nevertheless wrestled with the key themes of the
potential auto-erotic stimulation and self-fulfillment in cosmetic use that he later took up
with full-throated enthusiasm.
Dichter’s push to jettison beauty in favor of feel culminated in his work on Ivory Soap
for Proctor & Gamble in 1970, the ads for which stressed it was a basic, natural soap for a
woman who did not need to look beautiful.432 After some persuading, Proctor & Gamble
adopted his pitch for the soap wholesale in a “Back to Basics” campaign. He described the
essence of the message as: “Just use the natural girl. You can even go so far as to have her say,
‘I know I’m not beautiful, I’m not going to become beautiful just by using Ivory Soap, but it
makes me feel good.’” Dichter elaborated on this logic and extended it to the entire cosmetics
industry more generally, saying, “Most women know they’re not beautiful to begin with.
No matter how many cosmetic products a woman may use, she’s not going to turn into a
Venus. Nor will a man turn into an Adonis. But they’re having fun smearing things on their
face. Well, let them have fun.”433 Putting aside the multi-layered misogyny in this statement,
there is an important point here. While this could be misread as “this silly woman doesn’t
even know the true reason she’s buying this stuff,” in fact Dichter is accusing product manufacturers of getting it wrong. The woman (or man) is clear-eyed about the tactile nature of
her enjoyment and does not particularly care about whether it markedly changes her appearance—despite advertising to the contrary. Companies made the mistake of paying too much
attention to how their products affected appearance.434 Instead, as Dichter told a reporter
in the mid-1960s based on hundreds of surveys conducted for the Women’s Own magazine,
Ernest Dichter, “The Five New Meanings of Beauty,” Motivations 1 (May 1956): 8–11; Ernest Dichter, “Put
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“Manufacturers and advertisers should listen to these women, their horizons are enormous.”435
Part of what attracted Dichter to this idea is undoubtedly that it let him pitch soap in
a way that ran counter to the prevailing practice at the time. In his field, where novelty and
something appearing like originality commanded a premium, Dichter took great pleasure on
turning “beauty sells” on its head. Summing up this trajectory in 1973, he wrote:
Possibly, as we have suggested in the cosmetics field, that no cream or lotion will really make
a woman more beautiful. She can very well live very happily and comfortably without it. But
applying it, she will have a feeling of comfort and pleasure and will feel more self-assured. It
is this feeling of having taken care of oneself which probably in a psychosomatic sense will
then convey to her an inner glow which could be interpreted as beauty. This kind of promise
is not only much more believable, it also happens to be true and, at the same time, is a much
more dramatic and newer approach to selling such products than the ones that have been
used up to now almost continuously.436

Dichter also laid out the broad goals of motivational advertising that cast beauty as the
enemy of sales. In a crowded marketplace, it simply was not sufficient to extol the beauty of a
product or how beautiful it might make you (given twenty other ads saying the same thing).
Instead, he stressed the need to make a connection with a customer and achieve recognition
of her emotional needs.437 In skin care, feeling good provided such an opportunity. Cosmetic
advertising could focus on “on the narcissistic element—the fun and pleasure of applying
cosmetics, even if nothing ever happens.”438
There were two layers to the way that consumers wanted skin care products to be
more about “feeling good” than “looking beautiful”—the most obvious and surface-level one
concerned the tactile sensations of touching the soap or rubbing one’s own face. Speaking
with Jessica Canné, the beauty editor at Vogue, for a possible feature that was never pub-
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lished, Dichter described this as follows: “The application of the cosmetic is almost more
enjoyable, you caress yourself, you sit in the bathtub, you relax, it’s a narcissistic kind of
pleasure…. When you buy cosmetics you first are interested in yourself, I enjoy caressing
myself.”439 The capacity for skin’s tactile pleasure was not entirely novel—the idea appeared
in advertising as early as 1911 for Woodbury Facial Soap with the “the skin you love to
touch.”440 As the accompanying image of a man and woman in close embrace with his lips
brushing her cheek illustrated, however, that pleasure was primarily directed at the other,
the male romantic partner.441 This did not hit the mark in the 1950s, as one woman said she
would apply makeup even if she were the last person left alive on earth. Dichter recognized

Figure 24. A Skin You Love to Touch––Woodbury Facial Soap.
Dichter and Canné, interview transcript, 9 February 1972, box 162, folder 54, Dichter MSS, 15–16.
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that tactile pleasure was a personal and private one, that it was as much or more about “interest in yourself.” Furthermore, the physical stimulation of these self-regarding rituals might not
even be pleasant and yet still carried with it desirable benefits: “Even when a cream or other
chemical solution is discomforting or displeasing, many people derive pleasure from applying
it: ‘I like the process of preparing for a special occasion… I enjoy the preparation.’”442
This points to the second aspect of feeling good about skin products: that they
involved internal rewards such as relaxation or a boost of self-confidence. Partly this is suggested by Dichter’s earlier quotation about an “inner glow interpreted as beauty” that came
from taking care of oneself. But he also gestured toward and relied on medical authority of a
German dermatologist to highlight specific pathways by which caressing the skin could produce such a result. “There is an internal psychosomatic effect if you have fixed yourself up…
also giving yourself self confidence…. He almost agrees with me to the point that there
is a real psychosomatic effect almost if you take care of your skin, it somehow affects your
heartbeat.”443 In a series of notes Dichter made a similar connection between “soap:” and “ ->
feeling of calm” through an uncited and almost assuredly speculative claim about “increased
resistance at the synaptic junctions from calcium replacement / barriers go up protecting
central nervous system.”444 The dubiousness of this calcium explanation and the vagueness
of relationship to heartbeat are less significant than the fact that they demonstrate Dichter’s
desire to ground this psychosomatic calm with professional credentials and biochemical
pathways. This only solidified his culturally unimpeachable logic that connected the skin and
its “desire for caressing” to a sense of relaxation or increased confidence.445
**
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self-directed tactile pleasure of cosmetic experiences against advertising that sold products
with beauty and hetero sex. Namely, between 1956 and 1958, Dichter began to rethink his
approach to advertising soaps. He rejected the use of glamorous beauty icons (Lux) and, with
varying degrees of refinement, substituted instead the idea that soap could be sold on the
basis not of how it made users look but on how it made them feel (as seen in the proposal
to Imperial Leather in 1958 and in Ivory’s “Back to Basics” advertisements televised circa
1970). This feeling encompassed both the tactile pleasure of rubbing things around the skin
and self-caress, but also the very fact of taking time for oneself that translated into calm or
confidence. This argument derived from Dichter’s observations of women handling bars of
soap (running their fingers across them) and quotations from interviews that made a lasting
impression on him—for example, the woman who would still make-up if she were the last
person on earth.
This episode is potentially revealing in ways that stretch beyond this cautious surmise.
The bigger question is, does the change in Dichter’s thinking correspond to a larger trend
which reflected a new experience of tactile enjoyment Americans had toward their soaps and
creams? Or has the marketing merely caught up to what women were thinking about and
doing all along? Dichter was not exceptional and generally speaking, most advertising, like
many social endeavors, was not very original.446 The positions he advanced, while specifically
instantiated and documented from his archive, are noteworthy not for any singular genius
but their ordinary typicality. We might assume that advertising the tactile pleasantness of
using soap and smearing creams on skin at the very least brought additional visibility to such
a concept and increased its availability as a cultural script.
Beyond the few examples cited, the most interesting question is whether American
women (and perhaps men) simultaneously responded to and explored this tactile field with
new enthusiasm. Coincident with higher standards of living, increased leisure, and more
factory-made soap—did people develop a deeper appreciation for the feelings of soaps
446
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on skin or find joy in this refined subjective experience? Or perhaps simply more people
from broader class backgrounds did so? Taking an extremely long view, it seems likely that
eighteenth-century Methodists who put cleanliness next to godliness,447 would be horrified
at Dichter’s trumpeting the “sublimated sexual pleasures [that] are involved in handling a bar
of soap.” Pinpointing the exact inflection is likely impossible. Within the world of twentieth-century commodity soap, it may be that implicit appeals to heterosexual desire emerged
around 1911 with Woodbury soap’s skin [men] loved to touch. But this is largely still
sales-driven by beauty and sex appeal—and so perhaps it is later in the 1950s and 1960s that
narcissistic self-caress, running your fingers across your skin for your own sake (with purely
innocent implications as well as connotations of auto-erotic stimulation), took root in public
discourse on the body’s surface.448
Like many people, I have a skin. Two years ago, in the process of writing a dissertation on the history of skin, hoping but largely failing to find lovingly-crafted and voluminous
personal diaries dedicated to individuals’ relationships to their epidermis, I decided to keep
such a diary of my own. If I could not be an anthropologist in other people’s bathrooms, I
could at the very least be one in my own. The very first thing I did after embarking on this
pursuit was to go out and buy a bunch of fancy soaps to try out on my skin. It seemed like
the most natural, obvious step for a budding amateur skin diarist. Only well after testing and
chronicling the first batch did I pause. There was in fact nothing obvious at all about treating
my skin first and foremost as a surface to be explored in a commercial marketplace. Why had
I not begun by initiating a new bathing schedule, lying out in the sun, changing my diet, or
sweating out in a sauna? (Digression: my skin loves the sauna.)
Dichter observed that people tended to “attribute magical secret powers to creams,
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unguntines, and lotions.”449 Yes, guilty. This undoubtedly explains part of my soap-purchasing extravaganza. But faith in magic is fragile, it wanes; my enthusiasm certainly did not. So
the more profound explanation for my immediate turn to the marketplace when exploring
my body’s surface is precisely what has been covered in this section—I have been subtly
instructed in the joy of rubbing soap on my skin or tracing my fingers around my face with
some excuse like sunscreen or skin tonic (i.e., scented water). The hundreds of thousands
of messages put out by a several billion dollar industry dissolved into white noise, rainfall
pattering my window. But that skin could and should be caressed foremost with soaps and
lotions, and that it might even be sort of fun and interesting, remained.

Male Cosmetics and Getting over the “Bugaboo of Homosexuality”
Consumers’ ideas about individually specific and personally tailored soap were only
one part of the way identity structured skin-based consumption. Yes, my skin evinces traces
of personal particularity—in the way a crease on my forehead appeared before I was twenty,
or the curiously asymmetrical folds around the corners of my mouth when I smile. But my
gender and my race—widely shared socially ascribed aspects of who I am—are and were perhaps even more relevant for navigating through the marketplace of these personal products.
This section focuses on half of that question in an attempt to understand some of the
consequences of engendering skin care, specifically with respect to White male cosmetics in
the 1960s and early 1970s (which largely meant aftershave, lotions, and deodorant). Unfortunately, Dichter did not either propose or contract studies on male soap, so a more direct line
of comparison is not available. As a consequence this section takes place in a different sensory
register than the foregoing episodes which have focused on touch—here we are concerned
principally with how men’s skin smelled. The evidence in this section comes from personal
disclosures of the male personnel of the Institute for Motivation Research and two studies they
conducted, the larger for Foote, Cone & Belding in the early 1960s, and a pilot study done
449
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in the U.S. from 1953. The thematic focus of these studies and much of Dichter’s synthetic
discussion on the topic was surprisingly narrow and almost but not entirely single-mindedly
dedicated to beating back fears of latent homosexuality associated with male cosmetic use.
The intensity to which men’s masculinity felt imperiled by products designed to smell nice
had notable class dimensions—white-collar men seemed far more afraid of being mistaken for
female secretaries than did working-class laborers who expected to sweat on the job.
As companies tried to broaden their appeal to men and overcome outdated associations with homosexuality, they did so by leaning even harder into typical masculine gender
constructions.450 They pitched men cosmetics by accentuating traditional male norms to
avoid seeming feminine rather than seeking to undercut or diminish heavily accreted layers of
gendered significance covering such products. Hyperbolically macho sophomoric campaigns
used heteroerotic desire to overcome doubts about users’ sexual persuasion (with the homosexual functioning as a kind of untouchable totemic icon that nevertheless centered and
defined a group).451 An alternative approach might have blithely ignored products’ feminine
overtones or rejected the idea that skin required specifically gendered products. This never
happened. But it is conceivable that under different circumstances men too would have also
enjoyed products designed to introduce them to new experiences, have fun smearing things
on their faces, or invited them to discover products just for them rather than for all men.
Instead a fragile fear of emasculation and same sex desire led to an impoverished field of male
cosmetic possibilities.
Members of the Institute for Motivational Research barely wrote a page on the subject of male toiletries without bringing up homosexuality even as they repeatedly proposed
capturing a burgeoning market of American men more confident in their sexuality in the
1960s. In light of a study showing that that men enjoyed the aroma of pipe tobacco, Dichter
made one of his more absurd suggestions about how to make nice fragrances acceptable:
450
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“Nobody is going to mistake you for a homosexual if your perfume comes out of a pipe.”452
In a discussion of male cosmetics in 1970, Dichter’s assistant, John Rimberg, wrote, “while
some men continue to fear they will be considered ‘fairies’ if they show interest in smooth
hands or perfumed hair, the young American male of today… is generally more receptive to
using cosmetics to improve his appearance.” He had supposedly moved past the “‘bugaboo’
of homosexuality” that had expected men ten years earlier to ape the hyper-masculinity of a
marine or football player.453 In 1961, Dichter and associates submitted a proposal to study
Mark Vardy branded male toiletries and hypothesized that one characteristic among consumers of “more expensive types” of toiletries might be “latent homosexuality” (other suggestions
included meticulousness or “status seekers”).454 Curiously, in almost all of the Institute’s
writing, homosexuality is always latent; as if uncloseted gay men did not exist in their vision
of the 1960s or as consumers of skin products.
The Mark Vardy proposal lead to the first and most comprehensive Institute report
on male toiletries. The study was conducted in the U.K. on behalf of Foote, Cone & Belding
Limited, and while the report is undated it can be reasonably pegged to some time between
1961 and 1964. The Institute interviewed 123 men and 47 women, about half of whom
came from a working-class background, led a group discussion of television commercials and
conducted an aroma test. They focused on four products (after-shave, pre-shave lotion, talc
powder, and deodorant), and while most of the men (80) used aftershave regularly, far fewer
used the others (deodorant – 37, talc – 49). The Institute compared Mark Vardy explicitly
to two other brands that were most commonly endorsed by their interviewees, Old Spice
(27) and Yardley (15), while very few of their sample used the Vardy products (4).455 All of
Dichter, “Back to Nature Cosmetics – Eternal Virginity?” box 165, folder 47, Dichter MSS, 11. This same
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this data comes from the U.K., but it is the most detailed report on the subject in Dichter’s
archive and unfortunately there is no comparable American study. It provisionally grounds
the following discussion of generalized Western male attitudes toward these products pending
further evidence specific to the U.S.
In their analysis of the results, the Institute staff identified “scented effeminate qualities” of a toiletry as the primary point of men’s resistance to use them, which seems to have expressed re-coded fears of appearing homosexual. Their bird’s-eye view of the subject described
a deep ambivalence in the whole product category: “the male is often intensely anxious about
admitting that the toiletry serves this function [i.e. to make him look better] for fear of being
thought effeminate or overly narcissistic.”456 In the symbolic field of the report, effeminacy
and enhanced narcissistic gratification were interchangeable currencies. Several middle-class
interviewees identified only by their age, voiced these concerns: “toilet articles are only for
women” according to a 38-year-old, or “no real men use toiletries except those who don’t
wash” per a 51-year-old man who did not use any toiletries. A man of 30 said, “I think those
men who use them are a bit soft…. It’s the idea of using things to make yourself smell better
that doesn’t seem right” and identified the scented quality as the primary reason for it seeming
“soft” or contrary to normative masculine expectations.457 Another man, aged 38, concurred,
“Scent or perfume on a man is very bad… it would make me suspicious of him.” While the
foregoing all came from a middle-class background, a 57-year-old working class man also
said, “I cannot think why they should want to use scents. Those are for women…”.458 Thus
many of the men who did not use any toiletries unsurprisingly gave their association with
femininity as one of the reasons, with particularly reference to the inclusion of perfume.
Talc and deodorant were multiply suspect in this regard. They were seen by many
respondents as women’s products, thought primarily to promote smelling nice instead of
more robust utilitarian functions, and lacked exoneration through association with unamDichter Associates, “Mark Vardy Study,” Dichter MSS, 22.
Ibid., 38–39.
458
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biguously masculine facial shaving ritual.459 As the Institute reported, 35 to 50 percent of
interviewees said that talc and deodorant were used by “sissies” or effeminate men, with
deodorants receiving greater opprobrium.460 In their own words: “talc users are effeminate
and affected…”, “I don’t like it… a man shouldn’t go round smelling like a woman…”, and
“deodorants are used by weak types of people… rather feminine and arty.” Both middle- and
upper-class men felt this way; others suggested deodorant users were unusually vain. The few
men who reported using either began using them primarily at the behest of their wives who
wanted their partners not to stink. They also noted that deodorant usage was partially to
prevent sweating but also a matter of consideration (and based on other people’s body odor
on a crowded tube, wished that more men saw things as they did).461
On the effeminacy of a desire to smell nice as a source of resistance to male cosmetic
use, the Institute found a “significant” class difference—this troubled working class males
far less than their middle income counterparts.462 Around 50 percent of men in general
expressed intense antipathy toward this perfuming, but many more of the almost 25 percent
who overtly expressed acceptance came from a working class background (19 compared to 9
middle class men with roughly equal numbers in each group). The researchers suggested that
working class men were more secure in their masculinity, based in part on working in single
gender environments like truck driving, construction, or manufacturing, and saw nothing
wrong in enhancing their appeal with toiletries when they went out socially to attract
women. As one 21-year-old working-class man asked, “Why don’t they just come out with it
and say this will make you handsome or smell nice so that some women will fall for you.”463
Another working-class man, aged 35, described how he enjoyed using products for the scent
when he was younger and used to go out dancing. He “used after shave lotion, just to smell
Ibid., 9, 43.
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nice. When you are dancing a lot you don’t want to smell sweaty…” and a 37-year-old who
figured that women bought products for their husbands heartily endorsed this plan, “after all
it is most pleasant to be with someone who smells good.”464 In comparison, the hypothesized
middle-class male who worked alongside women in an office setting felt less confident
about their manliness as a result and feared smelling like a secretary. The researchers’ other
explanation for this class difference was that working-class men lacked the sophistication to
even realize—and here they made an explicit analogy to Alfred Kinsey’s work—that there was
something wrong when they were acting “queer” and simply went and did it. Whatever the
cause of working-class men’s less problematic approach to nice-smelling toiletries, they were
nevertheless still less likely to apply after-shave on a daily basis as it was less suited to a work
environment in which personal presentation mattered little.
The men interviewed used language like “soft,” “arty,” “weak,” or “effeminate,” but
they and the researchers almost never referred to sexual preference. Does it make sense to
draw a connection between this study, which foregrounded emasculation, and the Institutes’
elsewhere expressed paranoia over the “bugaboo of homosexuality”? In a word, yes. For one,
the Institute made such an equivalence themselves when they wrote in the introduction:
“the working class male feels that it would be inappropriate for him to use for example, an
after shave lotion before ‘going down the mine’…. If he did … he feels that his work-mates
might indeed look upon him as ‘queer.’”465 More importantly, while the countercultural
movement may have begun dismantling rigid gender expectations, few people in the 1960s
sharply delineated between the effeminate hetero male and effeminate homo male—and even
the homophile movement wanted to root out “swishiness” among gay men.466 They mixed
together under a shared haze of gendered mis-performance and sexual impropriety, regardless
Ibid., 29. Also: “After putting on all that [after-shave and hair cream] I felt like a daisy … I used to love it.”
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of who ended up in bed together at the end of the day. Much of the emotional engine
driving disapprobation of “effeminate” cosmetic users seemed to have stemmed in large part
from anxiety over whiffs of supposed sexual deviancy.
By the early 1960s, while Dichter and his staff encouraged their cosmetic clients to
sculpt ad messages based on an idea of masculinity grounded in female partnership rather
than domineering bravado,467 but the message outside observers saw looking in on the male
grooming market looked exactly the opposite. In a remarkable undated interview between
John Rimberg and the Canadian Broadcasting Company (CBC), the anonymous television
persona expressed deep skepticism about men using beauty products and repeatedly pressed
Rimberg on their perils.468 In one exchange, he connected the U.S. quagmire in Vietnam
to “brainwashing” by company advertisements that exhorted men to exaggerated masculine
behaviors, as follows—
The masculinity of the North American male has been a big feature for several decades
now…. They wanted to be the biggest, toughest, most sexually successful men on earth.
Even the tragic inability of the U.S. to disengage from Vietnam concerns losing face—losing
masculinity, doesn’t it? It has been brainwashed into him too long that there are certain
masculine things of great importance. This is done by the people who are selling men’s
grooming aids. Isn’t that so?469

He found preying upon male insecurities to sell toiletries “vaguely immoral or unethical”
with potentially far-reaching social consequences—ranging from futile and costly muscular
foreign policy to burdening people with irrelevant preoccupations about bad breath or graying hair. The unnamed CBC man expressed particular concern for how sexualized messages
could “make the girl into a sort of ‘Playboy’ object” or conversely signaled the imminent
decline of the West as “civilizations [like Rome, Greece had ended] shortly after their men
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became effeminate.”470 Look at the devastation of male grooming aids run amuck! (His
concern was likely driven by an explosion of interest in male cosmetics between 1961 and
1965 with a huge uptick in sales and the number of new products.471) This fearful imagery,
painted both in terms of exultantly macho sexual conquest and effete decadence with
innuendos of homo-sex, contrasted with the implicit ideal of reserved, polite, and altogether
sedate bourgeois hetero-sex.
Had this Canadian Broadcasting Company interviewer seen the Mark Vardy advertisements, he would have felt sweet vindication—they depicted exactly his image of a big,
tough, sexually successful bloke (even, arguably, with a subtext of effeminacy). Indeed, the
Institute researchers agreed with his analysis almost whole-heartedly. Testing the television
commercial showed the “immediate impact was that of exaggerated masculinity,” which
featured tough detectives or wealthy business tycoons presenting a style of masculine persona
that seemed unbelievable.472 A 28-year-old interviewee gave voice to the model skeptical
consumer: “The advertising is so obvious it puts me off. I feel man enough without having
to be told so.”473 And at that point (circa 1961–1962) they were quite critical of such a
presentation as it projected either full-throated narcissism, an attempt to overcompensate and
conceal insecurity, or a juvenile wish fulfillment associated with fancy cars and movie stars.474
Only a few years before, however, this had been exactly what Dichter ordered. In 1959, in a
small section of a study for Colgate Palmolive that concentrated on the women, Dichter and
his team also advised capturing the untapped potential of male deodorant consumers. They
advised advertising must focus on men and “use he-man personalities.”475 If they showed
Ibid., 8, 10.
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a man prize-fighting or bronco-busting or other “intensely masculine figures” who then
cleaned up afterward to sit down with his family, they could surely capture guys who were
squeamish about using their wives’ deodorant.
Concerning their own use of cosmetics, the men of the Institute presented a mixed
bag—Dichter’s self-disclosure suggested either deceit or hypocrisy while his associate Rimberg personally embraced the messages they sold clients and appeared to have fewer hangups. In the 1972 interview, the beauty editor of Vogue, Jessica Canné, noted that Dichter had
“very good skin” and asked what he did. “I personally don’t do anything,” he replied, which
Canné found hard to believe. She pressed further given his fair skin and about sun exposure;
Dichter confessed, “I have to be very careful… cause … I burn up quite quickly. And also,
exercise, swimming, I take walks, outside of that I’m probably a poor cosmetic customer, not
using very much.”476 He apparently did not take his own ballyhooed advice about an untapped male market. We might notice that his personal refusal indirectly acknowledged the
primacy of buying things when it came to skin care. The confession feels a bit disingenuous,
but whether subterfuge or not it seems Dichter never overcame his (putative) fear of being
associated with such feminine contrivances as cosmetics. John Rimberg, his vice president, on
the other hand confessed before cameras to using a perfumed pre-shave lotion, a moisturizing
cream as an after-shave and speaking of male grooming aids in general said, “I wish there
were more of them.”477 He found the growth of male toiletries an altogether healthy phenomena and hoped men would not feel hobbled by the need to reassert their masculinity through
the sting of an alcohol-based after-shave (which was ultimately counterproductive as it dried
out the skin).
**
At the highest level of generality, this section presents male cosmetics as a site of
gender policing in the broader context of heightened social anxieties about waning tradition476
477
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al masculinity. Women entered the workforce in greater numbers after World War II, middle
class men lost their status as the sole family breadwinner, and government persecution of homosexuality overlaid sexual preference with shadows of subversion and disloyalty to state.478
To add insult to injury, men now wanted to smell nice (or smell like women, depending on
whom you asked).
It would be easy to take manufacturers, advertisers, and Dichter to task for their
obsessive circling around the queerness of male cosmetics as their singular drive to make
them socially palatable, i.e., manly and not at all latently homosexual—which seems to have
foreclosed other possibilities: how did they make the skin feel, were they fun to use, or made
“just for me”? and so on. However, we have amply seen that many male consumers themselves were suspicious of products’ effeminacy in the 1950s and early 1960s, of seeming arty,
weak, or soft—and so, as in other sections, this is less a matter of manipulation than joint
consumer/market researcher/advertiser complicity in a narrow view of male skin and beauty
products. It proved necessary to emphasize exaggerated male phenotypes still suffused with
undertones of effeminacy, and this had material consequences. The most popular male toiletry, after-shave, was indubitably manly (as proven through pain and its link to facial hair),
but generally bad for the skin. By 1970 John Rimberg saw and articulated a way out of this
dead end. Less kerfuffle about over the masculinity of male cosmetics, acceptance of homosexuality and deflation over the concern over it, growing mutual partnership in opposite sex
relationships,479 would lead to a wider use of products better suited for the skin. Satisfied
users of male cosmetics stressed functional properties of the products they applied,480 and he
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suggested this too as a path to improved consumer experience. The intersection of this vision
with men and manufacturers of subsequent decades awaits further historical investigation.

Conclusion
This chapter has explored consumers’ and Ernest Dichter’s attitudes about skin and
products used to care for it. As skin became imbued with symbolic currency as a mirror of
self, female consumers demanded greater particularity from their soaps; mass-market products were simply no longer sufficient in 1955. Middle-class White women demanded care for
their skin through products that were made “just for me,” that matched their bodily chemistry, that did not cause idiosyncratic allergy or irritations, and which fundamentally captured
something about their experience that made them different. Alongside this (re)discovery of
individuality, Dichter began to urge manufacturers in the late fifties to avoid a single-minded
focus on beauty in advertising on the basis of what he heard from the women his firm interviewed. They wanted simply to run their fingers across soap or cradle it in the palm of their
hand. The field of cosmetics had the potential to introduce consumers to experiences that
were pleasurable for the own sake, from the fun of an extended bath soak to the stimulation
of smearing something on their face. Which all might lead to greater self-confidence or a psychosomatically triggered calm. Unless you were a man, whose ample social privileges did not
include protection from the terrors lurking in the skincare aisle.481 In which case, before you
could smell nice or do anything else, you needed to exorcise the insidious wafts of effeminacy
or homosexuality associated with male cosmetics through identification with hyperbolic
paragons of masculinity or the stinging pain of an alcohol after-shave. When American men
joined women en masse in the 1960s marketplace of skincare, it was with their own share of
gender paranoia that foreclosed certain avenues of epidermal exploration and pleasure.
In the speech that opened this chapter, Dichter described the desires of the consumer
I have not been able to ascertain from Dichter’s archive whether women of color were also eligible to participate in the types of experiences he described based on conversations with White women.
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of the future in the terms of his wants and needs, the individuality he will assert about his
skin and hair, and the products needed to please him. Yet, it cannot have escaped anyone’s
attention that in the realm of cosmetics and skincare almost all of the Institute’s interview
subjects were female. Dichter often used a default masculine pronoun to describe the epidermal desires of a generic American, and whenever he did so, he spoke without hesitation
from the aggregated experiences of hundreds or even thousands of women. That women
defined the universal experience without any apparent cognitive dissonance over the necessary
linguistic gender inversion underscores how unlike in the workplace (see Chapter Two), in
the consumer market it was their skin that mattered. Normative skin was women’s skin.
Neither this, nor what I have argued about the agency women had in generating Dichter’s
messages meant that all was well in the world of White women’s cosmetics. Despite these
postwar appeals to experience their skin as a tapestry of selfhood and a site of playful, tactile
self-caress, many female consumers surely felt otherwise—chained to skin care regimens by
pressures of sexual desirability, or acutely sensitized to blemishes by advertising barrages of
perfect skins. The companies involved had vested interests in increasing sales, and one need
not subscribe to a doctrine of manipulation or false consciousness to find causes for concern.
Even if many women were lead willingly into enjoyable experiences of consumption, that
provides little inoculation against critiques centered on environmentally extractive logics,
questions of animal testing, or equitable global resource allocation.
In language ringing with neo-imperialist overtones, Dichter delivered the keynote
address, titled “Skin – The Unknown Continent,” to the Cosmetics Congress in Karlsruhe,
Germany on March 23, 1973. The revisions to his speech, which he made after soliciting
feedback from two physician German colleagues, demonstrated the friction between a
medical understanding of skin rooted in physiologic study and a flexible conception suffused
with symbolic meaning held by the wider public. In what is otherwise largely a jumble of
random product ideas that were ultimately dead ends, at the very beginning of his speech
Dichter offered the following somewhat poetic description of skin: “It is porous, breathes,
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keeps us warm.”482 The dermatologists he consulted wrote back with some chagrin. He
needed to strike from his draft the point about the skin breathing because “unfortunately the
skin does not breathe” and also the point about the porosity of the skin because “the skin is
impermeable” (to water).483 These misapprehensions of how skin worked at a fundamental
level illustrates the persistence of its notions as a vital, interconnected organ—in other ruminations Dichter suggested “skin lives,” “skin is microcosms,” and “skin never forgets.”484 Even
as he described a delightfully animated surface, the logic of his speech and work ensured that
skin remained inexhaustibly commercial.

Ernest Dichter, “The Skin – The Unknown Continent,” speech transcript, 23 March 1973, box 175, folder
51, Dichter MSS.
483
Christa Lüders-Lodhe to Dichter, 11 March 1973, box 175, folder 51, Dichter MSS. The original language
reads: “Wir [Prof. Dr. Gustav Hopf ] haben daher streichen müssen (aus Ihrem Entwurf ) - die Hautatmung,
weil die Haut leider nicht atmet; - die Porösität der Haut, weil die Haut undurchlässig ist; - die Silikonbehandlung, weil das Verfahren bekannt und unter Wissenschaftlern nicht diskutabel ist.”
484
Ernest Dichter, “SKIN: skin is microcosm,” unpaginated notes, box 175, folder 66, Dichter MSS.
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A Conclusion.

Skins of Commerce has engaged in an act of un-making.
Questions of the market have been at the center of much of this dissertation. Here
are all of the ways that the history of skin is political as well. (Even in a skin history not
focused on race.) The immediate practical stakes of this project may not be entirely clear—
aside, perhaps, from some of the discussion in chapter three. But despite the best intentions
of its author, this dissertation still clings to faith in long scorned Enlightenment and later
Critical Theory projects that sought to find some measure of emancipation through reason,
of naïve dreams about the transformational power of knowledge. This work aimed, through
contextualizing the history of skin, and its manifest and multiple relationship to the commercial activity around it—to loosen, for instance, the hold of the imperatives toward beauty,
perfection, or self-projection and actualization in its surface. To open up second-nature
assumptions about skin to examination so they could be selectively continued or cast aside.
Or more specifically, that by exposing the presuppositions lurking behind irritation, physicians and others might be drawn to a more reflective use of the concept stripped of some of
its normative prescription, or at least questioning of them. The aim then, broadly, was to
un-do some of the accreted present-day knowledge of skin through inquiry to its history, in
order to clear the way for a better possibilities of its experience.
A friend told me that after reading pages upon pages of how skin was a vessel reflecting self, she urgently required a trip to the cosmetics store Sephora. And I realized that
maybe, perhaps, this implicit aim was not quite so obvious, and that I should come out and
say it. Skins of Commerce has not aimed to sell people skincare goods or serve as an impromptu cosmetics spokesperson. The historical record of modern skin might allow a reader to see
what feels natural and make it foreign as a prelude to a reflective act of reconstructing. For
men: perhaps reading the somewhat ridiculous posturing of men in the 1960s around the
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potential homosexuality of deodorant, causes them to reflect. Maybe, fragrance is not so
disqualifying; what other skin products regardless of how they are gendered might I want to
try and use? For women: perhaps they saw through the exaggerated and not baseless demands
of character and complexion when they were articulated through milk bottles and dietary
yeast, and thereby felt skin care regimens less necessary, and more voluntary. And for both
and non-binary—maybe there are rich, tactile experiences of skin still waiting to be had.
Both in the marketplace, but also in heartily reconvening with the breathing, environmental
boundary of the early 1900s.
But of course it does not always work this way. Recognizing race as socially
constructed does not, for example, by itself reduce the incarcerated Black male prison population, dissolve oppressive social structures, or more generally take the force and power out
of that construct. And for a great many people who, frankly, have more real problems, the
politics of this project may seem somewhat effete. (Though as Ngai’s discussion of the politics
of irritation reminds us, sometimes an effete politics is exactly what you need.) And so Skins
of Commerce has nevertheless tried to change something in the way that people look and see
the world around them—and to think differently about the interfaces between that self and
world and what kinds of subjectivity those models imply.
**
The first chapter of this dissertation explored a transformation in ideas about skin in
the early decades of the twentieth century. It showed how initially dermatologists, makers of
soap and skin products, and the everyday Americans they addressed conceived of and treated
skin as an organ bitten by wind, scoured by dust, bathed in sunlight, and breathing the air
around it. Thus, the skin was primarily a defensive barrier against the outside world. Until,
of course, it wasn’t. By the 1920s, these same actors advanced a very different idea alongside
this: skin mirrored what was on the inside—the content of your diet, fatigue poisons in your
blood, vitamins, hormones, the deeper truths of character and complexion, body and soul all
manifested on the body surface.
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As we saw, evidence in medical journals and women’s magazines illustrated changes
that took place within the advertisements of the very same company and prescriptions for the
same disease. Fairy soap defended against dust before it helped release an internal build-up
of fatigue. California fruit growers first pitched lemons to rub on the hands and soothe soap’s
sting and then turned to the ingestion of prunes as a far better complexion aid than any
cosmetic. Exciting, prize-wining research on skin treatment shifted from sunlight and UV
lamps to the injection of pregnant urine extracts and vitamin-based therapeutics. Pellagra
was a skin disease of a mysterious external microbe or even the hot climate before it became a
dietary deficiency of specific internal chemistry.
This schematic presentation does not do full justice to the robust messiness of the
real world and this transformation was never so complete or rigid. The environmental skin
was never entirely displaced by a mirror of self, and even in its heyday a weathered boundary
did not completely exclude influences from within. In a process of accretion, skin straddled
functions of boundary and mirror with both models comingling starting from the twenties
onward rather than being supplanted in succession. In the US, if both concepts operated
simultaneously looking past the 1930s it seems very possible that skin as “mirror of self ”
retained a prior claim and subsumed environmental barrier qualities underneath it. Maintaining the health of that boundary required self-custodianship, so that the decision to apply
sunscreen, for example, became a tell-tale sign of personal responsibility. Alternatively, had
this chapter continued forward in time we might have found further dialectical give and take
between a skin as a local organ vs. one constitutionally knit into the self—or something else
entirely: a surface of close symbiosis between the human and the microbial where skin has
less to do with us than the varied flora we house.
Sticking to the period between 1900 and 1930, one explanation for this overall
transformation highlights the importance of changes in medical knowledge about hormones,
vitamins, and psychosomatic influences. These discrete moments—the dramatic and
powerful effect niacin had on pellagra sufferers; the crystallization and laboratory synthesis
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of endocrine hormones—helped anchor new approaches to the body. While these medical
developments were undeniably influential, this work also suggested a change in the nature of
the relationship between self and society. The world of a weathered skin corresponded closely
to Frederick Gardiner’s imagery of a person picked apart by forces of modernity—pulled
upon on all sides by economies and social changes beyond anyone’s control. Whereas a skin
of interiority and “beauty within,” spoke to a concept of self that had greater autonomy to
impose its will on the surroundings, to determine a fate less steered by outside forces (or
at least the illusion thereof ), and with greater emphasis on self-fashioning, cultivation and
presentation.
Most of this argument was based on a historical reading of predominant approaches
to skin—but the chapter also used tools of the digital humanities in an attempt to procure
impartial testimony of these diffuse ideas. This effort was not terribly conclusive, though
several key moments in our historical reading (namely the Nujol and Fleischmann’s advertisements) also emerged as a strong signal in the data as deciphered by a machine. To find
meaning in this result, however, relied heavily on interpretation and context, such that in
this case the digital tools provided, at best, something like a confirmatory nod of painstaking
work rather than unbiased and independent corroboration. Perhaps with a greater quantity
of source material—decades worth of dermatology journals for instance—it would be potentially promising to re-run the analysis.
Subsequent chapters explored some of the implications of a growing emphasis on
skin’s interiority. In navigating the workplace threats to the skin’s integrity, this prompted
some dermatologists to hold internal predispositions and slovenly misbehavior responsible
for skin eruptions rather than external irritants which created different solutions for their
management. Or rather than a shared experience of being buffeted by the very same winds
and dust as everyone else that might have lent itself to mass consumption of common goods,
a view of skin as reflecting inner qualities of self may have helped underwrite consumer
demands for individually appropriate products as seen in the story of Ernest Dichter.
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The second chapter described how physicians began developing knowledge to assess
and manage the industrial durability of men and women and their skin under conditions of
capitalist production. This chapter explored the prevalence of “minor troubles of great practical importance” and the growth of research in industrial dermatology to address them, which
began by listing and classifying occupational skin complaints and then turned to chemical
investigations with mechanistic explanations. While novel chemical reagents (vulcanization
accelerants, chromic acid, etc.), were significant in driving some of these harms, the industrial organization of labor intensity had wider-ranging import as it converted even seemingly
benign substances like water and fruit juice into new epidermal threats for washerwomen and
canners.
The heart of the chapter focused on uncovering the logic of irritation that framed
much of this discussion and argued that irritation provided a flexible concept for navigating
the “impossible” problem of idiosyncrasy—why one person’s skin flared up in conditions
identical to somebody working further down the line without any trouble. Physicians used
irritation to support diverging political and etiological positions, but the concept tended
to include a presumption of aberrance, of skin that reacted too strongly to too minor of
an insult. The fault, as such, lay within an individual and this led physicians to support
measures of personnel management (including firing), rather than elimination and control
of irritating substances. Meanwhile workers had to contend with not only serious economic
hardship, uncertainty surrounding compensation claims, and obstructionist management
but social travails (of embarrassment and shame) associated with cracked hands or weeping
sores. Finally, we looked outward from the skin that suffered on the job to tentatively point
toward irritation as a broader cultural idiom for distress or displeasure in this period. As yet
unexplored is whether the concepts of irritation and idiosyncrasy played a key role in medical
contexts outside of dermatology, as a scientific template for capturing a sense of medical
individualism sandwiched between the constitutionalism of the nineteenth century and the
later twentieth century infatuation with the genetic code.
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This analysis covered the first three decades of the twentieth century as the period in
which concern about work-torn skin emerged and industrial dermatology as a field crystalized in the US. But as Richard Russo’s haunting description of working in the skin mills of
Gloversville in 1969 illustrated, human skin remained a common site of occupational disease
and disability which continues into the present day. Several features we observed continue
to characterize later periods of occupational skin health, most notably a moralizing emphasis
on worker behavior and individual responsibility for personal hygiene as an ultimate prophylactic panacea. As the 1942 “Healthy Skin Keeps Him on the Job” poster suggested, should
a man develop unhealthy skin, it was not because he was exposed to this or that irritant, but
because he had neglected to wash—both a dereliction of civic duty, and a transgression of
masculine gender expectations. This emphasis on appropriate behavior and individual culpability was also challenged however by the recognition of collective and social responsibility.
Within the medical profession lively debates emerged in the 1950s about providing advice to
individual states on changing workman’s compensation laws with obvious political overtones.
As the American economy underwent further transitions and more people worked in service
sector jobs, the conditions of postindustrial production and late capitalism changed the
nature of skin complaints. But though transformed, they remain; just as in the early twentieth century irritating substances of man-made origins increasingly supplanted plant matter
as common causes of occupational dermatitis. The details of how the economic transition
away from heavy manufacturing affected the skins of laborers and further developments in
the tension between blaming personnel or the substances that irritated them await further
investigation.
The third chapter of this dissertation delved into the partnership between the
National Oil Products Company (Nopco) and the Harvard biochemist Irvin Blank as they
developed two oil-based skin cleansers: the liquid, non-lathering Acidolate, intended for use
by people with soap-sensitive skins, and the solid Dermolate bar that aimed to conquer the
larger cosmetic market. Nopco funded Blank’s initial appointment and his early research
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projects were driven by the fact that Nopco had a successful sulfonated oil shampoo that they
also wanted to sell as a mild skin cleanser. Based on extensive patch testing and its clinical use
at the Harvard skin clinic, Blank reported promising results—many people with soap-irritated skins improved when using Acidolate, and few others had adverse reactions. Backed by its
“pretentious” pedigree the product achieved considerable commercial success, but the main
problem was that it did not lather with use. Lathering played a very important role in a skin
cleanser’s social efficacy—with a profound psychological effect on whether consumers felt
clean—and Nopco and Blank worked to fulfill it. Such that beginning in 1942, Nopco began
work on reformulating their bland cleanser into a solid cake (or bar) that could be sold as a
mass-market cosmetic product outside of the hospital or pharmacy and. Initial trials of this
new formulation by the female secretarial staff and wives of company employees produced
unpleasant reactions and rashes, which, in addition to being painful, illustrated the influence
of women in product development even as their labor was often unpaid and publicly invisible. Despite changes in response to this feedback that produced a gentler formula, Blank
confessed his disappointment that while Dermolate was a great cleanser, it was not perfect
and appears to have failed commercially. Though from this failure (specifically complaints
that Dermolate caused chapping and drying, that it was too good at cleaning oils from the
skin), Blank began a new research project on the water content of the epidermis—work that
had direct application to moisturizers and skin softeners. In this regard, Nopco’s interests and
flurry of questions helped seed further investigation of fundamental skin physiology.
Part of the argument of the chapter sought to further characterize the nature of the
relationship between industrial interests and medical research. While commentators have
argued for possibility and desirability “keeping their separate missions distinct,” the case
considered here found against clearly divisible lines of responsibility and labor. Essentially,
in practice, things were messy. (It is relevant that we considered a manufacturer of consumer
goods rather than pharmaceutical company proper.) The roles of academic researcher and
industry executives, though seemingly distinct, actually involved actions and contributions
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where each member of the partnership readily reached across ostensible gulfs in expertise.
Questions from Nopco’s staff generated compelling hypotheses and exposed important
knowledge deficiencies. Blank did not shy from providing overt marketing and advertising
suggestions. Some of the discourse on this subject seems to stem from a longing for a halcyon
antediluvian past before commerce and medicine became unseemly bedfellows that has not
existed in American medicine for quite some time, if ever. The question, “how do we extricate for-profit interests from American health care?” is perhaps not the right one, but instead,
how do we manage the dynamics of industry co-mingling with medicine—that in Charles
Rosenberg’s memorable phrase, was always in, but not of the market—to best promote
justice and social welfare?
The story of Blank and Nopco illustrated the potential for commerce to improve
the wellbeing of American skins, but also its pitfalls. People with soap-sensitivities who
previously could not do housework or labor without damaging their hands testified to how
Dermolate improved their lives and wrote in to secure supplies of Acidolate. The problem of
adverse consumer reactions to cosmetics could be severe (causing blindness or disfigurement),
and Nopco and Blank went to great lengths with extensive product tests to minimize this. If
one sought to combat snake oil salesmanship that plied false promises and preyed on body
insecurities, one could likely do worse than subjecting advertising copy to review by a PhD
biochemist with an allergy for hyperbole and exacting standards for supporting evidence.
However, Blank’s willing use of deception to secure his colleague’s support for his product
is clearly troubling. With the advantage of hindsight, we wonder about the independence
of Blank’s research and the reliability of his tests conclusions even as Nopco’s support was
transparently disclosed on the first page of pertinent publications. Yet for a consumer in
the market for skin care goods—who would rather they be safe, rigorously tested, unlikely
irritating, and sensibly advertised—it was likely that this specific dermatological researcher
(Blank) and industrial firm (Nopco) working together provided something of overall value.
Whether that holds true for a veritable explosion of business in cosmetic dermatology that
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followed later in the twentieth century is currently impossible for me to evaluate. Capturing
the longer trend of this trajectory requires further research and new sources. As does answering the question of what opened the floodgates of these products, and how this early historical moment of the 1930s and 1940s shaped what followed. One leading candidate for the
centerpiece of this later narrative is the development of Retin-A, the acne drug that became
an anti-wrinkle agent—research on which was initially funded by the U.S. Army and Public
Health Service and carried out on the backs of prisoners outside of Philadelphia.
The final chapter explored consumers’ and Ernest Dichter’s attitudes about skin and
products used to care for it through the archives of the Institute for Motivational Research.
It argued that as skin became imbued with symbolic currency as a mirror of self, female
consumers demanded greater particularity from their soaps. Mass-market products were no
longer sufficient in 1955. Middle-class White women demanded products that were made
“just for me,” that matched their bodily chemistry, that did not cause idiosyncratic allergy or
irritations, and which fundamentally captured something about their experience that made
them different. Alongside this (re)discovery of individuality, Dichter urged manufacturers in
the late fifties to avoid a single-minded focus on beauty in advertising on the basis of what he
heard from the women his firm interviewed. They wanted simply to run their fingers across
soap or cradle it in the palm of their hand. The field of cosmetics had the potential to introduce consumers to experiences that were pleasurable for the own sake, from the fun of an
extended bath soak to the stimulation of smearing something on their face. Which all might
lead to greater self-confidence or a psychosomatically triggered calm. For men, however,
things were different. They were not as eagerly invited to smell nice or partake in pleasurable
skin feelings, but rather needed to exorcise the insidious wafts of effeminacy or homosexuality associated with male cosmetics through identification with hyperbolic paragons of masculinity or the stinging pain of an alcohol after-shave. When American men joined women en
masse in the 1960s marketplace of skincare, it was with their own share of gender paranoia
that foreclosed certain avenues of epidermal exploration and pleasure.
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In the gendered dynamics of skin care consumption at this time, the normative skin
was women’s skin. Interestingly, although Dichter described the desires of the consumer of
the future in the terms of his wants and needs, the individuality he will assert about his skin
and hair, and the products needed to please him. Yet, it cannot have escaped anyone’s attention that in the realm of cosmetics and skincare almost all of the Institute’s interview subjects
were female. Dichter often used a default masculine pronoun to describe the epidermal
desires of a generic American, and whenever he did so, he spoke without hesitation from the
aggregated experiences of hundreds or even thousands of women. That women defined the
universal experience without any apparent cognitive dissonance over the necessary linguistic
gender inversion underscores how unlike in the workplace, in the consumer market it was
women’s skin that mattered.
The arguments about women’s agency in generating messages about individualized
goods or tactile epidermal pleasures were not intended to diminish larger critiques of the
industry. Despite these postwar appeals to experience their skin as a tapestry of selfhood and
a site of playful, tactile self-caress, many female consumers surely felt otherwise—chained to
skin care regimens by pressures of sexual desirability, or acutely sensitized to blemishes by advertising barrages of perfect skins. The companies involved had vested interests in increasing
sales, and one need not subscribe to a doctrine of manipulation or false consciousness to find
causes for concern. Even if many women were lead willingly into enjoyable experiences of
consumption, that provides little inoculation against critiques centered on environmentally
extractive logics, questions of animal testing, or equitable global resource allocation.
Ultimately the latter three chapter have tried to illustrated how human skins in the
US became interwoven with economic activity—a surface both delightfully animated and
inexhaustibly commercial.
**
This dissertation opened with a celebration of the rich possibilities for the history
of medicine that go beyond disease, while acknowledging there are many more beautiful
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disease histories waiting to be written. It seems that there is so much of skin that this history
was not—of disfigurement, of the steroid creams and topical agents that have had such a
profound effect on people suffering from a great variety of conditions. What stories lurk in
the archives of skin hospitals, or in the papers of even more dermatologists—who even if
they did not have domain over healthy skin, typically did over its diseased cousin. If one were
inspired by this work to move into a classical medical history direction, there are plenty of
patients who suffer from burns or are sick with interesting skin diseases (including acne and
eczema), that one could pursue in further study.
Alternatively, it came to my attention that the physician entrepreneur is a topic about
which (outside of pharmaceuticals) we know relatively little about in historical literature.
Heroic self-experimentation, yes. But figures like Blank (who was not a physician, but for
all intents and purposes acted rather similar to one), perhaps less so. Albert Klingman would
be vital in such a story, though of course it would extend well beyond the surfaces of skin,
and its potential interest would reach into questions of labor, innovation, and invention that
suffuse twenty-first century medicine with increasing force. This would take a history of
medicine in a history of technology and business inflection, but take the technology outside
of hospital and move it into the start-up (and its entrepreneurial antecedents).
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